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Abstract

A Toolkit for XML-Based and Process-Oriented
Application Integration
Volker Miinch
Abstract
Systems integration is hard work; different architectures with different interfaces
and an innumerable amount of Legacy applications with non-standard interfaces exist.
However the needs to meet changing business requirements and to implement faster and
optimised procedures within an enterprise and in cooperation with other external
enterprises mean that there is a continuing demand for such integration strategies and
products.
Integration was often an activity separate from system development and could not
be accomplished without re-involving system designers and developers. Such a process
is therefore inefficient and costly. This thesis proposes a process-oriented integration
strategy that combines the tasks of integration and business process modelling. This
approach means that systems can be integrated without conventional programming and
without changing the systems involved. Systems specialists are not required, which
results in quicker and more cost-effective systems integration. As proof of concept a set
of tools is built that can be used to integrate systems without considering technical
details. Access to all component systems is possible using a uniform format. The tool
kit can be used mainly in the area of Web Services, but other architectures and
application systems can also be supported by using appropriate adapters, examples of
which are included. The toolkit is tested in a product data management environment in a
project that aims to connect two different server systems, SAP and a product data
management system called OpenPDM.
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1. Introduction

1. Introduction
1.1.

Motivation
When e-business started, the main concerns were how companies could establish

customer relations, sell products or communicate and exchange data with their business
partners. The requirements have since become much more complicated. Nowadays,
besides the actual selling of products, the most important question is how complex
chains arising from the development, supply, production, up to goods distribution and
services can be handled electronically. This has already been working for several years
with several media breaks in the flow. Many of the processes are still being done
manually, e.g. the update of new catalogue products into an order system or manual
warehousing. However, companies are more and more being forced to execute these
chains fully automatically because of time, cost or competition factors. Furthermore,
these Supply Chains often result from the co-operation flexibility of different
companies. Today one company develops, produces and/or delivers products; tomorrow
one or several of these partial processes may be carried out far cheaper or better by
other companies. Coded rules in application programs are too rigid for such sequences.
Personal and company knowledge (data and rules how something ought to be done)
should be represented in the form of business processes and suitable applications
implemented to carry these out.
For this form of co-operation or collaboration the term Collaborative Commerce (or
c-commerce) has been established by the Gartner-Group, which means “the
collaborative and fluid interaction of a community, i.e. persomiel, business partners and
customers that is joined together by Internet, component and integration technologies,
resulting in agile but highly integrated 'virtual' multi-company enterprises.” [For 99]
Solutions that are offered by the so-called Electronic Business Communities seem
to be no longer sufficient. They deal either with processes between customer and
companies (B2C), or with simple relations between companies (B2B). However, it is
the execution of complex business processes through several business partners via
communication networks that matters most of all.
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In the meantime, the uniform technical basis for data exchange has been established
and is available everywhere, i.e. the Internet. Also modelling of workflow has been
known for years as business processes modelling/reengineering and is still in use,
although mainly for optimising the internal flows within enterprises. There exist
electronic market places as data exchange platforms, as well as integration solutions, i.e.
(Inter) Enterprise Application Integration solutions, that integrate applications with
others. However, what is absent is the flexible and agile assembly of all these attempts.
Of course, persons involved in such process chains cannot be represented in IT-systems,
only their knowledge (stored in Knowledge Management Systems or modelled with
Business Process Modelling Tools) or their written documents (stored in Document
Management Systems) are present.
Web Services [W3C 04] is a teclmology that allows users to invoke functionality
that is implemented in different software systems in a dynamic, platform-independent
and interoperable form. In the past, a large variety of applications that can be invoked or
even utilized via Internet technologies were called Web Services. Now, it is accepted
that for Web Services: interfaces must be defined in a so-called Web Service
Description Language (WSDL) file and the services themselves must be invoked using
the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). Web Service technology is generally
recommended as a possible basic technology for the implementation of collaborative
business solutions (e.g. see [KIR 02], [WeSi], and [Reichmayr 02]). One reason is
because Web Services offer communication possibilities beyond enterprise borders.
Single Web Services can be combined with others and, based on this technology,
several additional solutions exist, e.g., for the discovery of services and process oriented
approaches, which are most suitable for collaborative business
Unfortunately, there is a big problem: the huge number of application systems that
are already based on other basic technologies. It is doubtful whether all applications that
take part in such a process will ever be rewritten or be adapted to the corresponding
Web Service interfaces. In contrast, the current scenario is determined by a wide range
of different hardware platforms and application types in mid-size and larger companies:
•

Some Web-based front-ends

•

Some Web-based back-ends

•

A lot of PC - based desktop applications
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•

Some database-systems, mainly stored on UNIX-systems

•

Often one or more enterprise solutions mnning on HOST-systems
These single systems are often connected via networks and the data exchange

between them is done via database access, proprietary applications or manual data input.
The communication between them ranges from low-level approaches such as sockets
communication to high-level approaches such as the Object Management Group’s
Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [CORBA 03], and from single
purpose protocols such as the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) and the Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) to multi-purpose protocols such as the CORBA Internet
Inter-ORB Protocol (HOP). Furthermore, the architectures and protocols are not
platform- independent. Every application can communicate with others. Thus complex
networks of logical comiections arise. Finally, the use of wide area networks such as the
Internet for the connection of companies complicates matters. For example, security and
transaction processing issues must be handled when using such wide area networks.
Thus, systems integration is hard work. A system developer needs a lot of knowledge
and experience, even if he wants to integrate only two different kinds of applications.
The interfaces of various architectures or applications are too different.
Certainly some existing Enterprise Application Integration (EAI)-solutions can
solve such integration problems. But the previously mentioned flexible and agile
adoption of new or changed requirements in business processes cannot always be met,
because most EAI-tools are development-oriented tools, i.e. a user has to design and
write program code for integration purposes.
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1.2.

Goals
Flexible and agile integration is not always possible when conventional

programming-oriented integration approaches are applied. There is a variety of existing
solutions with various different interfaces and so a system specialist/developer is always
needed. If direct programming can not be applied, a solution must be found which
models graphically the corresponding sequences, and convert and execute these flows in
executable code to invoke the relevant component system. Thus, we must select some
suitable business process modelling technique, analyse ways to transfer these modelled
flows into executable code, and explore relevant issues such as security and transaction
considerations while executing the modelled flow in a real technical environment.
Such a process-oriented strategy combines the tasks of integration and business
process modelling, which means that systems can be integrated without conventional
programming and without changing the systems involved. Systems specialists are not
required, which results in quicker and more cost-effective systems integration.
The primary aim of this work is the validation of the process-oriented integration
approach. As proof of concept a set of tools is built that can be used to integrate back
end systems using standard technologies. This integration/collaboration solution can be
used in internal enterprise environments as well as in inter-enterprise environments. A
uniform format is provided to access all component systems. Teclmical details for
application integration and flow through the business process model can be added after
business processes are modelled. The tool kit can be used mainly in the area of Web
Services, but other architectures and application systems can also be supported by using
appropriate adapters, examples of which are included. The toolkit is evaluated in a
product data management environment in a project that aims to connect two different
server systems, SAP and a product data management system called OpenPDM.
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Integrated systems still define and run business processes. Standard process
modelling techniques will be considered and a suitable modelling tool will be proposed
that enables a user to specify an executable business process, including all the necessary
technical details to control sequences and access to back-end resources such as
databases, files, application servers, etc.
When different enterprises are involved in one application, an integration solution
can be provided either as a central integration server (see Figure 1.1) or as several
integration servers hosted by the participating enterprises (see Figure 1.2). For example,
in an environment where several external resources will be invoked, using the central
approach means that the integration system in the main company invokes the involved
resources directly, even when they are located in different enterprises. The execution is
controlled by processes which are completely modelled, stored and executed within the
main company. Of course this could adversely affect system performance as well as
increase security and transaction processing problems.

Figure 1.1: Central process oriented integration/collaboration approach

When the integration solution is distributed among all the enterprises involved, the
collaboration is done by calling sub processes that are stored in relevant companies. The
main process invokes only local resources and contains placeholders for the distributed
processes. The sub-processes are modelled in the other enterprises and during run-time,
the main integration service invokes the distributed integration solutions and passes
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onl}^ the desired process name and the required parameters to it. No technical details
such as user names and passwords for the invoked resources need to be published to
other companies thereby increasing system security. Furthenuore, since there is only
one network connection between the enterprises, the information transferred via this
connection is limited to the necessary process parameters, very likely resulting in
improved system performance. Finally, this connection can easily be secured using
suitable encryption methods. If the distributed system approach is allowed, the
modelling tool will need to support sub-process modelling.

Front-End
Application

Integration
Solution

^ Resource
A

Enterpnse I

Enterpnse II

Integration
Solution

Integration
Solution

Resource

B

Resource
C

Resource
E

Resource
D

Resource
F
Enterpnse III

Figure 1.2: Distributed process oriented integration/collaboration approach

As mentioned before, a large number of different protocol and application
interfaces exist. Also a lot of integration solutions exist which are based on modern
software architectures such as J2EE or Web Services. However, the majority of existing
systems are not equipped with the necessary interfaces for these architectures. For
example, most of MS-Windows-based applications have COM-interfaces, while
systems based on other platforms offer interfaces accessible through Remote Procedure
Calls. In more modem applications, data exchange is possible via Extensible Mark-up
Language (XML), a data format that includes the definition of data as well as the actual
data in a uniform form [XML 98]. When applications do not have any interfaces at all.
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they store their data in database systems. Therefore, Web Services, CORBA, relational
databases via ODBC or JDBC calls, XML-databases as well as RPC-callable Legacy
applications must be supported. The system should be extensible, i.e., adapters or
connectors to other applications and architectures could be provided.
The objective will therefore be to provide an integration toolkit that satisfies the
following conditions:
•

A non-invasive integration approach is employed, i.e. no changes in the back
end systems are needed.

•

The usage of the toolkit is not restricted to system specialists or developers.
Experienced users can also define and implement the processes.

•

The toolkit supports company-overlapping processes, e.g., it can be used in
supply chain management and other e-business tasks.

•

The additional effort required to run the processes on different clients is
minimal. Only a mntime module with a small interface will be invoked.

•

The toolkit can be incorporated as a small add-on to other systems, e.g., in
Application Servers to connect Legacy systems or as a workflow modelling tool.

1.3.

Structure of the Thesis

The individual chapters of the thesis emphasize the following points:
•

Chapter 1 gives a general overview of the dissertation.

•

Chapter 2 discusses the need for process-oriented integration.

•

Chapter 3 presents Enterprise Application Integration (EAI). Special emphasis
will be given to the role of XML in EAI and to cun*ent integration approaches in
component architectures like .NET, CORBA and Enterprise JAVA technologies.
Requirements for EAI tools will also be discussed.

•

Chapter 4 describes business process and workflow technologies, concentrating
on the special requirements for (inter) enterprise workflow such as Modelling
Requirements, Standard Process Schemas, and Workflow/Process Modelling
Tools.
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Chapter 5 considers technical issues that are important regarding collaboration
between different application systems, e.g. information transformation, security
and transaction processing.
Chapter 6 summarises the requirements and system analysis for the toolkit.
Chapter 7 provides the design and implementation details of the toolkit.
Chapter 8 presents a case study using the toolkit to integrate different
applications in a product data management environment.
Chapter 9 summarises the results of this work and gives an outlook on future
developments.
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2. The Need for Process-Oriented Integration
David Linthicum defines process integration as “the science and mechanism of
managing the movement of data and the invocation and execution of common processes
that exist in and between organizations”\ According to him, the main differences
between traditional application integration and process-oriented integration techniques
are:
process oriented integration spawns many instances of traditional application
integration, i.e. data integration, interface and method integration
application integration typically means the exchange of information between
systems without visibility into internal process
process integration leads to a process model and moves information between
applications in support of that model
application integration is typical a tactical solution, motivated by the
requirements for two or more applications to communicate, while process
integration is a strategic solution that affects also business rules.

Process integration is “an aggregation of business process modelling (BPM),
business process automation (BPA) and workflow. This approach implements and
manages transactions and real-time business processes that span multiple applications,
providing layer for creating common processes that span many processes in integrated
systems.”^
Generally a BPA tool may work according to [Froeschle 03] in one of two forms
(see Figure 2,1):
by a central approach, where a central instance controls the flow of the process.

' See [Linth 01] page 106
‘ See [Linth 01] page 108
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by a decentralized or distributed approach where no central instance exists.
Instead, the complete flow is transferred to each participant, being partly
executed and afterwards passed to the next participant and at the end back to the
initiator of the workflow.

Central approach

Decentralized or distributed approach

Figure 2.1: General concepts for executing workflows (Source |Froeschle 03j)

For these approaches, the terms orchestration (central) and choreography
(decentralized) have been introduced, especially in integration approaches for Web
Services. For example [Peltz 03] defines the terms as follows:
Orchestration “refers to an executable business process that may interact with both
internal and external Web services. Orchestration describes how Web services can
interact at the message level, including the business logic and execution order of the
interactions. These interactions may span applications and/or organizations, and result
in a long-lived, transactional process. With orchestration, the process is always
controlled from the perspective of one of the business parties.”
Choreography is “more collaborative in nature, where each party involved in the
process describes the part they play in the interaction. Choreography tracks the
sequence of messages that may involve multiple parties and multiple sources. It is
associated with the public message exchanges that occur between multiple Web
services.”
Both approaches are, e.g., realized by the so-called Business Process Execution
Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS) and their underlying concepts (see section
4.4.3).
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In the choreography approach, the applications involved or the underlying
middleware must be able to understand the process definition and execute the desired
services. This means that they must be based on the same architecture (e.g. the complete
Web Service architecture) or they must offer a suitable adaptor for such an environment.
This approach may not be possible when there is a heterogeneous set of participants.
Furthermore, the complete process information is transferred from one participant to the
next and this may cause a security leak, especially in collaboration between different
enterprises.
Some areas where process-oriented integration is applicable include EAl,
Collaborative Business, Service-Oriented Integration. The focus of attention will be on
EAl, which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.

2.1

Collaborative Business
In August 1999, the Gaitner Group published an article with the title:

“Collaborative Commerce: The New Arena for Business Applications” [Bond 99].
Therein it is argued that in future, static application will be replaced by componentbased applications working together via Internet-based integration technologies and
furthermore that static business processes will be replaced by dynamic and easily
adaptable business processes to support changing business partners and/or provide a
faster response to changed market requirements.
As C-Commerce is not a new independent model, great emphasis should rather be
placed on the improvement in the efficiency and processing speed of business
processes. The same concepts have partly been introduced and implemented for many
years, e.g., the automobile industry and their various suppliers have been cooperating
for decades in all possible commercial fields, i.e., planning, procurement, production
and distribution. According to [OM 01], there “have also already been similar draffs and
expectations to the collaborative commerce approach in connection with concepts like
Supply Chain Management (SCM), Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) and Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP). However, the main difference might be the closer co-
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operation of the individual technologies used. Collaborative Commerce is a uniform,
integrated and more extensive approach.
The new aspect is the turning away from pure data exchange between applications
and enterprises, as done in EDI, to an extensive collaboration process not only within
one’s own enterprise or a small number of partners (e.g. suppliers) but also between a
large number of enterprises. Furthermore the focus on the entire business process,
inclusive of all value-added chains and commercial processes, is also new. EDI- and
ERP systems concentrate only upon single sub-ranges and provide only isolated
solutions.
It could be argued that this integrated approach has already been taken into account
by the draft specifications of E-Commerce or E-Business, especially in the B2B area,
but some sources will consider E-Business as a part of C-Commerce. Markus Knoke
describes the differences as follows: ‘Tn comparison to pure E-Commerce, which
concentrates upon transactions and everything else around these transactions, CCommerce offers a higher complexity step. It encloses far more varied activities than
only those which accompany a transaction directly. Simplistic C-Commerce signifies
itself in such a way, that several enterprises cooperate electronically, i.e. they form
some kind of virtual organizations, that can be dissolved and, if need be, created
again.”^ In [OM 01], E-Commerce in contrast to C-Commerce is compared with selling
a CD to a customer in an on-line shop in contrast to implementing the processes that are
necessary to plan and build a complex building.
Because the term “commerce” is usually used for the purpose of dealing and
trading only, the more neutral tenn “business” is used synonymously from now on.
The biggest advantage of Collaborative Business has already been mentioned:
increased competitiveness. Cost savings, quicker market launch of products though
common development with several partners, faster processing of customer orders
through continuous application integration of all partners involved (customer,
departments within the own enterprise, suppliers, carriers, etc) are advantages often
mentioned (e.g., see [For 99], [And 00] or [Car 01]).
An investigation of TBC Research (by order of J.D.Edwards) in the year 2000
showed that 80% of European managers considered "Collaborative Commerce" as an
See [KNO 01] page 2
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important future competition factor [Pulic 01]. One year later, another study v^as carried
out which predicted that 62% of European managers looked at electronic trade
communities as a key for future commercial success [JDE 01].
A number of issues must be addressed when implementing Collaborative
Commerce initiatives [OM 01]. Because of the vast amount of data exchange, some of it
with sensitive information, in C-Commerce it is obvious that security is an important
consideration.
Cultural and psychological barriers must also be overcome. For many decision
makers it is still inconceivable to exchange their back-office applications and internal
information with third parties, i.e. beyond one’s own enterprise. Partner enterprises
must be willing to take part in a C-Commerce platform (partner's integration). As with
all current IT-applications, missing standards for the integration of all kinds of available
applications and hardware are also big barriers. For creative collaboration across
enterprise borders organizational structures and competences must become obscure. In
any case, rigid assignments of rights and duties to individual employees cannot be
maintained in a C-Commerce environment.

2.2

Service-Oriented Integration
One of the latest approaches for integrating different application systems is the so-

called Service Oriented Integration (SOI). While EAI integrates existing (often
monolithic) applications, SOI proclaims first of all a Service Oriented Ai'chitecture
(SOA) as the base for the software infrastructure within an enterprise. All applications
used must expose standard interfaces that offer and implement services. According to
[Gov 03], the different participants should meet the “Find-Bind-Execute” paradigm that
is shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: “Find-Bind-Execute” paradigm (Source: |Gov 03))

In a SOA, three kinds of participants can be identified. The Service Provider offers
functionality via services and publishes these via a registry. The Repository or Service
Broker offers functionality to look for suitable services, returning the address of the
found service and also contract information (further information that are needed to
consume the service) and the Service Consumer or Service Requestor finds suitable
services via the registry and afterwards consumes the retrieved service.
A SOA proclaims the loose coupling of services and thus, the easy exchangeability
of services and participants. Web Services are often marked as “the” implementation of
a SOA with its UDDI repository assuming the role of the Service Broker [Froeschle 03].
The contracts have a representation in the foim of WSDL files and binding and
execution can be done in a standard and uniform way.
In fact, SOA is not a new concept. This paradigm was already introduced and used
in the CORBA architecture [Zahavi 00]. The registries are the CORBA “Naming
Services” and contracts are represented via a dynamically accessible interface
repository.
The terms services, components and objects are often mixed up in this area.
According to [Schuette 03], “Services are loosely coupled, based on standard interfaces,
easily accessible, common standards oriented, stateless atomic units of business
functionality. Whereas components are tightly coupled, diverse interface based on
implementation, closed-in architecture, diverse component model standards, and
stateless or stateful atomic units of business functionality.”
[Gov 03] distinguish objects, components and services by the granularity of their
interfaces. Objects have fine-grained interfaces and services have coarse-grained
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interfaces. For example, a service may offer an interface with a method named “Create
Order”. The service is implemented in a component that offers this functionality via two
interface methods “AddOrder” and “AddCustomer” and the “CreateOrder” method
could be implemented in an “order”-object with methods for creating an order head and
attaching order items.

2.3

Summary
Process integration is a strategic solution that affects business rules. A process

model is created and information is moved between applications in support of that
model. All levels of integration are covered: data, methods and business objects.
The capability to model and execute business processes as well as integrate system
components means a quicker response to market changes. Other advantages include:
reduced integration time, reduced costs, optimal staff requirements, reduce task
complexity. Business Process Modelling should therefore be supported in any system
integration tool. A decentralised (choreography) BPM tool is not feasible due to the
likely heterogeneity of the participants and the possibility of security leaks. Instead, a
central instance will be needed to analyse the process information, to assemble and
execute the calls to the partners involved and to control the flow between different
participants. Collaborative Commerce is premised on the integration of independentlybuilt components. The main issue to address is the integration of legacy systems. An
existing Service Oriented Architecture is an ideal basis for process-oriented system
integration because the services involved offer well-defined interfaces through the
repository and a standardized invocation of the different services through the common
software architecture is possible. If a process modelling tool is included in the SOA, the
repository can be queued and the retrieved services can afterwards be assembled in the
business process created. EAI is the epitome of process-oriented systems integration
and will be covered in more detail in the following chapter.
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3.

Enterprise Application Integration (EAI)

The term Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) encompasses procedures,
technologies and software systems which enable automated communication and
interoperability between different applications and business processes within and
between organizations. EAI has been defined as follows:
“EAI is the unrestricted sharing of data and business processes among any
connected applications and dates sources in the enterprise.” [Linth 99]
“Enterprise application integration (EAI) combines technologies and processes that
enable custom-built and/ or standard applications to exchange business-level
information in format and contexts that each understands.” [WiRaWe 00]
“EAI is the process-oriented integration of application systems and data in
heterogeneous IT-architectures.” [Ass 01]
A business process is “a computerized representation or model of a process that
defines both the manual process and the automatable workflow process” (Workflow
Management Coalition). It can be said that the goal of EAI is to connect propriety and
standard applications in heterogeneous system architectures to support business
processes.
Some sources employ the term Inter Enterprise Integration (lEI) for integration
approaches between different enterprises, and application integration within and
between enterprises is referred to as Total Systems Integration [Stiehl02]. In this thesis,
EAI is taken to cover all kinds of application integration, regardless of the location of
the applications used.
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3.1

Benefits of EAI

The earliest integration model consisted of printing the data from one application
and entering it into another application, a process which resulted in the development of
import and export interfaces for the relevant applications. Standard data exchange
formats, e.g. EDI (see www.edi.org^ had to be developed since different encoding
schemas character sets (ASCII, ANSI, and EBCDIC) and number formats (byte
alignment, byte order) could be used by the applications. The growing use of Internetbased technologies, the increasing cooperation and globalisation of enterprises and the
implementation of e-Business strategies have all increased the need for online
integration strategies [Nuss 01]. This is on the one hand, due to the progress in
information technology, and on the other hand, because of the new business models
employed by enterprises. The Internet provides an ideal infrastmcture for integration.
Each company can communicate worldwide with others, using standardized
communication protocols on an always available global network, instead of using
proprietary solutions. New business models mean that a faster information exchange
may be necessary due to lean production, and/or business partners may be involved to
optimise the supply chain or distributed development, production and sales of goods,
and/or large amount of data must be available or exchanged online to different
locations.
The question is: In which ways can EAI methods and products help to fulfil these
requirements? Two arguments for the use of EAI stand out: integration and automation,
both leading to development and maintenance cost reductions and time savings.
Integration means improved communication at application level, i.e., enabling
communication between business partners without manual interventions by using
suitable software systems. No data needs to be exchanged manually, and no processing
step within the application must be triggered off manually. This can be done by the
invoking application via suitable interfaces. Automation means a redesign of business
processes with the aim of processing an incoming event (e.g. an order receipt) also
without manual interventions.
EAI represents a protection of existing software investments. The integration of socalled “Legacy” applications is made possible, allowing them to achieve a longer life
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cycle, because they can be further operated with the benefits of integration and
automation. Legacy applications are often the backbone of critical business areas and
their integration must be carried out extremely carefully using so-called “non-invasive”
integration approaches [ErGo 01].
Another key benefit cited by EAI-vendors is the future-orientation of such EAI
solutions. When selecting new software systems, companies do not have to consider
whether or not the system fit into the existing software landscape (’’Best of Breed”approach) as the EAI-tools can be used to integrate them with existing applications if
necessary. Therefore, an enterprise attains independence from a particular software
vendor and can select the best-fitting software solution each time. Of course an
enteiprise may become very dependent on the EAI-vendor instead. If the EAI-product is
not properly maintained and updated to support new software system or architectures,
another one would have to be purchased and all the EAI-implementation efforts would
have to be repeated.

3.2

Systems Integration Fundamentals

3.2.1 Integration Width
Enterprise Application Integration is concerned with the integration of internal
enterprise systems, as well as the integration of systems that exceed enterprise
boundaries. The integration of the core applications of an enterprise is called “Internal
Integration”. In this case integration means that data is exchanged and methods are
invoked between different applications in an automatic and event-triggered way.
“External Integration” concerns the communication between external partners, e.g.
customers and suppliers and internal application systems.
There are three possible business areas for integration solutions:

Application to Application (A2A)
The main purpose in this area is the integration of applications within an
enterprise, especially Legacy applications and standard software like ERP or
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CRM systems, running in heterogeneous environments from PC’s to
mainframes. Infonnation between the applications is exchanged and application
functionality is invoked by other systems.

Business to Business (B2B)

Here, enterprise boundaries are removed. This external integration also includes
customers and suppliers of the enterprise using Internet technologies. The
applications used are the same as in A2A but a direct communication between
the applications is not always needed. Thus, information transformation
technologies must be considered.

Business to Consumer (B2C)

In B2C the end user of an enterprise is included. Normally this is done by
offering infonnation and gaining access to back-end functionality through a
Web-browser.

3.2.2

Integration Depth

When integrating applications it is not sufficient to only establish the connections
between applications, they must also be able to communicate with each other. This
communication could take place on different application levels. It depends on whether
only data are to be exchanged or a complete business process must be integrated.
The following main integration types (Figure 3.1) are defined in [Linth 01] and
[WiRaWe 00].
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Methods

Application Interface

Data

Figure 3.1: Integration Depth (Source [Linth 01 ])

3.2.2.1 Data-Oriented Application Integration
The integration at data level is the simplest form of integration. The stored data of
one application is read, transformed, processed and stored in the data storage of another
application. Because databases are used in most of the applications that are worth
integrating, the following is based on this. However, this approach works with any kind
of data storage, from flat files to relational or object-oriented or XML-databases. The
low programming requirements of such an approach are the primary advantage for
Data-Oriented Application Integration. Furthermore, any application that stores data in
any way is suitable for this approach, e.g. Legacy Systems that offers no other
interfaces.
The approach appears simple, but in reality this often is not a simple solution. To
move data successfully between different databases, it is necessary for the system
architects and developers to understand the complex world of the database technologies,
and the flow of information within an enterprise. It is certainly dangerous even to
actualise databases without knowing the exact data integrity rules which may exist at
the application level; e.g. changing a record without changing other chained information
may result in data waste. Additionally, a lot of different databases exist normally within
an enterprise. These represent a complex network of different database technologies and
data models that must be handled correctly.
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3.2.2.2 Application Interface-Oriented Application Integration
Application Interface-Oriented Application Integration refers to the use of
interfaces that are provided by applications to support integration. By using these
interfaces it is possible to obtain access to the application logic and information from
other applications.
Application Programming Interfaces (API) can often be found in larger applications
and in applications that build (from their functional range) the backbone of an enterprise
such as ERP-systems. However, these applications tend to offer a wide range of
interfaces to processes and data in a non-portable way. For example the procedure to
create new customers in two different applications may have to be done in two totally
different ways.
Such APIs can be implemented for different software architectures. Some of these
offer a dynamic interface that can be invoked directly at runtime from other
applications, while other interfaces can only be used during the development time. In
both cases the use of such APIs is much safer, in terms of data integrity, than the direct
data access approach. The different kinds of interfaces can be classified into three
categories depending on the information they expose: business services, data services,
and objects [Rothe 01].
•

Business Services are interfaces that offer an access to every existing logic
within the application. Through this kind of interface, a process is invoked as if
directly by a user on the applications’ front end. Business services represent a
virtual gateway to the applications’ data. The integrity of the data passed is
controlled through this gateway. Without such a control, the integrity conditions
required for the correct work of the system can be violated

■

Data services offer directly access to the logical or physical database of the
software system.

■

Objects are combinations of logic with data. In the world of object oriented
software development an object is the encapsulation of data and methods which
work on that data. The data could not be accessed without calling the suitable
methods. Thus, data integrity can always be guaranteed.
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3.2.2.3 Method-Oriented Application Integration
Method-Oriented Application Integration means integration at the level of business
logic or business objects. Applications can use other applications’ methods without
implementing their own method, e.g. the method for creating an order within an
application can be used from other applications. The line between this and Application
Interface-Oriented Application Integration is sometimes not identifiable. Differences
can be found in the functional range of an API and a method within a business object.
For example, when using an API, a developer may have to call a method for checking
the customer’s financial state of affairs, create an order and, within a loop, call methods
to add order items to the order and check their availability in stock. In contrast, a
business object could provide a single method for these steps. The architectures used
could also be different. Method-Oriented approaches use distributed objects, application
servers or transaction processing monitors.
Business Object-Oriented Application Integration and Service-Oriented
Application Integration are special cases of this form of integration. Their interfaces
are based on software architectures for distributed objects or so-called Web Services.

3.2.2.4 Portal-Oriented Application Integration
Portal-Oriented Application Integration is very popular due to the increasing use of
the Internet. In this approach, software architects integrate applications by collecting
information from an enterprise’s internal or external data sources and applications, and
presenting the compressed information in a uniform user interface, e.g. an Internet
browser. The previous integration approaches are suitable for the exchange of
information and for real-time method invocation but they do not handle infomiation
presentation to the user even though the presentation is the most important point here.
Static information is often used so caching mechanisms can be implemented, e.g. to
avoid network traffic when frequently the same information is requested. User rights
must be considered more so than by other integration approaches because many
different user groups may use such an enterprise portal and not all the information
should be visible to every user. Also, the information exchange cannot be completely
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automated. Sometimes user interaction is needed, e.g. a Web-form must be completed
which is needed for the database query.

3.2.2.5 Process-Oriented Application Integration
Integration at process level is the most sophisticated fonu of integration
approaches. It holds the management view of processes invoking the methods of
different applications in- or outside the enterprise. Process integration covers all lower
levels of integration depth, data, methods and business objects. At this level, only the
control and automation of processes is relevant. Physical information flow is not
considered.
In some references, e.g. [Kaib 02], the above mentioned integration levels are
summarized in only three layers: data, functionality and processes, where functionality
includes application interfaces, methods and objects.

3.3

Basic Integration Technologies
Classical middleware products attempt to enable the integration of different

systems in standardized form. Middleware products are located between two or more
software systems, and enable communication and data exchange of applications from
different vendors using different hardware platforms. Such middleware covers the
integration of application and offers additional services like security or transaction
processing for those applications that support the middleware standards. Middleware
hides the complexity of the networks and hardware platforms used. Unfortunately
traditional Middleware often provides insufficient support for the integration of external
application; it was intended only for the integration of enterprise-internal applications.
The special needs (mainly security) of external integration have not been considered
yet. Another disadvantage is the fact that software systems that should work together
must support the middleware used. Otherwise, substantial changes must be made, i.e.,
the middleware layer must be embedded in all the software applications. This is
impossible to accomplish because normally no source code will be delivered with
standai'd applications. In contrast. Enterprise Application Integration allow users with
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little knowledge about an application to integrate it with others. The goal is a “plug and
play” solution which allows an integration of application at very low costs.

3.3.1

Connection Types

Component connections can employ a Point-to-Point, Hub and Spoke or Integration
Bus configuration (see [Rothe 01] or [Geide 03]).
A connection is called a Point-to-Point connection when a direct connection
between the two participants exists (see Figure 3.2).

Application 1

Application 6

^

Application 2

Application 5

*

Application 3

Application 4

Figure 3.2: Point to point connections

A single connection exists for each integrated application. If all applications within
an enterprise have to communicate with each other, the number of interfaces that must
be supported is n * ((n-l)/2) and a complexity may be quickly reached which carmot be
handled. In reality, such a number of individual connections will rarely be reached since
most applications do not need to communicate with every other one. This approach is
often used by propriety integration solutions. Nevertheless, an inconsiderate use of this
connection type may result in the so-called “spaghetti integration” (termed by the
Gartner Group according to [Man 03]).
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In an EAI model, every application needs exactly one interface. This is possible
using either a Hub and Spoke connection or an Integration Bus. Hub and Spoke
connections assume the existence of a central integration server (see Figure 3.3). Every
application must only support an interface to this server. The server serves as a turntable
for data exchange and method invocation and is responsible for correct data
transfoiTnation and forwarding. Therefore, new solutions can be added or existing
solutions can be exchanged by implementing one interface.

Figure 3.3: Hub and Spoke connection

But this approach has disadvantages too. By exchanging one application with
another, the physical interface can easily be adapted, but if the new application interface
offers other semantic information, all other applications concerned must also be
adapted. Furthermore, an approach with one central server may be error-prone and
demands for load balancing are hard to implement. Thus, an integration bus may be a
better solution (see Figure 3.4). Applications and integrations servers are connected to
the bus system and logic within the bus is responsible for the forwarding of requests to
one or more integration servers and vice versa.
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Application 1

Application 3

IntegrationServer 1
Application 2

IntegrationServer 2

Application 4

Integration Bus

Figure 3.4: Connections via an integration bus

3.3.2

Communication Types

This section discusses some communication mechanisms which exist in enterprises,
and could be used in an integration approach or should be supported by an EAI-solution
when applications in different communication architectures have to be connected, (see
[Linth 01], [WiRaWe 00], [Kaib 02]).

3.3.2.1 Synchronous - Asynchronous communication
Synchronous communication means that a sender of a request is blocked until the
receiver processes the request. The time that the sender has to wait depends on the reply
time of the receiver. Using asynchronous communication, the sender can immediately
continue with his steps once the receiver is called. It is the task of the sender to ask the
receiver afterwards whether the request is fulfilled. There are some reasons for using
asynchronous communication. For example, the sender can process other tasks while he
waits for the receiver’s answer, the receiver does not have to be active at the same time
as the sender, etc. Applications can implement the asynchronous communication in
different ways, e.g., by using threads.

3.3.2.2 Remote Procedure Calls
A RPC is a synchronous call to the functionality of applications hosted on other
computers. The desired function and their parameters are packed into a data structure
and sent to the other computer via a special port. A task listens on this port for an
incoming call, unpacks the request and calls the real function in the target application.
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In the reverse way, results are packed by the port-listening task and sent back to the
receiver. The sender and receiver must use the same conventions according to the
format (coding, character set, byte alignment) of the call. RPCs represent the classical
Client/Server model and can be found in all middleware architectures even when they
offer an object-oriented view of the target application. The use of a RPC is transparent
to developers who use their normal development environment and create remote calls in
the same way as local calls. Afterwards, the compiler has the task of building the
required client- and server wrapper code.
3.3.2.3 Message Oriented Middleware
Message-oriented Middleware (MOM) is based on the schema that applications
communicate with each other by exchanging messages. Messages are byte streams in
which the infonuation regarding receiver, methods and arguments are packed. MOM is
a typical asynchronous approach. MOM concentrates on the transportation of data
between programs, not the execution of methods. Messages are stored in queues by the
middleware and possible receivers have to check whether there are messages in their
queue. Often a priority can be set by the sender or the middleware to indicate how
receivers should process the request.
3.3.2.4 Distributed Objects
Distributed Objects are classified as Middleware because they enable (among other
things) communication between applications. Distributed Objects are small applications
that use standardized interfaces and protocols. An ideal architecture for distributed
object supports portability regarding hardware platforms, operating systems and
programming languages. CORBA is an example of such an architecture.

3.3.2.5 Database-Oriented Middleware
Database-Oriented Middleware refers to any kind of middleware that enables the
communication with or between different database systems regardless of their location
on a local or remote computer.
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3.3.2.6 Transaction Processing Monitors
A Transaction Processing Monitor (TP Monitor) is a control program for
administration: the transaction-oriented administration of applications for online
dialogue processing and batch processing. The TP monitor is an add-on for an operating
system and builds a layer between application and operating system. TP-monitors are
primarily used by mainframe applications where they are a gateway between a large
number of users and limited hardware resources. They receive the requests from clients
and queue the request for a secure, resource sparing and transaction safe processing of
the server applications. Thus, TP-monitors are a possible starting point for an automated
Legacy integration approach. The originator of a request has to simulate an online user
of the application and pass the information to the system in the same way that users do
when they send screenful of information from their terminal to the system. This
approach is often called “Screen Scrapping”.

3.4

Modern Integration Technologies
A number of integration technologies can be employed. They fall broadly under

two categories: XML-based and component-based.

3.4.1

XML based approaches

XML is a widely used, easily processable and portable format for storing and
transmitting data and also for the description of this data. The basics of XML were
standardized in 1996 by the World Wide Web-Consortium (W3C) and since then, many
XML-based approaches have been built, some of them standardized by W3C or other
organisations. These range from the description of data (XML Schema), the extraction
of data from XML-files (XPath, XML Query), the standardized data exchange between
applications (e.g., ebXML and an uncountable number of others) to standards for the
method invocation between applications (SOAP). Only the aspects relevant to
application integration will be considered. The specifications can be found under the
corresponding links from www.w3c.org.
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As mentioned in Section 3.2.2 the three possible integration layers are data,
functionality and processes. For each layer, special XML features exist which may be
suitable for integration purposes.

3.4.1.1 Data Integration
XML is primarily a format to store syntactic and semantic information. If all
applications use XML as their physical data fonnat, stored in flat files or XMLdatabases, data integration will be easy. The data can be directly accessed by other
applications without the need for transformation.
In reality, many different database formats and systems exist within an enterprise.
Nevertheless XML provides a solution for this infrastructure. XML Query offers a
possibility to get data in from different sources by uniform queries. The returned data is
always represented in XML and can be processed in a uniform way. Unfortunately,
additional software is needed to transform the Queries into the language of the data
source. Modern database systems are delivered with these adapters, but it is doubtful
whether these exist for older systems.
There is still another problem. Two different applications may not integrate any
data received directly in the same way. Normally a transformation of information is
needed.

The

Extensible

Stylesheet

Transfonnation

(XSLT)

exists

for this.

Transformation rules can be defined, which convert infonnation from one format into
another. The source format must be in XML but the target format can be in any other
format.

3.4.1.2 Function Integration
Communication beyond enterprise boundaries is often hard to execute. Security
considerations forbid any direct connection between applications. An enterprise is
normally secured by a firewall solution, which blocks all requests from the outside with
the exception of the mail and web servers. But the requirements of B2B, B2C and
collaborative business integrations back-end applications may need to be integrated too.
It is not possible to deactivate the firewall for all the communication protocols used by
the application as there is quit a variety of them, e.g. HOP, RMI, COM, Sockets, etc. A
unifonn and secure solution that enables communication to pass through the firewalls is
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to use HTTP as a transport protocol, and to use XML-format stored information to
activate the required application and invoke the correct method with the necessary
arguments.
XML-RPC was one of the first to use this approach, becoming standardized in 1999
(see [XML-RPC]). The desired function call with the necessary arguments are packed
into a XML-stream and sent to a special gateway that executes the real function call and
returns the results to the sender. Gateways and libraries for the use of XML-RPC exist
for a variety of architectures and web languages. They are still in use, but a broad
application of XML-RPC was never reached.
XML-RPC was followed by the so-called Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP),
which is today a widely used solution for application communication through the
Internet. The basic principles are the same as those of XML-RPC: the information is
packed into an XML-stream, sent to a gateway (normally a Web Server) on the target
computer where it is executed and the results are returned to the sender. In contrast to
XML-RPC, more data types can be used by the method invocation. Moreover additional
infomiation concerning, e.g., encryption of the transmitted data or transactional
processing can be passed with a SOAP call. The information exchange is split into two
parts. A sender sends a SOAP-Request to the seiwer and receives a SOAP-Response.
Each of these consists of a mandatory body-part that contains the information for the
method call and an optional header for additional information; each is packed in a
SOAP-envelope. Gateways for SOAP are available for all Web Servers used nowadays.
SOAP defines how the information must be structured, but not how the information
should be transported. Thus, other communication protocols other than HTTP can be
used, e.g. RMI in JAVA. The application of another communication protocol may limit
the portability of SOAP because sender and receiver must use the same one. Server
applications that can be invoked through SOAP are named Web Services. In fact, it is
conunonly accepted that Web Services are based on SOAP.
The Web Service Definition Language (WSDL) is used to publish the functionality
of a Web Service. The methods and their arguments, as well as communication
parameters are defined in this XML-file.
Web Services are very popular. The main reason may be its ease of use. Every
application that is able to execute a HTTP-Post can be a client for Web Services. No
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Special runtime environment or middleware is needed. The support of Web Services is
automatically included in modem software architectures like J2EE or .NET.
At the moment, the World Wide Web-Consortium is working on a successor for
SOAP called XML Protocol (XMLP). Improvements that may be implemented by
XMLP are: support and transport of binary data, standards for security and transaction
processing and a better error handling.
3.4.1.3 Process Integration
XML can be applied to EAI-tools for the internal storage of process information or
for the exchange of process models between different modelling tools. Business Process
Modelling Language (BPML) or Business Process Executing Language for Web
Services (BPEL4WS) can be mentioned here. A description of these formats can be
found in chapter 4.4.

3.4.1.4 Example Technologies
Several sources regard Web Services as the universal solution for (Inter) Enterprise
Application Integration; others consider it as a completely new way for EAI. Web
Services are really excellent concerning the ease of integration and exchangeability and
communication between them. Features such as UDDI (Universal Description,
Discovery and Integration) allow a global publication of services and thus, an easy way
to find and integrate required services from other companies. But Web Service
technology is simply the implementation of standardized interfaces. There is no
problem when HTTP is used as communication protocol. When other protocols are
used, e.g. Java’s RMI, interoperability can not be assumed when working in a
heterogeneous environment with .NET or others. As in all software architectures, Web
Services can only communicate with other Web Services directly. Thus this approach is
only feasible if integration is done in a pure Web Service environment. In practice there
ai*e many different other architectures and many applications without standardized
interfaces. Also pure Web Service technology does not include information
transformation or process support, and additional software is needed to integrate other
systems. Two example products are Microsoft’s .NET and SUN’s Open Net
Environment (Sun ONE).
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Microsoft .Net is based completely on Web Services as regards communication
beyond computer borders. There is an integration server named BizTalk Server which
handles information exchange with a variety of applications. BizTalk works as a central
integration server with complete process oriented application collaboration. Infonuation
exchange and method invocation is done by defining and filling in XML-documents
which are sent at runtime to the integrated application or to a suitable adapter that
transforms the BizTalk messages to native information and invocations. Tools for
mapping and transforming this information are part of the BizTalk Server. Process
Modelling is done via Microsoft’s universal drawing solution Visio. A large variety of
adapters exist from other vendors. A framework for programming adapters is being
provided with the tool. Inter-enterprise integration can be done directly by invoking
distributed applications, or invoking multiple instances of the BizTalk server that are
installed in the different participating enterprises. A Host Integration Server is provided
to link data and applications in HOST environments with Windows applications. More
information about BizTalk can be found on the BizTalk web page

([BIZTALK]).

Sun’s new architecture includes many of their existing products under one roof.
The main components are the application server iPlanet and the integration solution
Forte Fusion that serves, among others, as a communication, commerce or portal server.
Together they are called Sun ONE Application Server and Integration Server. The
functional range of this integration server is veiy similar to the Microsoft’s BizTalk
Server. Sun ONE also supports an XML-based and process-oriented integration
approach via mappings of information between application systems and suitable
adapters to other architectures or application systems. Inter-enterprise integration can be
done by directly invoking distributed applications or other Application Servers in
participating enterprises. More information about Sun ONE can be found on the Sun
ONE web page [SunONE].
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3.4.2

Component based Software Architecture Approaches

3.4.2.1 JAVA
The basic Java technology, Java 2 Standard Edition (J2SE), already offers
integration capabilities to a number of different systems. Different database systems can
be invoked through the Java Database Comiectivity (JDBC)-API; message-oriented
systems and applications could be accessed through the JAVA Messaging API (JMA);
JavalDL and RMl-IIOP offer connectivity to CORBA-servers; Java API for XMLbased RPC (JAX-RPC) provides an interface to Web Services. Thus, nearly all kinds of
integration types can be realized with these basic APIs: data-, function-, object and
message based integration, except for a process-oriented approach. In addition to these
low level APIs for systems integration, the Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) provides
extended integration possibilities. The complete specifications for these APIs can be
found

on

the

JAVA

Web-page

{http://java.sun.com/reference/api/index.html).

The

of

Sun

so-called

Microsystems
J2EE

Connector

Architecture adds transaction and security solutions.
The J2EE Connector Architecture [JCA 03] defines a standard architecture for
connecting to heterogeneous enterprise application systems like ERP, Database Systems
and legacy systems that are not written in Java language. It enables software vendors to
provide standard resource adapters for their applications. The resource adapter plugs in
an application server, providing connectivity between server application, application
server and client applications. Invocation, communication and transaction management
are done by additional standardised components within the application server, here
shown as Connection, Transaction and Security Manager in co-operation with the
resource adapter.
The following diagram illustrates the J2EE Connector Architecture:
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Figure 3.5: J2EE Connector Architecture Overview (Source: jJCA 03))

Application Components are Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) abstracting the real
underlying application, here shown as an Enterprise Information System. Application
and System Contract are here standardized protocols that enable a uniform
communication between all these components. The purpose of these different
components and protocols is an easy exchangeability and reusability of system parts.
For example, a special Application Component for accessing one ERP system can be
combined with a standardized Resource Adapter for the underlying architecture from
other vendors. The implementation of the different managers and adapters have to be
realized by the Application Server or third-party vendors, and a variety of these exist.
These Java APIs and frameworks offer only the option of a point-to-point
integration. These are always development-oriented, i.e. a developer must write code for
integration purposes. More flexible solutions like EAI-hubs or brokers must be
implemented by oneself or bought from other vendors. There are no special definitions
within J2EE for workflow modelling and workflow execution. But some WorkflowTools with integration capabilities exist which sit on top of this architecture, e.g. the
CARNOT Process Engine of the CARNOT AG (Figure 3.6, see [CARNOT]).
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Figure 3.6: CARNOT Process Engine (Source: |CARNOT|)

Here processes caii be modelled by an internal or external workflow tool.
Integration is made possible by the use of EJBs, either developer-written or the special
integration EJB provided (IMPRESS engine). A small workflow client is provided.
This approach also covers the area of user roles and rights on workflow level, and
provides a good legacy integration support by recording the screens and user inputs of
the terminal emulation of a HOST system’s front-end. The runtime system is restricted
to Application Servers.

3.4.2.2 CORBA

CORBA was introduced in 1990 as a complete software architecture with special
emphasis on portability and interoperability of applications. It would seem to be an
excellent platform for application integration tasks as a number of additional
standardized services that offer support for integration tasks are also specified, e.g., the
security, transaction, messaging and naming services. Connectivity to other
architectures is supported by bridging solutions from other vendors. The basic concept
is a uniform bus-system to which any kind of service and application supporting the
standardized protocol can be plugged in. But here also, only development-oriented
point-to-point integration is possible with the basic technologies, and solutions like
integration hubs or workflow extensions must be provided by other vendors.
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3.5

Reference Architecture, Requirements and Functional
Range of EAI-Tools
There are many vendors in the EAI-application market, among them global players

like IBM, Sun or Microsoft, as well as a variety of smaller companies that come and go.
The Gartner Group (www.gartner.com) periodically analyzes the EAI-market and
publishes the results, as shown in the next three figures.
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Figure 3.7: Gartner’s EAI Magic Quadrant 6/2002 (Source |TechXX 03])
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Looking at the Figures 3.7 - 3.9, it is clear that several vendors have disappeared,
some have merged with others and new companies have emerged. Comprehensive EAITools are extremely cost-intensive and these expenditures must be recovered over
several years. Thus, a vendor with a good market position and providing a range of
functionality should be used. The more successful a product is, the greater the
possibility that the tool will still be supported in the future.

A possible reference architecture for message-based EAI tools is shown in
Figure 3.10"^:
Process Layer

Comunication Layer

Figure 3.10: Reference Architecture (Source (Kel 02|)

The communication layer transports messages between senders and receivers.
Messages may be prompted by external applications via a dedicated adapter or by the
process layer. The communication layer is also responsible for routing the messages, i.e.
finding a suitable receiver and transforming required information between different
formats. The protocol-adapter layer is responsible for transfonning external events (e.g.
exceptions, changes of system states, results of method calls) into internal messages. A
protocol-adapter represents an external system to which internal messages must be
passed by transforming internal messages to external messages. The process layer
allows the grouping of single messages and calls to complex messages and sequences.
Other components can be added to such a general architecture. For example,
Michael Kaib^ adds a meta-data repository to the three layers.
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According to Wolfgang Keller [Kel 02], the technical functional range of EAITools should include the following:
■

Guaranteed delivery of Messages
The communication types used (synchronous, asynchronous, publish/subscribe),
say nothing about the delivery quality of messages. It is not certain that a
receiver gets the senders’ request in an asynchronous communication fonn.
Thus, the EAI-tool has to implement mechanisms to record all requests and to
repeat the failed transmission.

■

Connectivity
This is one of the mayor criteria for EAI-tools. The available adapters determine
the number of architectures and applications that can be integrated with an EAIserver. However, the whole system becomes useless if a necessary one is
missing. A user should check whether the required integration can be done
quickly through these standard interfaces without large programming efforts.
Using configurable metadata-based adapters is recommended, because these can
easily be individually adapted when interfaces to enterprise applications change.

■

Security
EAI-tools should support security. This include the use of standardized security
services like directory services or encryption services as well as individual
features such as the implementation of a user and management for single-sign-on
to other applications.

■

Routing
The easiest case is an explicit routing to an integrated application. This means,
the address of the application invoked is explicitly coded in the call to the
system. But this lowers the exchangeability of invoked applications, e.g., if a
real application system is to be invoked instead of a test system, the addresses
must be changed everywhere. A better solution is to use symbolic names and the
tool must offer the options to define and change their content before runtime.

■

Naming services

See [KEL02] Page 43-44
^See [Kaib 02], Page 121 ff
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Using a naming service is an extension of the routing aspect. Here an external
system resolves a symbolic name to a physical address.
■

Repository
If an EAI-tool is frequently used, a lot of identical sub-processes or at least the
same single calls have to be carried out. These should be saved in a repository
and reused in other integration processes.

Keller also states that EAI -Tools should offer the following functionality at run-time:
■

Load Balancing and Fail-Over
In an environment with security aspects or heavy traffic, the EAI-server should
be able to work in a distributed environment. Either the server or the underlying
operating systems should recognize an over-worked or faulty server and dispatch
requests to another instance of the system. The routing must also be possible for
parts of a process and the process information (session information, recorded
data, etc.) must be kept consistent.

■

Monitoring
It should be possible to supervise the EAI system from other computers. This
can be done using conventional remote control systems for the EAI server. But it
should also be possible to monitor the integrated applications, e.g. via standard
protocols like SNMP.

■

Recovery
The EAI-server must offer a backup facility in case of a system failure.
Therefore, the system has to record all information during runtime, so that at
least a rollback of the steps executed previously can be done. If the server
doesn’t offer this possibility directly, it should be able to integrate an external
transaction processing system to accomplish these tasks.

■

Distribution
It is often necessary to distribute parts of the EAI-server to other computers.
This may result in better performance, automated load balancing and higher
security. Thus the support of standardized distributed software architectures may
be a benefit. Otherwise, the system has to implement its own mechanisms for
distributing and managing system parts.
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■

Tracing and Debugging
During an integration process, a lot of “programming” errors can occur and users
should have the possibility to find these errors in an efficient way. Therefore,
suitable tracing and debugging solutions should be offered. Tracing means
recording all integration steps with all available information in log-files, and
debugging means the eontrolled execution of process steps with the possibility
of intervention in control flow.

In addition, performance, scalability, reliability/stability and the productivity and
quality of the EAl-Tools are issues that must be considered. For example, EAI-Tools
should include the following individual tools:
o Modelling and definition tools, with which processes can be modelled or
infonnation mapped or transformed
o

Runtime Components for the execution of workflow of programmed
code

o Monitoring and administration tools for the interception of executed
integration processes and management of the complete EAI system

The consulting agency Giga Group (www.gigaweb.com) has also published a
criteria catalogue for the selection of suitable EAI solutions [CW 01]. In addition to
connectivity, scalability, performance and stability they have listed:
■

The functionality of the development tools for non-standard interface handling.

■

Does the architecture of the EAI solution fit into the system infrastructure of the
enterprise?
If a company uses J2EE architecture as their base platform, it is not
recommended to buy a .NET or MOM-based EAI solution when it is not
obvious that a solution based on such architectures will be included. Even
though it might be available in the future, it is still better to choose a
platform neutral solution, e.g. an XML-based integration product.

■

Support for business process modelling
If it is planned to engineer business processes in the enterprise, it can be
advantageous to select an EAI solution with process modelling capabilities.
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instead of buying a special reengineering product. Some products offer preconfigured processes that can easily be adapted to the enterprise
requirements. If a business modelling tool will be used, check whether the
EAI-tool has an import capability for this tool or not.
■

The service supply by the tool vendor
EAI-solutions are often marketed as the easiest method for system
integration. But the use and handling may stretch the user and qualified
support is needed. Furthermore, there must be some guarantee of continuing
maintenance of the tool by the vendor in the future.

■

License fees
License fees for EAI solutions can vary immensely. Prices in the region of
several 100,000 € are not uncommon, when the additional cost of additional
server hardware, training of users, maintenance and so on are included.

3.6

Suitimary
Integration at process level holds the management view of processes invoking the

methods of applications inside and outside the enterprise. Many EAI tools are available
in the market, albeit expensive and sometimes with a short life-span. A company could
build a limited process-oriented EAI tool by implementing the reference architecture
described in [Kel 02], i.e., three architectural layers with a process, a communication
and an adapter level. The quality of service can be as extensive as required.
Connectivity can be based on standard drivers. Routing by symbolic names or a full
naming service can be supported. A repository for processes can be provided, which
means that process elements, including all attached technical details, can easily be
copied from old processes to new processes and consequently be reused. These are
some of the functionality, including run-time functionality that EAI tools should exhibit.
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4.

Business Process Modelling and Workflow Technologies
Business processes and workflows are not new concepts. The most often used basis

for graphical representation of business process modelling and workflow systems was
defined by Carl Adam Petri in his dissertation “Communication with Automata” in
1962 [Petri 62] and standards and solutions for interoperability between different tools
and execution of processes have been in existence for several years (e.g., older
approaches of the Workflow Management Coalition or new approaches resulting from
newer Web Service concepts). Thus, it is unnecessary to develop yet another approach
here. Instead, some of these approaches are described in the following sections and a
selection and implementation of suitable approaches are presented.

4.1

Workflow Management Basics
Workflow can simply be described as the movement of documents and tasks

throughout a business process. Workflow can be a sequential progression of work
activities or a complex set of processes, each taking place concurrently, eventually
impacting each other according to a set of rules and roles. A complete Workflow
Management System (for the definition and enactment of workflows) typically consists
of the stages illustrated in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Workflow System Characteristics (Source: [WflVlC 95))
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Workflow Management Systems allow users to define and control the various
activities associated with a business process. In addition, some management systems
also allow users to measure and analyse the execution of processes so that
improvements can be made. Most workflow systems also integrate with other systems
used by the organization: enterprise resource planning systems, document management
systems, databases, e-mail systems, etc.
The following definitions from the area of Workflow Management are taken from
the Workflow Management Coalition [WFMC 99].
Workflow is the automation of a business process, in whole or part, during which
documents, infomiation or tasks are passed - from one participant to another - for
action, according to a set of procedural rules.
The automation of a business process is defined within a process definition, which
identifies the various process activities, procedural rules and associated control data
used to manage the workflow during process enactment. Many individual process
instances may be operational during process enactment, each associated with a specific
set of data relevant to that individual process instance. A slight distinction is sometimes
made between production workflow, in which most of the procedural rules are defined
in advance, and ad-hoc workflow, in which the procedural rules may be modified or
created during the operation of the process.
A Business Process is a set of one or more linked procedures or activities, which
collectively realise a business objective or policy goal, normally within the context of
an organisational structure, defining functional roles and relationships.
A process may be wholly contained within a single organisational unit or may span
several different organisations, such as in a customer-supplier relationship. A business
process has defined conditions triggering its initiation and defined outputs at its
completion. A business process may consist of automated activities, capable of
workflow management, and/or manual activities, which lie outside the scope of
workflow management.
A Workflow Management System defines, creates and manages the execution of
workflows through the use of software, running on one or more workflow engines.
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which is able to interpret the process definition, interact with workflow participants and,
where required, invoke the use of IT tools and applications.
A Workflow Management System consists of software components to store and
interpret process definitions, create and manage workflow instances as they are
executed, and control their interaction with workflow participants and applications.
Such systems also typically provide administrative and supervisory functions.

In general. Workflow Management Systems consist of:
A Process Definition Tool with a textual or graphical user interface for modelling
and design of Business Processes in a proprietary or standardized format (e.g. Petri-nets,
UML, etc.).
A Workflow Engine, which is the component in a workflow automation program
that knows all the procedures, steps in a procedure, and rules for each step. The
workflow engine determines whether the process is ready to move to the next step.
Some vendors sell workflow automation products for particular industries such as
insurance and banking or for commonly used processes such as handling computer
service calls. Workflow engines work in two different ways: autonomous or embedded.
The autonomous systems are standalone systems providing workflow functionality.
They offer integration possibilities with different desktop or server application systems
which handle processing of the elementary workflow activities. In the embedded
approach. Workflow-functionality is part of an application software system like
Enterprise Resource Planning System (e.g. SAP R/3) or Document Management
Systems. The control of the sequence of elementary functions of the system takes place
within the main application.
A Workflow Client Application starts and controls the execution of the processes,
interacts with the user for manual process steps, and so on. They may run as standalone
client or just exist as an Application Programming Interface to the workflow engine for
the integration in other systems.
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4.2

Workflow Standards

Several approaches for standardization - from different organizations - exist for
each layer of workflow management architecture:

Standards for process model interchange
•

Workflow Management Coalition with WPDL/XPDL (see [XPDL 02])

•

Business Process Management Initiative with BPML/BPQL (see [BPML 02])

•

Microsoft and IBM with Business Process Execution Language for Web
Services (see [BPEL4WS 03])

•

Object Management Group with XMI (see [XMI 01])

Application Programming Interface standards for workflow systems
•

Workflow Management Coalition with WAPI (see [WFMC 97])

•

Object Management Group with Workflow Facility (see [OMG 98])

Standards for interoperability between applications
•

Workflow Management Coalition with their Interface 3 (see [WMFC 98]),
Wf-XML (see [WMFC 03]) or XML Processing Description Language
(see [XPDL 02])

•

W3C with the Simple Object Access Protocol (see [SOAP 03]) or XML
Protocol (see [XMLP 03])

•

Object Management Group with CORBA (see [CORBA 04])

•

OASIS with ebXML (see [EBXML 01])

This list is not at all complete; it is just a small extract. What one can see is that the
Workflow Management Coalition is involved in every layer. They offer the most
comprehensive approaches in this area. Furthermore, since 1993 they have been
working on their standards and quite a number of companies (about 300) support them.
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They define their own tasks in defining specifications that cover:
•

specifications for process definition data and its interchange

•

interfaces to support interoperability between different workflow systems

•

interfaces to support interaction with a variety of IT application types

•

interfaces to support interaction with user interface desktop functions

•

interfaces to provide system monitoring and metric functions to facilitate the
management of composite

These cover a complete Workflow Reference Model as shown in Figure 4.2.

Interface 1

Interface 5

Workflow API and Interchange formats

Interface 4
Other Workflow
Enactment Ser\^ice(s)

Workflow Eixactment Service

1 Engme(s)

Interface 2

Interface 3

Figure 4.2; WfMC’s Workflow Reference Model (Source: |WfMC 99|)

Interface 1 (Workflow Definition Interchange) defines the interchange formats between
the modelling and the runtime part as well as graphical presentations of the process.
This means the complete process stmcture, participants, activities, navigation,
application invocation, etc.
Interface 2 (Workflow Client Application Interface) specifies the command set to
execute workflows, process and activity control functions and process status functions.
Interface 3 (Invoked Applications Interface) qualifies how the interface to server-based
applications without user interaction should look like.
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Interface 4 (WAPI Interoperability Functions) defines the interfaces between different
workflow engines, so that for example subtasks could be executed in a second workflow
engine.
Interface 5 (System Administration Interface) specifies the interface to administration
applications for user and role management, resource control and process supervision
fimctions.
As a result of this approach, every component used by such a workflow
management system should be exchangeable with other components from different
vendors, implementing the same interfaces.
The WfMC specifications for a generic Workflow Product Structure is illustrated in
Figure 4.3. There is a Definition Tool used for Business Process Modelling and a
Workflow Engine. Applications are invoked and the business process and temporary
application data are stored in internal databases or data structures. There is support for
manual processing steps including those involving complex types of user interactions
such as sending complete documents to a user and waiting for changes on these
documents. There is no special user client. The invocation and control of the workflow
is done via a small interface of the workflow/integration engine with provisions for
starting the process, passing arguments, returning results and getting status infomiation.
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Manipulate
Workflow
Application
Data

(Supervisor)

Sottware component

ft

□

System control data

I I

External product data

Figure 4.3: WflMC's generic Workflow Product Structure (Source |WfMC 95])

WfMS are often used by business analysts in cooperation with executive managers
in order to re-design business processes. The process definition normally starts at an
abstract high level, not with implementation details. On the other hand, any system
integration tool must allow administrators, developers and experienced users to
implement technical processes because technical knowledge about the integrated
systems/services is needed for the definition of single process steps. To support processoriented application integration, such a tool must include an equivalent process
definition tool and some inference engine that directs the operations of the tool. Since
many components of a system integration tool bear a close resemblance to those of a
WfMS, is it worthwhile to implement standards according to WfMC or similar
organizations? If standards are implemented, then components are exchangeable and
can be reused. The disadvantage may be a significantly higher development effort.
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4.3

Standard Modelling Methods
The number of methods and attempts to model business processes is almost as large

as the number of modelling tools available. Nevertheless, the basic graphical elements
and the sequences are always the same: process steps characterize actions or states
within the process and the links between these steps determine the flow throughout the
process. Besides the selection of a suitable modelling methodology there is also the
question of which elements must be provided by a workflow modelling method to
enable the execution of such a process. Thus workflow process modelling mirrors that
of a program and a mechanism must be found to combine abstract graphical
programming via workflow modelling with a suitable graphical notation for
programming.
One graphical notation should be known to all students and software developers:
Nassi-Schneiderman diagram and flowcharts [NS 73]. Even in times of object-oriented
UML-modelling, these concepts are still valid for the sequences within single methods
of an object, at least when using an object-oriented programming language with
procedural aspects such as C++ or Java. The elements of Nassi-Schneiderman diagrams
are shown in Figure 4.4. A short introduction can be found on the TechTutorial - Web
pages [TC-NS]. The figures listed are taken from this introduction. The symbols and
concepts used are similar to UML Activity Diagrams.
^.^DECISION
Process

Y

N

While <condition>

Process

Process

Process

Process

Until <condition>

Figure 4.4: Nassi-Schneiderman notation (Source [TC-NSj)
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Other required elements are derived from the basis shapes: case-structures are
decisions with several conditions and outputs and method calls are similar to the process
symbol.
The Nassi-Schneiderman notation of a small program sequence and its equivalent
flowchart are shown in Figure 4.5.
Sum = 0
Count = 1
Is Count aneven
number?

Sum = Sum
+ Count

Count = Count + 1

Until Coimt > 20
Display Sum

Figure 4.5: Example of a flowchart (Source: (TC-NSj)

Other modelling techniques are available. A possible basic approach for modelling
processes is to use so-called Petri-Nets. The symbols used here are very simple. There
are only two types of symbols: places and transitions. These are represented as circles
(places) and rectangles (transitions) in a directed graph. The transitions are the functions
that are executed and the places are the states that occur after a function is executed.
They have to be ordered in that a transition must be followed by (at least) one place. As
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shown in the next Figure, complex structures like joins and decisions can be created
using these two kinds of elements.

\
Figure 4.6: Process elements in Petri net notation

An extension of this basic Petri-Net approach for more complex workflow
modelling is described in [Aalst 02]. Here some new elements are introduced, e.g., for
sub-process modelling and for AND and OR joins.
Another modelling method is the so-called Event-driven Process-Chains EPK
(original: “Ereignis gesteuerte Prozessketten”). EPK is one of the process models
offered by the so-called ARIS-Toolset, which is a popular tool often used for business
process modelling, optimization and reengineering. The methodology is similar to Petrinets. There are two basic elements: functions and events. Their use is not as restricted as
in Petri-nets (e.g., two or more functions may follow one another without an event
between them). They can be ordered like Petri-net for splits, joins and decision as
shown in Figure 4.7. The EPK notations contains more symbols, such as symbols for
AND and OR splits and joins, and it is possible to model additional elements that are
needed for modelling the interaction with application systems, users, external
documents or for specifying additional process elements such as the process interface
(see Figure 4.8).
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s______________
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Figure 4.7: Basic process elements in EPK notation

Figure 4.8: Extended process elements in EPK notation

The EPK and the Petri-net approaches are neutral modelling methods. A more
technical modelling mechanism is provided by UML Activity Diagrams. Activity
diagrams know only so-called states, which are similar to the previously mentioned
transitions and functions. For the defined start and the end of the process, two special
symbols exist. Furthermore, for decisions, splits and joins, special symbols exist. Figure
4.9 illustrates some process elements in UML notation (the notation may vary
depending on the UML version and modelling tool used). Some tools include
enhancements of the UML standard, e.g., for sub-process modelling.
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.....sai.2 ^.....................

Sequence

Split and Join

^-K>i

Figure 4.9: Process elements in UML notation

4.4

Business Process Modelling/Description Languages
In the previous section some modelling paradigms were introduced. However, they

say nothing about the data storage of the models and the model exchange mechanisms
between applications, which are necessary and forni the basis for the execution of
business processes. A large number of business process modelling languages have been
developed since the introduction of the popular Extensible Markup Language (XML).
The languages can be divided into two groups: pure business process modelling
languages (which allow only for conversion and storage of the real modelling
information) and so-called executable business process modelling languages (which
contain additional information that enables the process to be executed). XML Metadata
Interchange (XMI) is an example for a pure business process modelling language, while
Business Process Modelling Language (BPML), Business process Execution Language
for Web Services (BPEL or BPEL4WS) or XML Process Definition Language (XPDL)
of the WFMC are all examples for executable business process modelling languages.
The short introduction of some of the common fonuats follows.

4.4.1

XML Metadata Interchange (XMI)

XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) was a standard defined by the Object
Management Group for the storage and exchange of general models (especially based
on UML) between different applications [XMI 01]. It becomes interesting because in
UML Version 2, activity diagrams are extended to support more workflows
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requirements, e.g., more symbols and exeeption handling (see [UML2 03] for
speeifieation or [STR 03] for the differenees between UML 1.x and UML 2 aetivity
diagrams). This is a result of the so-ealled “Model Driven Arehiteeture (MDA)”
speeified by OMG, an approaeh where programming sequenees are modelled
(independent of the programming language used later) and eonverted to programming
eode or direetly exeeuted [MDA 03]. The basie proeess elements, like steps, eonditions,
forks and joins are ineluded. For example, a simple proeess with one eondition and
several proeess steps is shown in Figure 4.10:

The corresponding XMl file has the following general structure:

<XM1 xmi.version="1.0">
<XMl.header>
<XMI.documentation>
<XMI.exporter />
<XMI.exporterVersion />
</XMI.doeumentation>
<XMI.metamodel xmi.name="UML" xmi.version='T.3" />
</XMI.header>
<XMI.eontent>
<Model_Management.Model xmi.id="xmi. 1 ">
<Foundation.Core.Namespaee.ownedElement>
<Behavioral_Elements.Aetivity_Graphs.AetivityGraph xmi.id="xmi.2">
<Behavioral_Elements.State_Maehines.StateMaehine.top>
<!- Here starts the list of proeess steps —>
</Behavioral_Elements.State_Maehines.StateMaehine.top>
<Behavioral_Elements.State_Maehines.StateMaehine.transitions>
<!“ Here starts the list of transitions —>
</Behavioral_Elements.State_Maehines.StateMaehine.transitions>
</Behavioral_Elements.Aetivity_Graphs.AetivityGraph>
</Foundation.Core.Namespaee.ownedElement>
</Model_Management.Model>
</XMI.eontent>
</XMI>
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The flic starts with some header information about the creator of the diagram and
the UML version number. XMI files contain all kinds of UML models. The only
relevant

elements

are

the

activity

diagrams.

“Behavioral_Elements.Activity_Graphs.ActivityGraph“

These
tag

start

and

the

with

the

following

“Behavioral_Elements.State_Machines.StateMachine.top” tag include the modelled
process steps. The “Behavioral_Elements.State_Machines.StateMachine.transitions” tag
include the definitions of transitions between process elements.

The different basic process steps have the following structure:
Initial state:

<Behavioral_Elements.State_Machines.Pseudostate xmi.id="xmi.4">
<Behavioral_Elements.State_Machines.Pseudostate.kind xmi.value="initial" />
</Behavioral_Elements.State_Machines.Pseudostate>
Final state:

<Behavioral_Elements.State_Machines.FinalState xmi.id="xmi.6">
</Behavioral_Elements.State_Machines.FinalState>
Process steps:

<Behavioral_Elements.Activity_Graphs.ActionState xmi.id="xmi.l3">
<Foundation.Core.ModelElement.name>process step
name</Foundation.Core.ModelElement.name>
</Behavioral_Elements.Activity_Graphs.ActionState>
Forks:

<Behavioral_Elements.State_Machines.Pseudostate xmi.id="xmi.9">
<Foundation.Core.ModelElement.name>Fork</Foundation.Core.ModelElement.name>
</Behavioral_Elements.State_Machines.Pseudostate>

All these structures also contain information about outgoing and incoming
transitions. For example, for the fork in the example process with one incoming and two
outgoing transitions, the following structure is used:
<Behavioral_Elements.State_Machines.Pseudostate xmi.id="xmi.9">
<Foundation.Core.ModelElement.name>Fork</Foundation.Core.ModelElement.name>
<Behavioral_Elements.State_Machines.StateVertex.outgoing>
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<Behavioral Elements. State Machines.Transition xmi.idref='’xmi.lO" />
<Behavioral Elements. State Machines.Transition xmi.idref="xmi.l 1" />
</Behavioral Elements. State_Machines.StateVertex.outgoing>
<Behavioral_ Elements. State_ Machines. StateV ertex. incoming>
<Behavioral Elements. State Machines.Transition xmi.idref="xmi.l2" />
</Behavioral Elements. State_Machines.StateVertex.incoming>
</Behavioral Elements. State Machines.Pseudostate>
Only a reference to the transitions is used. The actual transitions are defined within the
“Behavioral_Elements.State_Machines.StateMachine.transitions”

tag

of the

main

structure. For example, an outgoing transition of the condition steps can be described in
the following form:
<Behavioral_Elements.State_Machines.Transition xmi.id="xmi. 10">
<Foundation.Core.ModelElement.name>Yes</Foundation.Core.ModelElement.name>
<Behavioral_Elements.State_Machines.Transition.source>
<Behavioral_Elements.State_Machines.StateVertex xmi.idref="xmi.9” />
</Behavioral_Elements.State_Machines.Transition.source>
<Behavioral_Elements.State_Machines.Transition.target>
<Behavioral_Elements.State_Machines.StateVeitex xmi.idref="xmi. 14" />
</Behavioral_Elements.State_Machines.Transition.target>
</Behavioral_Elements.State_Machines.Transition>

4.4.2

Business Process Modelling Language (BPML)

This workflow definition language was published by the Business Process
Management Initiative’s (BPMI) last Version in November 2002, and is based on
XML.
The BPML is based on the specification of the BPMI [BPML 02]. In this
context, process activities and process flows are defined. In contrast to other formats
where sub-processes must be defined in external models, activities can be split
recursively into sub-activities. Unfortunately, the future of BPML is questionable as
some of the organization members do not want to support this format any longer. For
example, SAP will in the future support BPEL4WS; other companies supporting
BPML like IBM or Intalio are also members of organisations working for competing
formats like BPEL4WS and WSCl.
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4.4.3

Business Process Execution Language for Web Services
(BPEL/BPEL4WS)

In May 2001, the IBM Software Group published version 1.0 of the Web Services
Flow Language (WSFL) standard which reflects especially the need for collaboration
with Web Services. WSFL has therefore a limited application area in contrast to other
formats, e.g. like XPDL. IBM writes explicitly that WSFL is only to be used in
combination with the Web Services Description Language (WSDL), because WSFL
should access the Web Services described by WSDL and, hence, synergy effects between
both languages are reached. In addition, IBM suggests the use of the Web Services
Endpoint Language (WSEL) by which the interface is defined by end points in an
enterprise group of Web Services. The WSFL and its extensions are based on the
specification of the IBM Software Group (see [BPML 02J).
XLANG [XLANG 01] was Microsoft’s effort to combine the Web Service
Definition Language (WSDL) with process support. Therefore XLANG extends the
standardized WSDL files with XML-tags for sequences like conditions and loops and
also other process features such as exception and transaction handling. XLANG is
mainly used in Microsoft’s BizTalk Integration Server.
Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS) replaces the
existing IBM WSFL and Microsoft XLANG approaches by combining and extending
the functions of these BPMLs. BPEL4WS is specified mainly by IBM, BEA and
Microsoft [BPEL4WS 03].
BPEL4WS defines a notation for specifying business process behaviour based on
Web Services. Processes in BPEL4WS export and import functionality by using Web
Service interfaces exclusively. BPEL4WS is meant to be used to model the behaviour of
executable and abstract processes. BPEL4WS provides a language for the formal
specification of business processes and business interaction protocols. By doing so, it
extends the Web Services interaction model and enables it to support business
transactions. BPEL4WS defines an interoperable integration model that should facilitate
the expansion of automated process integration in both intra-corporate and the businessto-business domains.
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4.4.4

XML Process Definition Language (XPDL)

In October 2002, Version 1.0 of the “XML Process Definition Language
Standards” was published by the Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC). With
the help of this definition language. Interface 1 of the WfMC’s reference model
could be implemented.
The XPDL is based on the specification of the WfMC Version 1.0 [XPDL 02]. By
implementing Interface 1 of the reference model, once a process is defined in
workflow, it could then be used in different workflow management systems, which
could be implemented on different hardware and software platfomis.
XPDL contains only a basic structure of a process definition and not all possible
requirements of different WfMS and development tools are supported. Through the
defined meta model, minimum requirements for a workflow definition should be
covered. The Business Process is defined within this format by so-called entities and
relations between them. XPDL does not define graphical representations of process
symbols. Thus the example process shown in Figure 4.10 is stored within XPDL in
the following way:
<Package>
<PackageHeader>
<XPDL V ersion> 1.0</XPDLV ersion>
< Vendor/>
<Created />
</PackageHeader>
<Applications>
<Application Id="1234" Name="abc" />
</Applications>
< W orkflo wProcesses>
<WorkflowProcess Id="l" Name=’'Process">
<Participants />
<Activities>
<!— Here starts the list of process steps —>
</Activities>
<Transitions>
<!— Here starts the list of transitions —>
</Transitions>
</WorkflowProcess>
</WorkflowProcesses>
</Package>
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The XPDL starts with some header information about the creator of the diagram
and the XPDL version number. XPDL is able to store information about external
applications within the “Applications” structure. XPDL is furthermore able to store
more than one process definition within one file, e.g. for the use of sub-processes. Each
of these process definitions starts within the “WorkflowProcesses” structure. Here
pailicipants and their roles can optionally be defined. All process steps are listed under
“Activities” and all transitions under “Transitions”.
All kinds of process steps have the same general structure:
<Activity ld="al" Name="process step name">
<Performer>Participant</Perfoimer>
<ExtendedAttributes>
<ExtendedAttribute Name="XOffset" Value="170" />
<ExtendedAttribute Name="YOffset" Value="70" />
</ExtendedAttributes>
</Activity>
The structure includes an identifier, a name and an optional participant. To store
further information, so-called extended attributes can be defined which contain a name
and a value element. In the above example, the graphical position of the element is
stored in such extended attributes.
Special process steps like sub-process or branches have additional attributes. For
example, branches have the following additional attributes:
<TransitionRestrictions>
<T ransitionRestriction>
<Split Type="XOR">
<TransitionRefs>
<TransitionRef Id="tl" />
<TransitionRef Id="t2" />
</T ransitionRefs>
</Split>
</TransitionRestriction>
</TransitionRestrictions>
Transitions are stored with a name and a reference for their beginning and their
final process steps:
<Transition From="al" Id="tl" Name="Transition name" To="a2" />
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When a transition is started at a branch, an additional condition element defines the
condition that detemiines whether the transition is valid or not.
<Transition From="ar' Id="tl" Name="Transition name" To="a2">
<Condition Type="CONDITION">Condition = NO</Condition>
</Transition>

4.4.5

Web Service Choreography Interface (WSCI)

The Web Service Choreography Interface (WSCI) is an XML-based interface
description language that describes the flow of messages exchanged by a Web Service
participating in choreographed interactions with other services [WSCI 02]. WSCI is
defined by different software vendors, e.g., BEA Systems, Intalio, SAP AG and Sun
Microsystems.
WSCI describes the dynamic interface of the Web Service participating in a given
message exchange by reusing the operations defined for a static interface. WSCI works
in conjunction with the Web Service Description Language (WSDL), the basis for the
W3C Web Services Description Working Group; it can also work with another service
definition language that exhibits the same characteristics as WSDL.
WSCI describes the observable behaviour of a Web Service. This is expressed in
terms of temporal and logical dependencies among the exchanged messages, featuring
sequencing rules, correlation, exception handling, and transactions. WSCI also
describes the collective message exchange among interacting Web Services, thus
providing a global, message-oriented view of the interactions.
WSCI does not address the definition and the implementation of the internal
processes that actually drive the message exchange. Rather, the goal of WSCI is to
describe the observable behaviour of a Web Service by means of a message-flow
oriented interface. This description enables developers, architects and tools to describe
and compose a global view of the dynamics of message exchange by understanding the
interactions with the Web Service.
[APS 02] published some criteria that must be fulfilled by business process
modelling languages for use within a Web Service Environment. However, these
criteria can also be applied to other architectures. The published criteria for storage of
process languages are as follows:
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The support of collaboration-based process models, where collaboration
between different participants from employees to organizations in
combination with business processes can be modelled.
It should be able to model workflows, i.e., in which way the participants are
involved in the business process.
Transaction management should be included in process models to enable
fail-safe execution of critical process parts.
Exception handling should be included to easily enable a reaction to faults
while executing process steps
Support of service interfaces, like WSDL, to enable reading and
requirements from the services involved.
Message security and reliability' for use in areas where special security or
reliability demands exist.
Audit trails for reporting on transactions executed between the different
participants.
Agreements representing contracts between different participants to carry
out special functions in a public business process.
Under plain modelling of processes, execution of processes should be made
possible by including all information necessary for a real execution of
processes.
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These requirements as supported or not by the usable process definition formats are
outlined in the following table:

CollaborationBased Process
Models
Workflow
Transaction
Management
Exception
Handling
Service
Interfaces
Message
Security and
Reliabilitv
Audit Trail
Agreements
Execution

XMI
No

XPDL
Yes

BPEL4WS
Yes

Yes
No

Yes
No

No

No

Yes
Yes, in combination with
other Web Service
techniques
Yes

Yes, by using
Yes, by using
extended attributes extended attributes
No
No

No
No
Yes, by adding
extended attributes

No
No
Yes, by adding
extended attributes

Yes, via WSDL
No

No
No
Yes

The requirements are created for use in a Web Service environment, and thus it is
obvious, that BPEL4WS as a special definition language for sequences between Web
Services fulfils most of the requirements.

4.5

Supporting Processes

4.5.1

Modelling Method

When comparing the UML approach with the flowchart approach, it becomes
evident that the two approaches are very similar.
One benefit of the UML and flowchart modelling method is that their models can
be easily translated to executable code. When analysing and transforming the following
process sequence with a simple decision into executable code, different actions are
carried out by the UML/flowchart and Petri-net/EPK models.
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Function

^ Function

—|

D

Value >1I--------^ Function C

Value <» 1

^^ Function C

Figure 4.11: Example of a condition in IJML and Petri net notation

Because all the required information are stored directly in the related process
elements, the UML model on the left part of Figure 4.11 can be directly analysed and
transformed into the following code sequence:
■

Call FunctionA and determine the return value

■

Evaluate the condition “Value > 1”

■

Search the link where the condition is true

■

Call FunctionB or call FunctionC

In the Petri net model on the right of the same figure, the flow is more complex:
Call FunctionA and detennine the return value
Search first successor
Evaluate the condition in this element
If the condition is true, execute the next step
If the condition is false, go back the previous element and search for the next
successor, and so on
Furthermore, the additional places or events in a sequence of several steps have no
functionality. They determine only the states that occur after something happens and so,
such process elements are unnecessary for execution and just enlarge the process.

Thus using a modelling method and symbolism similar to Nassi-Schneiderman
charts/flowcharts and UML Activity Diagrams for the graphical modelling seem
appropriate for process modelling. For example. Figure 4.12 gives a possible list of
basic process modelling symbols, including symbols for concurrency and a call to a
sub-process.
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start Step

♦

End Step

♦>

General Process Step

Prozeas-Sfepj

Sequences

St«p2

Slop

Alternatives /
Conditions
M'’

Ahe/tyrtive A

AltematfiV A

Stop 1

Loops

Step 2

Slop i

Concurrency

I

Ccmcutrenc^ 11

~T
Concurrency 2 j

Stepx

Sub-process calls

^

Concurrerxy 3'

J

Sub process

Figure 4.12: Basic process modelling symbols

However, will this approach satisfy the workflow requirements? At the institute for
Business Process Management of the Eindhoven University of Technology, Prof van
der Aalst is engaged in the task of workflow modelling, including their technical
execution^. He published a list of patterns that should exist in business process
modelling tools. In the following tables, these elements are listed and we note whether
or not they can be realized using our flowchart approach.

See http://tmitwww.tm.tue.nl/research/pattems/
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Basic Control Patterns
Element
Sequence
Parallel Split
Synchronization

Comment
Execute activities in sequence
Execute activities in parallel
Synchronize two parallel
threads of execution

Exclusive Choice

Choose one execution path
from many alternatives
Merges two alternative
execution paths

Simple Merge

Applicable
Yes
Yes
Only by merges on
endpoints of parallel
execution; not within a
parallel sequence.
Yes, through conditions.
Yes, by merges into one
process step after
conditions.

Advanced Branching and Synchronization Patterns
Element
Multiple Merge

Comment
Merges many execution paths
without synchronizing

Merges many execution paths
without synclu'onizing.
Executes the subsequent
activity only once.
Merges many execution paths.
N-out-of-M Join
They perform partial
synchronization and execute
subsequent activity only once.
Merges
many execution paths.
Synchronizing Join
Synchronizes if many paths
are taken. Simple merge if
only one execution path is
taken.
Discriminator

Applicable
Yes, by merges into one
process step after
conditions.
Yes, by including a
special merge point.

Yes, by including a
special merge point.

Yes, AND and OR
merges will be supplied
(execution will continue
if all or one path is
finished).

Structural Patterns
Element
Implicit Termination

Comment
Terminates if there is
nothing to be done.

Applicable
Yes, via the final state,
i.e. the End Step.

Patterns Involving Multiple Instances
Element
MI without
synchronization

MI with a priori

Comment
Generate many instances of
one activity without
synchronizing them
afterwards.
Generate many instances of
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known design time
knowledge

MI with a priori
known mntime
knowledge

MI with no a priori
runtime knowledge

one activity when the
number of instances is
known at the design time
(with synchronization).
Generate many instances of
one activity when a number
of instances can be
determined at some point
during the runtime (as in
FOR loop but in parallel).
Generate many instances of
one activity when a number
of instances cannot be
determined (as in WHILE
loop but in parallel).

Yes, via loops and
concurrency

Yes, via loops and
concurrency

State-based patterns
Element
Deferred Choice
Interleaved Parallel
Routing
Milestone

Comment
Execute one of the two
alternatives threads.
Execute two activities in
random order, but not in
parallel.
Enable an activity until a
milestone is reached.

Applicable
Yes, via sub-processes
and concurreny
No

Comment
Cancel (disable) an enabled
activity.
Cancel (disable) the process

Applicable
Yes

No

Cancellation Patterns
Element
Cancel Activity
Cancel Case

Yes

The flowchart approach fulfils most of the process modelling requirements and can
therefore be employed.
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4.5.2

Process Modelling Language

Which process modelling language should be used when developing a ProcessOriented Application Integration tool?
The Web Service Flow Language is no longer supported, and thus no longer
applicable. The same applies to the Business Process Modelling Language. The Business
Process Execution Language for Web Services and the Web Service Choreography
Interface have limited usefulness because they are based on underlying concepts of Web
Services such as the Web Service Description Language and thus, it is difficult to apply
them in a heterogeneous environment. XML Metadata Interchange and XML Process
Definition Language are suitable when storing further required elements for method
invocations and parameter mappings in additional tags in the schema. But because XMI
is more an exchange format for UML models, the format used will be the XML Process
Definition Language of the Workflow Management Group. Of course, XPDL has some
disadvantages. It does not contain any standard tags for including graphical information
- e.g. the coordinates of symbols on the screen - nor any standard tags for different
kinds of process steps, like normal steps, branches or merges. But this balances out the
other tools' limited exchange capabilities. For example, the WfMC publishes the
following example process (Figure 4.13) and the associated XPDL file (Figure 4.14) in
■y

their specification of XPDL .

cfd«rlnlo.o(d«rTyp»

CO«ipOM
Rejidian

Alarm

Figure 4.13: Example XPDL-process 1 (Source jXPDL 02])

^ See [XPDL 02] Page 55 ff
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After importing this example process in a workflow tool supporting XPDL, the
process shown in Figure 4.14 is created. As one can see, there is no position information
taken into the new model. The tool is an Open Source solution, the so-called Java
Workflow Editor published by ObjectWeb (http://jawe.objectweb.org/).

Figure 4.14: Example XPDL-process 2

After manual restructuring of the symbols, it is obvious in Figure 4.15 that the
different process step types (start, end, decisions, merges) have not been recognized.
Hence XPDL certainly have limitations in model interchanges between different tools.

Figure 4.15: Example XPDL-process 2

4. Business Process Modelling and Workflow Technologies

4.6

Suminary
Many usable XML-based process schemas exist which support most of the

requirements listed above.
WfMS are often used by business analysts to re-design business processes, an
operation identical to process-oriented system integration. Both require a process
definition tool and an inference engine for directing the operations of the tool. This
chapter compared a number of modelling paradigms, e.g., Petri-nets, ARIS, UML, and
described business process modelling languages that have been developed since the
emergence of the popular XML. Some BPM languages allow only for conversion and
storage of the real modelling information; others contain additional information that
enables the process to be executed. A simple flowchart scheme was presented which is
easy to use and include symbols for all relevant constructs, and a case was made for
selecting the WfMC’s XPDL as process modelling language.
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5.

Special Technical Aspects for Systems Collaboration

The basic technical connections between different systems are solved by Enterprise
Application Integration (EAI) attempts and solutions presented in Chapter 3. However,
there are further technical issues to consider concerning system integration/
collaboration, namely:
Interoperability of collaboration systems
Transformation of information between systems and enterprises
Security solutions for the information exchange between enterprises
Transaction processing between different systems.

5.1

Interoperability
In an ideal situation all available application systems would be provided with

interfaces that ai'e based on a common software architecture and allow trouble-free
cooperation with other applications. However, it is very different in reality. A large
number of software architectures exist that need to be connected. Some of the recent
attempted connections include:
Microsoft tried to establish its Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM) (see
[DCOM]) and later its Application Server extended COM+.
The Object Management Group (OMG) and various vendors supported their Object
Management

Architecture

(OMA)

and

Common

Object

Request

Broker

Architecture (CORBA).
Web Services as a possible universal solution for interoperability between
application systems was defined and supported by a large number of vendors.
DCOM was actually only applicable in a pure Microsoft Windows environment,
and the interoperability with other software systems was limited to the use of the COM
technology. Indeed, there was one implementation for DCOM on UNIX platforms in
the form of EntireX from Software AG. But this approach was not very successful, and
with the emergence of Microsoft’s .NET strategy, DCOM became unimportant.
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Consequently, EntireX was enhanced to a universal XML based integration platform for
different software architectures [ENTX 02].
DCOM was Microsoft’s answer to OMG’s CORBA. The OMG defines CORE A as
an “open, vendor-independent architecture and infrastructure that computer applications
use to work together over networks. Using the standard protocol HOP, a CORBA-based
program from one vendor, in almost any computer, operating system, programming
language, and network, can interoperate with a CORBA-based program from the same
or another vendor, on almost any other computer, operating system, programming
language, and network” [CORBA 03].
CORBA is a comprehensive specification ranging from communication via
integration technologies to special services like security or transactions. For some time
CORBA was respected as the most important solution for cross platfomi collaboration
of software systems. It is platform neutral and independent of the computer languages in
which applications are written. Therefore, a large number of vendors supported it very
quickly. However, its popularity as a general component architecture has diminished.
One can only speculate over the reasons for this. Of course CORBA was originally
intended as an architecture for platform independent remote method invocation and its
component model specification was only released in late 2002, with the specifications
that define a multi-platform software distribution format, including an installer and
XML-based configuration tool, and a separate installation tool still in the process of
being completed [www.omg.org]. At the beginning, vendors also had immense
problems with the interoperability between their CORBA implementations. The defined
services were only reluctantly implemented. However, with the growing use of Internet
technology as a general communication platform between enterprises, security problems
occurred concerning the communication protocol HOP used. Furthermore, the vendors’
product prices for the development and runtime environments were very high, compared
to Microsoft’s COM or later to Sun’s Java technology. The rise in Java’s popularity
could be a reason for the diminished interest in CORBA. The data types of the interface
description language used by CORBA could originally only be mapped to Java types
with difficulty and the Java communication technology Remote Method Invocation
(RMI) was easier to use. OMG attempted to address these and other issues with
CORBA 3, but with the definition and introduction of Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE)
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and the availability of Application Servers, non-CORBA cross platform integration
solutions, security solutions and transaction solutions became readily available
[SUN 01].
The newest approach for interoperability between application systems are the socalled Web Services. These allow pure Web applications and network applications,
which are equipped with suitable interfaces, to communicate with each other in an easy
XML based format. Under the general term Web Services, a large number of definitions
for the communication (SOAP), description (WSDL) and collaboration (WSCI) of
application are standardized and consolidated by W3C [W3C 04].

Web Services are interoperable with the other architectures:

• .NET
Web services are integrated in the Microsoft .NET strategy as the central point for
the communication of applications and components beyond enterprise boundaries and
they are seamlessly integrated in the .NET-architecture.

• CORBA
CORBA itself handles the basic communication between applications. OMG
defined specifications dealing with the standardization of mappings between CORBAIDL and the description files (WSDL) [OMG 02]. Commercial companies like IONA
(www.iona.com) or CAPE CLEAR (www.capeclear.com) already offer ready solutions
for the integration and interoperability of CORBA and Web Services.

• J2EE
Real communication was already possible through CORBA, RMI and other
integration mechanisms. Meanwhile, Web Services were implemented as a further
communication option between J2EE-Application Servers and software architectures
from various vendors (e.g., IBM, BEA; Sun). Since then, classes and tools for the use
and creation of Web Services have been provided in the JAVA Software Development
Kit so a uniform implementation exists.
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•

Web Services

At first sight, it seems senseless to consider Web Service to Web Service
interoperability. Is this not dealing with the same technology? Nevertheless, anyone
who has handled Web Services in software development knows what is meant in this
case. Even as recently as mid-2003, Web Services could not communicate with other
Web Services without problems. To communicate with a Web Service written in Java
under APACHE from Microsoft’s .Net-development environment or from other JAVA
solutions, missing or incompatible WSDL description files, incompatible headers for
the HTTP transfer of SOAP messages, or the use of special implementation details, e.g.
SOAP-attachments instead of normal methods are some of the problems that occur. The
Web Services Interoperability Organization tries with their Web Service Interoperability
(WS-I) strategy to eliminate this flaw by the definition of example interfaces and the
provision of example applications and test tools [WS-1 03].

5.2

Transformation and Exchange of Information

Various aspects of the information exchange between applications must be considered:
The hai'dwai'e platform and the problems linked with it, e.g. different data storage
under different hardware platforms (byte order and byte alignment) and different
character sets (ASCII; ANSI, EBCDIC, UNICODE)
The real data format, i.e. how the data must be stored in the exchange format.
The communication protocol if a direct coupling of different information systems
for data exchange is favoured.

For a long time, the so-called Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) was the preferred
standard for data transfers between information systems, which guaranteed a uniform
format for data storage and transfer. However, anyone who has ever worked with EDI
knows that one EDI format is not like another EDI format because a large number of
different EDI-dialects exist. One can therefore hardly speak of a uniform format. Also
the technical implementation was quite complex. In addition to EDI converters which
convert the native format of an information system into EDI and vice versa, in an EDI
solution with a lot of different participants a central authority (a so-called Clearing
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Center) is necessary for collecting and distributing the incoming EDI documents and
this service must be paid well.
XML has since emerged as the most important solution for a uniform data
exchange technology. Storage and transmission is done in pure text format as strings in
the UNICODE-format and XML-documents are self-explanatory. Meta-data is included.
Furthermore, the physical data storage format used plays no role because the
information can be stored in the form of tables or trees and can even be recursive.
Because of these advantages, XML is already being used as the basis for various
data exchange formats. However, this is not at all a uniform standard. Too many vendor
groupings or standardization organizations have defined their own standards and the
number of format definitions has now become larger than before, when EDI was used.
For example; RosettaNet (www.rosettanet.org), ebXML (www.ebxml.org), cXML
(www.cxml.org), XEDI, EDI/XML and many others can be mentioned here. However,
XML also offers help for dealing with these different formats: an XML document can
be transformed into other formats using one of the techniques out of the “Extensible
Stylesheet Language Family”: XSL or XSLT. Alternative ways of supporting the
universal transformation of information are also available from various vendors.

5.3

Security

5.3.1

Security Basics

Security is the most important requirement for all areas of electronic and
collaborative business. Users do not like their data being abused and the provider of
services likes to identify their partner and protect their applications against attacks. The
following risks can be identified:
Loss of data integrity:
Information can be created, changed or deleted by intruders.
Loss of data confidentiality and privacy:
Information can be obtained or spied out by unauthorized persons
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Loss of availability:
Service can be used or stopped by unauthorized persons
There are different approaches for the avoidance of these risks:
•

Authorization
In real life unauthorized persons are not allowed to enter somebody else's room.

The very same rule applies to the Internet area. Because the Internet is in principle a
public room and everybody might gain access to all resources of a server, different
techniques of access control must be implemented. Today, this normally takes place in
the operating systems. The various users and user group rights for directory access or
application access are stored in access control lists. If special rules are needed (e.g.
rights to query customer sales data) in individual applications, these must then be
implemented manually in the single applications.
These standard authorizations are actually not secure if the data transfer is done in
plain text instead of using a suitable encryption method. If the combination of user
names and passwords can be spied out, anybody can use these data accordingly and
abuse the services offered. Hardware solutions (e.g. smart cards) for authorizations or
software solutions like certificates will provide here far more security.

•

Data encryption
In principle all data transported through the Internet is readable by anybody who

traces the Internet traffic. The only problem here is to filter out the desired information
from the gigantic amount of data. If two or more participants want to exchange data
without the possibility of any attacker being able to read and change such data, the
documents must be encoded by the transmitter - and decoded by the receiver - in a
suitable way. All data encoding techniques use at least one common key for the sender
and the receiver. The same key might be used for encryption and decryption
(symmetric/private key methods), or two separate keys could be used for encryption and
decryption (asymmetric/public key methods).
Symmetric methods require the key to be transmitted in a suitable and secure way
to the client of a communication. Anybody who gets this key can decode the
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documents. Asymmetric methods produce a key pair. One is called public key the other
is called private key. The private key isn't transmitted to other eommunication partners
as in symmetric methods. The publie keys eould be published and be freely distributed.
The basic idea of this approaeh is to prevent the encrypted data from being deerypted
with the key used for encryption. If two partners want to exehange a document, the
transmitter encodes the document with the public key of the reeeiver. This document
can then only be deeoded with the private key of the receiver. This key will, of course,
never be transmitted. Thus, special hardware solutions eould be used where the private
key is stored in an inaceessible format, e.g. Smart Cards.
Asymmetric methods use

larger key

lengths

than

symmetric

methods.

Consequently, encryption and decryption of long documents is much more time
consuming. Therefore, public key methods are frequently used only to encrypt the key
transfer for a symmetric method and the remaining encryption and decryption will be
done by a symmetric method. The frequently used SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) (see
[SSL 96J) for the communication between Web-Browser and Web-Server in the Internet
is based on this approach.
Several algorithms exist in the cryptography area. For example, DES, Triple-DES
or IDEA are symmetric algorithms, while RSA is the main asymmetric algorithm. A list
of different algorithms can be found in [Gar 97]. In practice, a mixture of different
algorithms is often used. For example, the SSL encryption works in the following way:
When a user wants to invoke a page with the SSL-encryption, the Web server sends his
public key back to the browser. The browser generates a temporary key for a symmetric
method. This key becomes encrypted with the server’s public key and is sent back to the
Web server. Only this server’s private key can now decrypt the key. Afterwards, both
will use the same symmetric key for encoding and decoding the data stream.

Data Integrity

A receiver should be able to determine if a document received is the same
document as one originally sent. Thus, so-called hash values or Message Digest are
calculated, i.e. a fingerprint of the original document will be made. This value is then
encoded and sent to the receiver. Using the same algorithm, the receiver can calculate
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his message digest and compare it with the one transmitted from the sender. If both are
equal, it is highly probable that the document is the same.

•

Authentication
Authentication means a proof that a message is really from a sender it seems to be

from. This is very difficult to enforce in the Internet. A user can either put his own, a
wrong one, or somebody else’s sender address in his e-mail. Also, most Internet
providers use dynamic IP-addresses so the sender’s IP-address can not be retrieved.
Even if the transmitter uses static addresses an attacker can still use these (so-called
TCP/IP spoofing).
Signatures were introduced to support user authentication. An electronic signature
is sent with a real document. This signature is a message digest which is encrypted with
the private key of the sender (instead of using the receivers’ public key as in document
encryption). Because only the sender knows this key, it can be assumed that the
message is really from the sender. The receiver can calculate his message digest from
the received document, encrypt it with the sender’s public key and compare the values.
Attackers who want to change the original document are not able to generate a new
message digest from the sender’s public key because only his private key can do this.
They can use their own private key to generate a new value but now they have to
publish their public key as the original sender’s. This is theoretically possible since
public keys can be distributed freely. To disable this, so-called digital certificates can be
used.

•

Certificates
According to [Merz 99], "A certificate is a verifiable statement of a person about

facts

In the area of cryptography, this can be translated as a public key for a person

really belongs to that person. To check this personal identity, a worldwide public key
infrastructure was constructed. Certification Authorities (CA) are organisations that can
confirm that a public key is really associated with a particular person or organisation. A
CA can electronically check if user’s personal data and/or their key are correct. Users
and organisations must register themselves with a CA. After this registration they
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receive a certificate that is divided into three classes. Class 1 authenticates the
con-ectness of an e-mail address, class 2 in addition confirms simple personal data and
the public key, and class 3 additional attributes like financial data etc.
Because these certificates are very important, all these procedures and formats were
standardized. The format is defined in the X509v4 standard and contains the name and
the Internet address of the CA, expiry date, the user’s name, his public key, the
algorithm with which the key has been created and, depending on the certificates class,
additional attributes. The process of identifying a user in the CA’s hierarchical structure
o

is very complex and can be found in [GAR 97] .

5.3.2

Security in different Software Architectures

Data transmission in the Internet can easily be done via SSL-encryption. When
only a limited number of partners are involved, security can easily be stepped up when
using so-called Virtual Private Networks (VPN) instead of the open Internet. However,
advanced security aspects such as authorisation, additional encoding of transferred
information, or security of the contents of infonnation via signatures are handled
differently in different software architectures.

•

Web Services

Security is indispensable and must be applied in an inter-enterprise use of Web
Services because the information is transferred in plain text form via HTTP and can be
received by everybody. Pure data transfer can be encoded via SSL. Other options are
possible, e.g., one can encode the pure user data (i.e., the method parameters written
inside XML tags). This means that suitable encoding routines have to be implemented
only for the relevant client-and server applications and not for the infrastructure used.
Indeed, this is not quite secure because the text within the XML-tags of a SOAPRequest could perhaps be guessed. A change in the infrastructure would require a
complete encoding of the SOAP-Requests. For this the basic infrastructure executes the
encryption of requests/responses and the client-and server applications have nothing to
See [Gar97] Page 140 ff
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do. FurtheiTnore, to guarantee that a request is sent by a permissible and trustworthy
sender and that the contents are really those which were sent, a digital signature can be
added to the SOAP-Request/Response. The so-called Web Service Security (WSSecurity) specification of IBM, Microsoft and VeriSign [WSSec 02] handles these
concerns. The Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards
(OASIS) as a standardizing organisation takes care of a standardized approach based on
WS-Security within their Web Services Security (WSS) Technical Committee
[WSSTCj.

•

J2EE
JAVA provides interfaces for encoding technologies via Java Cryptography

Extensions (JCE) (see [JCE 00]) and support authorization and authentication via the
Java Authentication and Authorization Service (JAAS). SSL encoding is implemented
in all Java versions directly.
Within Sun’s SunONE initiative, an Identity Server is implemented supporting
authentication, authorisation, application spreading user and role management, etc. (i.e.,
a implementation of JAAS) [SunONE]. Other vendors have their own security
mechanisms, either J2EE complieant JAAS implementations or proprietary solutions.

•

CORBA
CORBA offers through the Security Attribute Service (SAS) a protection

mechanism for data transmission between CORBA objects and basic mechanisms for
server to client authentication.^ In addition, the CORBA Security Service takes care of
standardised authorization, authentication, user and role management.*^

•

.NET
Because Microsoft deals with Web Service-technologies within .NET, security

issues are handled within the framework too. For a summary of the available security
issues, see [FS 00]. Single encoding technologies like SSL are implemented directly in
See [CORBA 04] Chapter 24, Pages 1049 ff
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the .NET framework, and Microsoft’s Passport-service can be used for authentication
and central user and role management [MSPP 04]. Moreover, other vendors may
provide other options.

5.4

Transaction Processing

5.4.1

Transaction Processing Basics

The transaction concept is an essential aid for the development of reliable
applications, especially if simultaneous access to common data is required. Transactions
are well known in the area of databases and mainfrajnes, where they have been used for
years to maintain data consistency (e.g., during booking transactions in financial
applications). In the age of electronic or collaborative Business with distributed
applications, the transactions no longer confine themselves to database accesses.
Complex ERP systems contain transaction mechanisms within their functionality. This
means that a process is only completed successfully when its atomic components have
been completed successfully. Such transaction mechanisms have to be implemented in
the interfaces of the servers to support comprehensive processes between different
server systems. For example, an on-line travel agency could provide an all inclusive
service: consisting of flight, hotel, and car rental reservations. The final ticketing is only
allowed when all three component parts have been made available, e.g., a rollback of
the flight and hotel ticketing must be possible if the car is not available.
A transaction is in general an uninterruptible sequence of single steps, which
change the state of the system involved from one consistent state into another. This
definition is also known as the ACID principle (see [Gray Reuter 99]):
■

ATOMICITY: A transaction should be done or undone completely and
unambiguously. In the event of a failure of any operation, the effects of all
operations that make up the transaction should be cancelled, and data should be
rolled back to its previous state.

See [COSS 97] Chapter 15, Pages 535 ff
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CONSISTENCY: A transaction should preserve all the invariant properties
(such as integrity constraints) defined on the data. On completion of a successful
transaction, the data should be in a consistent state. In other words, a transaction
should transform the system from one consistent state to another consistent state.
For example, in the case of relational databases, a consistent transaction should
preserve all the integrity constraints defined on the data.
ISOLATION: Each transaction should appear to execute independently of other
transactions that may be executing concurrently in the same environment. The
effect of executing a set of transactions serially should be the same as that of
running them concurrently. This requires two conditions:
o

During the course of a transaction, intermediate (possibly inconsistent)
state of the data should not be exposed to any other transaction.

o Two concurrent transactions should not be able to operate on the same
data. Database management systems usually implement this feature by
using locking.
DURABILITY: The effects of a completed transaction should always be
persistent.
Applications must hold their data continuously consistent within a transaction.
Therefore, systems must support suitable locking mechanisms that keep their data in a
valid state, especially when executing several concurrent transactions. Two locking
strategies can be distinguished: pessimistic and optimistic locking procedures. With
pessimistic locking, data is locked and not available to other transactions as long as a
transaction involving the data is still running. Hence this approach is only suitable for
quick

transactions

lasting

some

milliseconds

or

seconds.

With

optimistic

synchronization mechanisms, complicated predictions will be made which may change
data, data copies are generated and afterwards synchronized. When inconsistencies
occur, an independent rollback of the transaction may be carried out and the calling
application is notified to repeat this transaction.
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Transactions may be long or short. “A long transaction is a series of Database
Management Systems commands which extend over a long period of time - (i.e. hours,
days, weeks, or even months). A short transaction, supported by conventional Database
Management Systems, usually ends after a few seconds. Long transactions emerge from
cooperative designs in which someone is responsible for one part of a project and must
perform extensive research before sharing the results.” [Blaha 98] This is a definition
for Database Systems which can be applied to other application systems. It is obvious
that such a transaction type cannot be combined with a pessimistic locking mechanism
because of the possible long time frame. However, this transaction type occurs
frequently in the area of electronic or collaborative business. Not only must user inputs
be seen but consideration must also be given to complicated distributed applications,
which result in a time-consuming transformation of the information and often, an
unsatisfactory performance of the Internet data transfer. It is usually more sensible to
use the Savepoint technique for long transactions, i.e., system states are saved and
restored later without leaving the transaction. Note that transactions may be carried out
which involve systems running on other computers. These are known as distributed
transactions.
The Two Phase Commit protocol permits all server applications involved to
communicate with each other and, at the end of a transaction, come to a common
decision (commit or abort). The communication protocol used consists of two phases:
•

Coordination phase

Determine whether all server applications involved are ready to carry out the commit
for the (distributed) transaction
•

Final phase

Decide whether the transaction can be concluded successfully, or must be cancelled;
all servers involved must keep to this decision.
The importance of transaction processing in electronic or collaborative business is
valued differently. In an enterprise-critical area, such a bank or finance application
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domain, the use of transactions is almost mandatory. But Keller'’ states that when
integrating mainly Legacy Systems, transactions are nearly never used because:
Old Legacy Systems are not equipped with modem interfaces, because of the
high programming expenditure.
These systems know nothing about suitable protocols like X/OPEN or CORBA
and thus, cannot be integrated because of technical reasons.
Long transactions appear often in business processes which result in deadlocks
in combination with pessimistic locking mechanisms.
The alternative is to use “Soft Rollbacks” via “inverse operations”. This means
executing a function which reverses the actions of original function, e.g., in a partially
faulty creation of an order in an ERP-System, the appropriate delete function should be
called, or after inserting several records in a database system, a suitable delete-query
should be carried out.

5.4.2

Transaction Processing and Management

No further software is required for transaction management in non-distributed
environments. To use transactions in database systems, only a suitable transaction
parenthesis needs to be written around the processing code and the database system
finishes the rest. On the other hand, in distributed transaction processing, it is necessary
to use an external system that handles the transaction processing, because here the TwoPhase-Commit Protocol applies and the importance of coordinating and supervising
systems involved must not be underestimated. There are already several products, called
Transaction Processing/Management Systems (TPS), which support distributed
transactions. The most implemented neutral approach is the X/Open DTP (Distributed
Transaction Processing) model (see [DTP 95]). This often serves as a basis for the
attempts in other architectures. For example, the Object Transaction Service (OTS)'^ of
the OMG is a derivative and extension of the DTP drafts, and JAVA Transaction
Service (JTS) is a Mapping of the interfaces to an OTS in the Java environment (see

See [KEL02] Pages 106, 107
See [COSS 97] Chapter 10, Pages 327 ff
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[JTS 99]). J2EE Application Servers based attempts use JTS, too. The Microsoft
Transaction Server (MTS) introduced by Microsoft’s COM+ also implements the DTP
interfaces (see [MTS 97]) but is no longer important in the current .Net-environment.
For Web Service environments there are completely new attempts which question the
basic principles of transaction processing as discussed in the next section.
The Distributed Transaction Processing (DTP) model is briefly described as it
forms the basis of many new architectures. The basic DTP model consists of four
components:*^

• Application Programs
These are Client and Server applications which implement transactional
operations.

• Resource Managers
A resource manager is a component that manages persistent and stable data
storage systems and participates in the two phase commit and recovery protocols
with the transaction manager. A resource manager is typically a driver or a
wrapper for a stable storage system, with interfaces for operating on the data (for
the application components), and for participating in Two-Phase-Commit and
recovery protocols coordinated by a transaction manager.
Resource managers provide two sets of interfaces: one set for the application
components to get connections and perform operations on data, and the other set
for the transaction manager to participate in the Two-Phase-Commit and
recovery protocol.

•

Transaction Managers
The transaction manager is the core component of a transaction processing
environment. Its primary responsibilities are to create transactions, when
requested by application components, allow resource registration, and to conduct
the Two-Phase-Commit or recovery protocol with the resource managers.

• Communication Resource Manager
The communication resource manager facilitates interoperability between
different transaction managers in different transaction processing domains.

Copied and consolidated from [SUB 99]
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The individual components and their dependencies are shown in Figure 5.1,

Figure 5.1: DTP transaction processing components

The following interfaces are specified for communication between the components:

•

TX Interface

This is an interface between the application program and the transaction
manager, and is implemented by the transaction manager. This interface
provides transaction demarcation services by allowing the application programs
to bind transactional operations within global transactions.

•

XA Interface

This is a bi-directional interface between resource managers and transaction
managers. This interface specifies two sets of functions. The first set is
implemented by resource managers for use by the transaction manager and the
second set of functions are implemented by the transaction manager for use by
resource managers.

•

XA + Interface

This interface is used to support global transactions across different transaction
manager domains via communication resource managers.

•

TXRPC Interface

This interface provides portability for communication between application
programs within a global transaction.

•

CRM-OSI TP

This is an interface between a communication resource manager and the OSI
transaction processing services.
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5.4.3

Extended Transaction Processing Approaches for Web Services

A number of problems may arise when applying conventional transaction
processing/management techniques in a Web Services environment:
Web services are stateless. If a connection to a Web Service is disconnected, it is
impossible to invoke the same instance again. Thus, the real instances of the supervised
applications cannot be invoked by a resource or transaction manager.
The Internet and above all the use of HTTP cannot guarantee a safe data
transmission. The protocol returns a fault status in a fault condition, but no further
information regarding whether the actual HTTP-request was carried out by the server or
not. In a Web Seivice-environment this means that it is not clear whether or not the
proper function call had already been carried out before the fault occurred.
The communication via SOAP, because of the overhead when messages are being
packed and unpacked and the real data communication, are all relatively timeconsuming actions depending on the infrastructure used. The transactions will become
longer and longer, which can lead to locking problems in the systems involved.
Web Services, bottom-up technologies like UDDI and the requirements of
Collaborative Business and SOA all feature a loose coupling between systems. Indeed,
it is easy to integrate new Web Services or exchange existing ones with other Web
Services. However, each of these must implement suitable bindings to a TPS, and
depending on the base infrastructure used for the TPS, the calls have to be implemented
differently. Thus, in the worst case, the Web Services would have to offer interfaces for
all possible TPS.
Conventional transaction processing/management systems use a central transaction
manager and at least one resource manager, which must supervise all relevant Web
Services. But this centralism is exactly what is not desired in a Web Serviceenvironment where loose coupling and interchangeability of systems are actively
encouraged.
Nevertheless, the use of transactions in many application domains (e.g. bank,
finance) makes sense and is desired or even mandatory. Therefore, some attempts have
been made to support non-restrictive transaction processing in a Web Seiwice area, e.g..
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Business Transaction Protocol (see [BTP 02]) from of the OASIS organisation and Web
Service Transaction (see [WS-T 02]) approach from BE A/IBM/Microsoft.

5.4.3.1 Business Transaction Protocol (BTP)
The BTP specifications came from OASIS, who claimed that “BTP solves
problems in environments with complex business interactions with a potentially
unreliable infrastructure over potentially unreliable communication links. The goal of a
typical business interaction is to provide a concrete completion or cancellation, under
potentially complex business rules that need not (and cannot) be understood by all
participants.” [BTPPRIM 02] and who are pursuing the following objectives:
Define a model for transactions across the Internet, with participants in different
organizations.
Compose and coordinate reliable outcomes in the face of potentially unreliable
communication channels and infrastructure.
Manage the transaction life cycle.
Support transactions between loosely-coupled systems communicating with each
other asynchronously (for enterprise scalability and function).
Support long-mnning transactions as it is understandable that any business
wants to reserve its resources for other ones.
Coordinate multiple related interactions.
Provide a foundation for workflow and business modelling/execution tools.
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In addition, they question the basic ACID principles in a distributed area and
provide the following comparison:

Property

Traditional transactions

Business transactions

Atomicity

Required; all or nothing.

Depends; sometimes desirable,
sometimes best of all may be
applicable but only to a subset of
functions.

Consistency

Required.

Required; temporary
inconsistencies rectified.

Isolation

Required; state change is not Relaxed; each service controls
visible until transaction is

degree of visibility.

completed.
Durability

Required; effects persist.

Required, but based on atomicity
property; some parts may - best
of all- be volatile ones.

BTP is independent of the computer languages and transport protocols used. This
specification contains abstract messages as well as a XML schema for messages with
transaction control for use in co-operation with Web Services. Different protocols are
possible for the message transport. To-date a connection to the SOAP-protocol has been
specified which is important for Web Services.
BTP uses a Two-Phase-Commit-Protocol for coordinating transactions. The desired
loosening from isolation arises from the fact that BTP merely defines a transaction
model and messages to be exchanged. It includes no regulations regarding the use of
locking mechanisms on participating services.
Application messages and BTP messages are separately recognised in BTP. For
every participant there exist an application element and a BTP element which exchange
messages with the corresponding elements of other participants.
BTP distinguishes between two transaction message types: Atom and Cohesion. Atom
messages guarantee that all Web Services involved reach the same transaction result
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(Confirm or Cancel). In Cohesion messages, a differentiated exit is possible (loosening
of atomicity). A client application can be actively involved in a transition exit:
■

When there is a failure condition, the client application decides in single tasks
whether the rest of the transaction can still be finished successfully.

■

The Client decides which part of a transaction can and which one cannot be
finished successfully.

In terms of BTP, clients are the so-called coordinators and the Web Services the socalled participants.
BTP also describes the possibility to nest transactions into others. This process is
transparent to a transaction coordinator. Both types. Atom and Cohesion, can be
combined arbitrarily within transactions. The client’s control is included entirely in the
SOAP-request.
5.4.3.2 Web Service Transaction (WS-Transaction)
WS-Transaction is the result of joint work between BE A, IBM and Microsoft. It is
based on the WS-Coordination interface which offers mechanisms for controlling
sequencing and co-operation of processes that are distributed over several Web
Services.
Two types of transaction are supported: Atomic Transaction and Business
Activities. An Atomic Transaction (AT) corresponds to a conventional transaction and
obeys an „everything or nothing” approach, i.e., the transaction returns correctly only
after all participants have finished their work properly. Business Activities (BA) can be
long-lived activities that do not necessarily terminate a transaction when an exception
occurs. Instead, rules can be defined to determinate further processing, if applicable.
Control by a client application is not, like BTP, simply included in a SOAPRequest. This requires a complex teamwork of several XML documents, beginning with
WSDL, if necessary via BPEL4WS, via WS-Coordination up to the WS-Transaction
definitions.
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5.5

Summary
Interoperability should be a primary aim of each integration solution. Since not

every architecture can be catered for, adapters to some back-end systems will have to be
implemented, e.g., an adapter for a special ERP system or a generic adapter for a
complete software architecture (e.g., a dynamic CORBA adapter).
XML could be used for the transformation and exchange of most information
during system integration. Security is clearly an important consideration in any
application. How much is to be implemented depends on the individual application.
This is a big research area in its own right and will not be further explored in this thesis.
It will be useful to provide some support for transaction processing in a system
integration tool. However, neither of the two Web Services-based approaches can be
used because the complete Web Services technology - with all its basic techniques
(SOAP-Requests,

WSDL,

etc.)

-

is

considered

server

architecture.

Further

interoperability support can only be implemented as add-ons by software vendors.
Moreover, only a few implementations currently exist, e.g. Hewlett Packard and
ObjectWeb offer implementations for BTP and IBM, Microsoft, Sun have WSTransaction implementations.
Nevertheless, some kind of transaction support can be offered through the
integration of a conventional TPS. However, all available server systems must use this
TPS regardless of their software architecture. This means that an application loses some
flexibility, but gains security in critical areas.
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6.

Goals, Requirements and Systems Analysis for the
Collaboration Toolkit COSINE
A prototype UML-based toolkit is built to support process-oriented application

integration. The prototype is called COSINE: Collaboration Suite for Inter Enterprise
Integration. The primary goals, functional range, the general system structure and
usability of COSfNE are introduced in this chapter. In earlier sections, the following
minimum requirements for an integration solution were specified:
Modelling and technical execution of business processes for a quicker response
to market changes. The processes should include process steps that allow access
to applications systems as well as manual user interactions.
Access to a wide range of data via standard data exchange formats, e.g. product
data of different suppliers via market place solutions and uniform data formats.
Systems collaboration via (Inter) Enterprise Application Integration approaches.

6.1

Primary Goals and functional Range
COSINE is a tool that integrates back-end systems using standard technologies.

This is above all the use of XML for all system-internal pui*poses, data storage and
XML-based integration methods, but also the use of other standard technologies such as
CORBA or RPC for the server integration.
To satisfy collaboration aspects, the following main features are supported by
COSINE:
(1) Non-Invasive Integration
No changes are necessary in back-end systems. The integration is done by using
existing interfaces of the software systems.
(2) Process-oriented Integration
The sequences that are necessary for executing a process are modelled using
Business Process Modelling tools. A Workflow engine executes the modelled process
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and step by step invokes the appropriate server methods. For complex processes, e.g.,
when further steps depends on the results of previously executed steps or when the data
returned by a process step must be manipulated, suitable control structures and methods
must be provided. Thus, the same control structures and functionality must be given that
are available in procedural or object oriented programming languages. The following
modelling constructs are supported:
•

Process steps: These are the single service calls to the back-end systems or calls
to functionality for doing assignments to variables or evaluating expressions.

•

Connections between process steps: The sequence of the process steps is
formed using these connections, i.e., names and order of the single steps.

•

Branches and Loops: Process flow is controlled though these elements, e.g. by
evaluating the results of a called service.

•

Parallelism/Concurrency: To optimise the sequence within the process, parallel
execution of process branches is supported.

•

Sub-process modelling: To execute process in different enterprises, the
modelling of sub-processes and a distributed execution of these sub-processes
will be supported. This offers the same functionality as a method invocation in
programming languages.

(3) Integration without Programming
The programming steps needed to invoke a server method are completely hidden.
The “programming” is done graphically by selecting the required methods, mapping
and transforming the parameters required for functional calls, and the simple
transformation of return values. The whole flow of single calls is controlled by the
process steps and the modelled sequences.
(4) Data and Method oriented Integration
Both basic integration types will be supported because application systems as well
as data (uniform data exchange formats, databases) must be accessible in collaborative
business.
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(5) Open System Architecture
Even if nobody knows which technologies will be used in the future for front-end
and back-end systems, the system should still be usable in a few years. Thus, an open
system will be constructed. Adapters for other systems will be created which allow
integration and support of new systems and other architectures, by exposing and using
defined interfaces and architectures.
(6) User Interaction
User interaction was not provided in the first prototype. Instead, processes are
carried out until a manual interaction occurs, e.g. a user notification to present process
infonnation, or a user decision that affects the process sequences that follow. The
interaction must be handled in a client application and depending on the user’s choice,
different other processes will be carried out. This means more effort must be spent to
implement a client application. In conventional workflow systems, these user
notifications and interactions are done in special workflow clients or via e-mail systems.
In COSINE, e-mail notifications are used and decision handling is done via a uniform
Web front-end.
(7) Support of long business transactions
If a user decision is needed in a process sequence, when this request is
performed by the user can not be predicted. In the worst case, the whole system is
blocked and timeouts will occur. Thus the whole system is implemented in an
asynchronous way to support such long lasting processes.
(8) Process Measurements and Monitoring
The measurement and monitoring of processes are not required for system
collaboration. But because the system executes all process steps directly, it can measure
all time spans consumed to execute activities and record these values. Thus, as a by
product, process analysis can be done by using these real values instead of simulating
processes (as performed in other tools) with test data. These results may afterwards be
useful for business re-engineering purposes.
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The process-oriented approach hides the complexity of server accesses. The user
does not need detailed knowledge of the internal structure of the system being accessed,
only the semantic of the system’s interfaces, i.e. which method must be invoked and
which input parameters are needed to gain the desired results. Only systems with a
dynamic interface can such as Web Services, CORBA using the DII (Dynamic
Invocation Interface) or simple RPCs can be integrated in this way. The necessary calls
must be capable of being composed in the integration server and must be dynamically
callable. Other systems can be integrated if a wrapper component for use in one of the
supported technologies exists. For example, the interface of a Legacy application can be
transferred for use in say, Web Services. Afterwards, this wrapper component is treated
like other directly supported back-end systems within the processes.
It is also possible to develop a complete adapter for the integration system. This
approach is more complex because these adapters also need other functionality, e.g. for
method and parameter selection, but the target system can be invoked directly without
the unnecessary transformation into a supported architecture.
There are some disadvantages: no complex programming is supported; only
sequences, branches, loops and access to the return values of method calls, internal
variables and internal functionality can be supported. XML is used for data storage and
all internal sequences data for the back-end calls must be transformed from XML to the
native format and vice versa, and the results must be converted back to XML. These
additional steps may result in poorer run-time performance. On the other hand this is an
easy uncomplicated integration solution. The potential target groups include not only
developers, but also consultants and system architects.
In the proposed solution, the user does not need any special programming
knowledge of the architectures on which the server application has been based.
However, he needs detailed knowledge (or a very good documentation) of the server
application to know which methods have to be called to reach the desired result. An
inexperienced user will not be able to handle cryptically constructed tables and field
names in databases or undocumented methods and argument names.
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6.2

General System Structure
COSINE consists of tliree paits: a Modelling Tool, a Run-time Module, and

Administration and Analysis Modules.

•

Modelling Tool (called Integration Modeller)
This Tool is used to provide graphical definition of the executable processes. A

user can model a business process or import a process defined in another process
modelling tool. Flowcharts (see Figure 4.12, Section 4.5) are used for modelling but
import possibilities for UML Activity Diagrams and for EPK diagrams are
implemented.
After this “neutral” process modelling, where only the process steps and flow ai'e
specified, additional technical details can be graphically selected. This includes
information relevant for the process flow such as conditions for branches and loops, and
information needed to access back-end resources such as the type of resource (Web
Service, Database System, File), system parameters like the application name and its IPaddress and the method invoked together with its required parameter. As much as
possible, such information will be retrieved dynamically from the back-end resource via
WSDL files or other standard description mechanisms. If this is not possible, COSINE
includes a self-defined repository where the possible servers and their options can be
described by users of the system. This defined process can now be saved for later use,
executed and tested through the second component of COSINE: the runtime module.

•

Runtime Module (called Integration Engine)
The runtime module acts as a server for the different client applications. This server

offers only a few methods: one for user authentication and one for a synchronous
execution of processes and a small set of methods for asynchronous process execution.
These execution methods get the name of the process to be executed and the needed
arguments as a data structure in XML. After the invocation of the execution method, the
defined process information is read and processed sequentially. For each process step,
the technical information is retrieved and a dynamic call to the back-end is assembled
and executed. Afterwards, the return values are saved into internal data structures and
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can be used for the parameter mappings of the other calls. After executing all process
steps, the process results are assembled and returned to the client application.

•

Administration and Analysis Modules
For administrative purposes, e.g. user management, a special administration tool is

provided. There is also an analysis tool that can create graphical reports of the time
consumption of complete processes or single process steps. Therefore, the runtime
module can optionally measure all time spans which occur while executing calls to
back-end resources.

Within COSINE, two kinds of executable processes can be created: processes that
receive data from one system, optionally manipulate the data and copy it to other
systems without the need to return the data to the caller of the process and a second one
where data must be returned to the user. Processes of the first type are normally long
running or endless processes that are controlled by events that are generated by the
involved applications. This kind of processes can be started within the Administration
Tool. In the other case, a special user client application must be provided that starts
processes and visualizes the process results.

External Modelling Tools can be used. However, within these tools, only “neutral
process modelling” can be done, i.e., model the elements and the workflow. Technical
details for the real process execution are specified afterwards in the Integration
Modeller by importing the external modelled process and converting it in the internal
process schema used.
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From a user’s point of view, COSINE consists of the following components:

liit('(|r:ition

Modeller
Process Repository

Back-end System 1
(e g. ERP)

Bsck-end System 2
(e g WebServjce)

Integration Engine

Back-end System 3
(e g Database
System)

Figure 6.1: General Structure of the COSINE-System

How does COSINE work?
•

The processes are modelled and stored/exported using a Business Process Modelling
tool.

•

The user starts the Integration Modeller, loads the stored process and transforms it
automatically into the COSINE process schema. This new process definition file
will be stored in a process repository. Two separate models are generated so the
transformation process must be carried out again if the source model is changed
afterwards.
The following information must be added to the business process models using
the Integration Modeller:
Parameters to be passed to the process
The server to be invoked (server type, architecture used)
The parameters needed for binding to the server, e.g., IP address, special
logon-parameters, etc.
The method to be called
The arguments for the method call, e.g. the process arguments, constants,
internal variables or return values of previous method calls
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The conditions that must be evaluated for branches, e.g. results of a method
call compared with a fixed value
The conditions for loops, e.g. evaluating counters or walking through a
complete branch of an XML-sub tree while further elements exist, etc.
The values to be returned by the process.
This process, which is now completely specified, is stored again in the process
repository and can be processed afterwards.
Now a client application can bind the Integration Server and start the process
execution.
This component offers both a synchronous as well as an asynchronous interface.
The integration server reads the requested process from the repository and starts its
execution by assembling and executing the real system calls, collecting the return
values, following the process sequence, etc.
The integration server assembles the results of the process and returns these to the
client application.

6.3

Back-end Systems Requirements
The most important requirement is that the integrated systems must offer a dynamic

programming interface, i.e. the method calls to these systems can be assembled and
executed within a client application without re-compiling the program sources.
Examples of dynamic interfaces and thus systems and architectures that can be
integrated include Web Services, CORBA using the Dynamic Invocation Interface
(DII), SAP/R3 using the so-called Business Connector, Message Oriented Middleware,
Remote Procedure Calls.
The systems should also expose a definition of their interface, i.e., they should own
a description file or a repository that can be retrieved by other applications. A stmctured
data source (repository, database, XML document) must be provided whose contents
can be read and be analysed from other applications. Exposed methods and their
arguments should be included. In an ideal case, comments or help should also be made
available for the methods and parameters. Furthermore, if a large interface is supported.
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a functionai categorisation of methods may be exposed, e.g., in ERP systems the
description may be categorised into financial, management or logistic functionality.
Thus, the search for a special functionality is much easier in systems with an extensive
interface. This information will be shown to the user within the Integration Modeller so
that he can select suitable methods. Examples of systems where interface descriptions
are supported include WSDL files for web services. The DII of CORBA, The Business
Connector for SAP / R3.
If no interface description is given, then these descriptions must be provided in a
uniform format, i.e., created by users of the COSINE system or vendors from the back
end systems. The description files must contain the following information:
All parameters necessary to the server binding (addresses, names, protocol used)
Methods
Attributes
Optional information like comments and categorisation
WSDL (Web Service Definition Language) can be used as a suitable universal
format for the required descriptions, fhe optional categorisation can be included within
some non-standard tags. Access to this fonnat must be implemented anyway to invoke
of Web Services.

6.4

Requirements for Process Modelling Tools
Does it make sense to develop an own small process modelling tool or should an

existing tool be used? A large number of modelling tools exist that have been tested and
accepted by users. Such tools are based on different modelling schemas, e.g., Petri-nets,
ARIS, UML. It may be difficult for a user that is familiar with one system to use
another modelling methodology. Existing tools often offer not only process modelling
support, but also further modelling capabilities, e.g. extended business process models
to model and optimise processes within a complete enterprise. The disadvantage of
using existing tools is that the modelling does not go into technical details, i.e., the
necessary technical specifications for server accesses (server parameters, method
selection, parameter mapping) cannot be added to the model. Furthennore, the
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acquisition of such an extensive tool is often connected with high costs. Developing a
small tool that supports an easy modelling methodology looks like a better solution.
Here every modelling requirement needed, from symbolism to technical specification,
could be supported. However, even a small tool requires voluminous implementation.
Also it is questionable whether the user will find this acceptable as the functional range
of such a tool is limited whereas a professional tool is not. Thus, COSINE allows
external tools to be used for normal business process modelling. Afterwards, the
required teclinical specification is carried out using the built-in tool.
There are at this moment no special requirements for the modelling methodology
used within the Workflow tools. The modelling constructs defined in Section 6.1 must
be supported. Modelling approaches discussed in Chapter 4.3 could be employed.
When using an external modelling tool, an open and documented data format must
be used since data must be stored in a database / repository that can be accessed from
other applications. Using a standardized exchange format for the process model (XMI
or one of the various XML process schemas) would be the best choice. These export
formats must afterwards be transformed via suitable converters into the COSINE
process schema and completed using the Integration Modeller. The greatest
disadvantage in this approach is the possibility that the original and technical model will
not match after changes are applied to the original model. Changes always cause a
complete repetition of the export and import steps in the three related tools (Workflow,
Converter, and Integration Modeller). If the workflow tool does not generate unique and
immutable keys for the single process steps, the synchronization of the two models
could fail after the first change in the business process model and the technical
specification for one process step might get assigned to another process step. For
instance, if one has modelled a business process with two steps (search for customers’
data and creation of a financial booking) and afterwards inserts another process step
before the second step (e.g. a credit assessment), it could happen that in the export
model the key for the original second step is now assigned to the new second step. In
the example, the booking would be carried out before the credit assessment has been
done. In the worst case, a complete new identifier may be generated within the export
process so that the synchronisation fails absolutely.
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6.5

Suitable Process Schemas
The process schema is the most important part of COSINE because all the

information needed for the process modelling and execution must be stored in it. The
process schema used in the COSINE-System must satisfy the following conditions:
It should be XML-based so that a seamless communication with other XML based
system parts is possible.
It should be possible to define process elements with all technical details that are
necessary for the seiwer calls.
It should be possible to define internal variables and constants.
Sequences, branches and loops should be supported.
It should be possible to define process parameter, internal variables and return
values.
Many usable XML-based process schemas exist which support most of the
requirements listed above. Different vendors and standardization organisation compete
and try to depict their product as the best one. Some are extremely short-lived. In 2001,
the intention was to use the WSFL as the basis for the COSINE system. However, after
only one year this was merged with Microsoft’s XLANG to become the “Business
Process Execution Language for Web Services” (BPEL4WS) (see Section 4.6). Others
ai'e only applicable for some “special cases”, for example, for services in one kind of
architecture like the BPEL4WS for Web Services. In COSINE, the XML Process
Definition Language (XPDL) of the Workflow Management Coalition is used. This
format is expected to be supported in the future by a wide range of tools because of the
market power and support of the Workflow Management Coalition. It is also a
relatively open system, where further information for method invocation and pai'ameter
mapping can be stored in additional attributes of the XML schema. If necessary, an
export into other standardized schemas could also be implemented. But this has minimal
benefit. The only sensible application that can be mentioned in this respect is the export
of technical modelled processes into other EAI-solutions.
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6.6

General Sequences

The following use cases can be created to meet system goals (Figure 6.2):

Figure 6.2: General Use Cases

The main users of the system are those who model and develop processes. These
could be users on a management level who model a pure business process and more
technical oriented users who know technical procedures and technical details and can
add that information to the modelled business process. These two user groups have after executing the process - to analyse the process results, i.e. time spans for each
process steps and thus the opportunity to optimize the process, either by optimizing the
business process (business process reengineering) or by optimizing technical sequences.
Clerks do not use the system directly. They execute the modelled processes by
using a specially written client. External system can also execute processes and clerks
are involved in the process execution by receiving notification of process states or
making decisions to control the process flow. An administrator is able to control
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processes, e.g., he can stop running processes and is able to maintain the systems master
data such as user data and their rights.

This means that the following system modules must be developed (see Figure 6.3):
Modelling module for process modelling and specification
Analysing module for analysing results of executed processes.
Runtime model for execution processes.
Administration module for managing system states and data.

Administration Module

I

control processes

maintain master d:

Figure 6.3: Use Cases with Modules

The activities that must be done by users for process modelling are shown in the
next two figures (Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5). For the generic business process model,
the user must add process steps (activities, decisions, etc.) to the process model and
define basic process flow between the single process steps by connecting one or more
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process steps. Finally the process is saved or exported and can later be refined by
addition of teclmical details.

Figure 6.4: Activity Diagram for Business Process Modelling

Technical refinement (technical process specification) consist of several steps.
After importing a business process, other process steps can be added which are
necessary for technical execution. This may be decisions and iteration steps for building
loops or additional method invocations because a server system needs a special login
mechanism, etc.
Afterwards, each single step must be specified technically, i.e., the desired server
and method must be selected and the parameter mapping for method invocation must be
made. Furthermore, some process parameters must be defined, e.g., the process
parameters that are passed by a client application and the return values that are passed to
the client application.
Finally the process is saved and is now ready to be executed.
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Figure 6.5: Activity Diagram for technical process modelling/specification
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6.7

Summary
COSINE is a UML-based toolkit that supports non-invasive integration, process-

oriented as well as data and method oriented integration, long business transactions and
open system architecture. Use-case analyses resulted in the conclusion that three main
components should be provided: a process modelling tool for process modelling and
specification, an integration engine for executing processes and an administration
module for management and analysis purposes. External process modelling tools can be
used for normal business process modelling and the built-in tool is then used to define
the technical specifications. There is no programming required regarding the
architectures on which the server application is based but the system to be integrated
must expose a dynamic programming interface or else a description file specifying the
same information must be provided or constructed. The XML Process Definition
Language of the Workflow Management Coalition will be the process schema used as it
meets all functional requirements, is relatively open and is expected to be widely
supported in the future.
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7.

COSINE Implementation

7.1

General System Structure
A construction using Point-to-Point connections is not advisable because of the

number of server types that may have to be supported. For each possible combination of
back-end systems a connection must be implemented. Furthermore, a central goal of the
integration tool is a dynamic integration of the back-end system and system
extensibility. Thus, a Hub-and-Spoke-approach with a central integration server is used
instead.
The internal system works like a bus system (Figure 7.1). The integration server
consists of several single components. Additional adapters for back-end systems can be
incorporated. The bus itself is not a middleware in the sense of a CORBA-bus with its
own functionality. It exists only as a logical bus in the fonn of XML-schemas and
defined interfaces for the single components. A service-oriented architecture is built
using this structure.

Figure 7.1: COSIN E-Bus-Architecture

User clients do not invoke the integration engine directly so as to satisfy the
requirements concerning long transactions and also for some performance benefits.
Instead, a small component receives the calls and stores these in a database or XML-file
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within a repository and returns to the client application. The iniegration engine polls the
stored calls, executes queued processes and then stores the process results in the
repository. Thus communication is asynchronous by default. The client application must
check within a time span whether the process execution is finished and ensure that the
transactions can be handled without any timeout problems. A simple form of scalability
has also been provided in that somie integration engines can be distributed via different
computers by using the same interface component and repository. Such communication
leads to a small overhead in the development of the client application and thus a
synchronous communication is also provided by the interface component and the
polling mechanisms needed are implemented within the interface component.

Client
Application

► Repository

Figure 7.2: General System View

This approach works well when calling non time-critical processes. The extra time
needed for the additional database operations is nearly negligible in single process calls.
However, when realizing the prototype described in Chapter 8, one process is
implemented recursively via sub-processes and it is called a few dozens times. In this
case, the procedure is too slow so a direct communication between the Interface
Component and parts of the Integration Engine is implemented.
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7.2

Components of the COSINE-System

The COSINE system consists basically of the following components:

Process Modelling
Tool

□

External
Systems

I

I

I_____ I

Client Application

COSINE
Components

Back-end-Systems

Figure 7.3: Components of the COSINE-System

7.2.1

Schema-Converter

This tool converts proprietary or standardized process schema from an external
Workflow tool into the COSINE process schema. A converter must be implemented for
every different workflow tool of standardised schema. In an ideal case the conversion is
done by carrying out a simple XSL transformation. The schema used by the COSINE
system will be presented later.
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7.2.2

Integration Modeller

This is a modelling tool for business processes with import capabilities for
externally modelled processes. Furthermore it is the specification tool that adds
technical details to a business process. The user selects additional information by
reading the exposed dynamic interfaces of the different back-end-systems/architectures,
e.g. the WSDL-files by Web Services or the DII for CORE A. If a system does not
expose an interface description, it must be provided with a WSDL-flle written by the
user or others. These descriptions are delivered through the connectors of the different
back-end systems to the Integration Modeller.

A user must perform the following steps within the Integration Modeller:
1.

Definition of the process parameters.
The names of arguments and their data types (simple data types as well as complex
data types) are defined. They are passed by the client application when starting the
execution of a process. Afterwards, they can be used as input parameters for other
process steps.

2.

Optionally, constants and internal variables can be defined, e.g., for loop counters
or for holding results from service calls.

3.

For every process step, the following details must be specified:
■ Type of the process step:
Internal process steps are calls to functions that are directly offered by the
COSINE-system such as assignments with simple calculations, e.g. a counter
increment for loop-conditions, checking conditions for branches, calling special
functionality, e.g. to get the user parameters for a service call or invoking of
other modelled processes. External process steps carry out a direct invocation of
back-end systems.
■ External process steps require additional details to be specified:
The type of the back-end system, e.g., Web Services, COREA, relational
database systems, ERP-Systems, etc.
The arguments that are necessary for binding to the system’s server must be
specified, e.g., IP-address, logon parameters, etc. The arguments that are
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necessary for the special back-end system are delivered by the back-end
connector, which alone has the knowledge and connection to the system.
Which method should be invoked? A selection of the server’s methods is
shown to the user.
The arguments for the method call must be specified, e.g., from fixed
values, process parameters values or return values of other method calls. As
in the case of the method selection, a graphical selection and mapping
option is presented to the user.
4.

The return values that should go back to the calling application of the process.
The values of internal variables and the return values of method calls can be
selected and combined to form a result structure.

7.2.3

Process-Repository

The process repository is a component that handles the storage of processes in the
file systems. The data will be stored in an encrypted form. Furthermore, a few methods
are implemented, which return the names of the stored processes or the necessary
arguments for a given process name.
•

Administration Tool
The administration tool is used to maintain system data, e.g., user and their rights,

the system setting, and to perform system monitoring and measurement tasks.
•

Analysis Module
This is an application that allows users to analyse the runtime results of processes

that were executed. This means creating reports containing the measured time spans or
process steps or complete processes.

•

Security
This component offers functionality for the encryption and decryption of complete

files or strings. Therefore symmetric or Public Key methods are used. The component
encapsulates thereby useful APIs of the system architecture used, e.g. the Java Crypto
API or external solutions like GnuPGP or others.
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7.2.4

Integration Server

The Integration Server consists of the following separate components (Figure 7.4);

Figure 7.4: Components of the Integration-Server

■

System-Repository

The system repository consists of a collection of XML documents with system
settings and a database with system data. These XML files contain system parameters,
distribution of system components, availability of adapters, etc. The database includes
information about user rights and details of executed processes, like results of executed
method calls or time consumption for each executed step, etc.
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■

Integration Service Interface
This component connects client application to the COSINE-system. Through its

methods, a client can start and control the execution of a process via a synchronous and
an asynchronous interface. The following functionality is offered:
Login to the COSINE-system
Run (synchronous start of a process)
Start (asynchronous start of a process)
GetState (returns the current state for asynchronous execution)
GetResult (returns the return values for asynchronous execution)
Logout from the COSINE-system
A client application passes the name of the desired process and the necessary
argument as an XML-structure to this component. The values are written to system
repository, together with a generated process identifier. The process identifier is
returned to the client in asynchronous communication; otherwise the component polls
the wi'itten data until the process has been executed, and returns the results to the client.
The real processing is done by the Integration Service component.
■

Integration Service
This component is responsible for the actual execution of processes. The

component retrieves the queued processes from the system repository and passes the
process information to the Workflow Engine. After execution, the results are stored
back in the system repository.
■

Workflow-Engine
The Workflow Engine loads the desired process and analyses the included

sequences. An internal data structure with the process details is created. At the
beginning this consists of the process parameters, the variables and constants that were
defined by technical process modelling. During the execution, the results of each
process step are added to this structure and can be used for other internal and external
process steps.
For each process step, the server, method and argument infomiation - that are also
stored in the process schema - are retrieved. The required arguments are obtained from
of the actual values defined by the user in the Integration Modeller’s parameter
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mapping. If it is an “internal” process step, e.g., a condition, it is processed directly and
the next step will be executed. If it is an “external” process step, the embedded
information for the process step is passed to the Integration Engine. After the real call is
carried out in the Integration Engine, the results of the call are passed back to the
Workflow Engine and added to the internal process data structure. At the end of the
whole process, the results go back into the system repository and the Interface
Component can then return this infonuation to the client application.
■

Integration-Engine
The Integration Engine gets its infomiation for each “external” process step from

the Workflow Engine. It analyses the contents and determines, which external system
should be invoked. The complete data is passed to the appropriate adapter, which calls
the server and sends the result back to the Integration Server.
■

System Cache Component
It is often not necessary to make a real server invocation. If data rarely changes, it

is probably quite sufficient to update it only once a day. Thus, the results of a method
call can be cached. Whether this caching is to be carried out and during which time, are
set by the Administrator in the Administration Tool. The System Cache Component
stores the data returned by a system call in the systems database. Additional information
regarding the last server access (a timestamp, the arguments used for the service call
and the registered user) is also stored.

■

Monitoring/Logging
The task of this component is the optional logging of system activities for testing,

controlling and management purposes. At each call, an entry in an XML-file is made
which includes the registered user, the time, and the technical details of a service call
and the return values of the call. For debugging purposes, the complete contents of the
internal data structures can also be stored when executing the process.
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■

Adapter/Connectors
The adapters handle the abstraction of the different back-end systems and the

communication with the Integration Engine. They have the following tasks:
-

Binding to the server system and executing method calls.

-

Delivering the parameter needed for the binding to the back-end-resource.

-

Providing the description of methods and their parameters as given by the
serv^er.

The Adapters appear in two forms: as internal and as external adapters. Internal
adapters are implemented as classes in the programming language used. They offer
primarily the advantage of a speedier server access. They are used, e.g. for calling Web
Services and database systems. The external adapters are based on standardised
software architecture and have to support a uniform interface. Their execution of server
access does not perform as well as the internal adapters, but they can dynamically be
added to the system, so that the system is arbitrarily extensible.

The following Adapters/Connectors could be implemented:
-

Web Services

-

Relational Database Systems

-

XML-Documents or XML-Databases

-

SAP/R3 (via the so called Business-Connector)

-

Other Web-Applications (CGI, Servlets)

-

CORBA or EJB via CORBA

-

Remote Procedure Calls

-

Message Oriented Middleware

Figure 7.5 shows data and message flows between external applications, COSINE
applications, main components and external resources.
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COSINE System

I

Adapter for Back-end
Systems

Back-end
Systems

IntegrationEngine

internal functionality
(e.g. Mail.
Userinter action.
Database access)

XML-Sources

j ■ j

Applications

Components

'

Data repository

—►

Data or message flows

Figure 7.5: Data and message flows between external Applications and COSINE

7.3

Implementation Issues

7.3.1

Standards, Transaction Processing Support and Other
Considerations

Since COSINE is closely related to a WfMS’s components, the possibility of
implementing WfMC’s (or a similar organization’s) standards was explored. The
benefits include exchangeability of components and possible use of existing Tools (e.g.
management tools). The disadvantages include a possible significantly higher
development effort. Regarding the five Interfaces of the WfMC:
•

Interface 1 for internal data structures and graphical presentation can be
implemented with enormous development efforts. This interface is defined in
the form of XML-schemas and can thus be used for storage and exchange of
process information.

•

The specifications of Interface 2 are too extensive. COSINE’S interface only
has methods for user authentication and for starting a process and thus it makes
no sense to implement this interface.
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•

Interface 3 is not needed. Only self-describing services (e.g. Web-Services,
CORBA) or Services with user-predefined possibilities in a standardized format
(e.g. Web Service Definition Language) are supported.

•

Interface 4 will not be supported, because there is no interaction planned with
other workflow engines.

•

Interface 5 may be interesting in further development steps for external
administration tools if the toolkit is extended to support User or Role
Management.

The reference architecture described in [Kel 02] will be used: three architectural
layers with a process, a communication and an adapter level were implemented. The
Process Layer will exist in the form of a workflow component that analyses and
executes XML-based process definition files. The Adaptor Layer will exist as the
adapters for different back-end resources or protocols, and the Communication Layer
will be implemented in the form of an integration service that executes process steps
from the workflow component via suitable adapters. Other components will be added,
e.g., a systems repository with its database, configuration data and the service
description in form of WSDL files.
The guaranteed delivery of messages is not so important in COSFNE because
synchronous method invocation is the primary communication type supported and
therefore, the delivery of information is guaranteed. It is impossible to guarantee the
execution of the method within a server system, e.g. the system may buffer the
incoming request in a one-way communication and may crash before the request is
executed.
Connectivity in COSINE is based on Web Services and Database Systems via
standai'd drivers. Routing by symbolic names will be supported but there is no support
for a naming service. A repository for processes is available. Security is also supported
by the inclusion of suitable encryption libraries and the offer of a simple single-sign-on
mechanism.
Load balancing, fail-over, scalability, monitoring and recovery are not actually
implemented in the prototype. Only the features of the underlying software architectures
are used. For example, a Java-version of the Integration Engine may support standard
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mechanisms of a J2EE application server when running as an EJB, but this is impossible
in a .NET environment.
Distribution of system parts will be fully realized. Tracing is supported by the tool
that examines what happens during the execution of a process. A direct debugging tool
is not implemented because this is difficult to achieve in a pure process-oriented
approach.
Performance is a critical point of all process-oriented integration approaches.
Information must be read and analyzed, real method invocation calls must be created
and executed, and all information must be stored again in complex internal structures.
These generally result in a lower perfonnance compared to approaches where only an
optimised program code is written and executed.
Interoperability will be achieved in COSINE via the adapters to different back-end
systems. COSfNE implements basically only two communication protocols: one for
access to Web Service and one for access to database systems. Others have to be
implemented in the adapter for an individual back-end system (e.g., for a special ERP
system) or for a generic adapter for a complete software architecture (e.g., for a
dynamic CORBA adapter).
COSINE uses XML for all internal purposes. Thus, the techniques that can be used
with XML can be implemented in here. For example, if a back-end system returns a
large amount of data within a method call and only some of these result values are
necessary in other process steps, a transformation via XSL or XSLT (which is provided
by the systems user) could be executed to transform and/or reduce the number of
returned data.
COSfNE is directly responsible for one kind of information transfonnation: the
presentation of the parameter structure for a method call and the mapping of return
values, variables, constants and process parameter. XML could not used here; this is
more a question of ergonomics and usability.
Security is considered in COSfNE in so far as the back-end system used considers
security. If the back-end system supports a standard encryption of the data
communication, e.g., via SSL, it is invoked using this encryption standard. If a system
needs special authorisation procedures, e.g., via some login methods, these must be
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considered by the designer of a business process and he must ensure that these method
calls are invoked within the modelled process.
COSINE also supports security mechanisms for data storage. It uses the standard
database authorisation mechanisms for access to the systems data and special encryption
mechanism for the storage of the process definition files, which are normally stored in
readable XML-files. Commiunication between its different components can be secured
via SSL too. But this is a task of the underlying architecture and not COSINE’S task.
Some kind of transaction support can be offered through the integration of a
conventional TPS. However, all available server systems must use this TPS regardless
of their software architecture. This means that an application loses some flexibility, but
gains security in critical areas.
Transactions can be supported in COSINE only at process level. This means that
the transaction parenthesis automatically begins before the first process step is executed
and finishes at process end. If an invoked server is able to communicate with the TPS, it
is automatically registered by the COSINE runtime environment when starting a
process. Otherwise, it is used as a normal server without transaction support.
PS 1

PS 2

PS 3
'W'

TPS

Figure 7.6: Automated transaction support in the Toolkit

If an error occurs in PS 1 or PS 3, the TPS recognises this and the runtime can
handle the process abortion. An exception occurring in PS 2 is not automatically
recognised by the TPS. The results must be retrieved manually and execution can either
be proceed or be aborted as shown in Figure 7.7. This sequence is similar to the
concepts of Cohesion or Business Activities in BTP or WS-Transaction but without the
runtime’s automatic support.
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Figure 7.7: Automated and manual transaction support by the toolkit

This procedure can also be supported at the level of sub-processes. If a sub process
is called, e.g., by external partners, the transaction procedures are executed in the sub
process (see Figure 7.8). The calling instance gets the result back and the user can
model the exception handling according to Figure 7.9. This approach is similar to the
nested transaction processing described in [Gray Reuter 93]*'^.
►

PS 1

Sub-Process

PS 3

Figure 7.8: Transaction processing by sub-processes (1)

PS 3
PS 1

►

Sub-Process

Figure 7.9: Transaction processing by sub-processes (2)

see [Gray Reuter 93] page 195 ff
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7.3.2

Technology Used

The following criteria were used in determining which technical architectures to
use in the COSINE implementation:
(a) Distribution
It should be possible to distribute individual parts of the COSINE system to
different computers and also to other enterprises. This has the advantage that load
balancing problems can be solved in a better way and those individual parts, which
require special hardware and software resources, can be located on computers where
they are available.
(b) Popularity
The integration system developed should be enhanced in the future. Therefore it is
important to select a technology that is supported by many other developers and will
remain supported in the future.
(c) Portability
Is the technology used available on different hardware and software architectures?
(d) Interoperability
Are the developed components able to communicate with other components which
are written in other programming languages or running on other hardware
platforms?
(e) Proprietai'y integration approaches
To simplify the task of developing adapters for back-end systems, it is
advantageous to use technology that already offers interfaces to other applications
or the underlying software architecture.
(f) Security
Is there any existing security support?
(g) Transaction processing
Ai'e standardized transaction methods supported by the technology?
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(h) Costs
Which costs are generated for the end-user of the COSINE system by using the
technology? Complex development environments for the different teclinologies are
often not free for developers. And how about the runtime environment? Does an enduser have to pay runtime fees for the use of the technology applied?
Conventional/local component architectures (e.g. COM or Java with Beans)
- No distribution
+ Popularity
- Not interoperable and only portable via third party solutions
+ Own integration approaches are available
+ Security and transaction approaches are available
+ Usage is free except possibly for specially needed libraries
J2SE
+ Distribution is possible
+ Popularity
- Available on different hardware platforms
+ Access from client applications running on other architectui'es is possible by
CORBA or Web Services
+ Own integration approaches are available
+ Security and transaction approaches are available
+ Usage is free except possibly for specially needed libraries
CORBA
+ Distribution is possible
+ Popularity
+ Interoperability and portability are basic concepts of this architecture
+ Own integration approaches are available
- Access from client applications running on other architectures is only possible
when using special CORBA adapters.
+ Security and transaction approaches are available
+ Some CORBA-implementations are free, others are expensive
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J2EE
+ Distribution is possible
+ Popularity
+ Interoperability is given via CORBA
+ Own integration approaches are available
- Access from other systems is possible with limitations (e.g. CORBA)
+ Security, transaction and scalability solutions are available
+ Some J2EE-implementations are free, others are extremely expensive
Web Services
+ Distribution is possible
-t- Popularity
+ Interoperability is a basic concept for this architecture
- Portability is limited.
- Access from other applications is possible
+ Easy development and mixing of different programming languages and
runtime environments is possible
- Disadvantages in system performance
+ Security solutions are available or at least in progress
- Standard transaction solutions are not yet developed.
+ Free implementations are available

The most advantages lie in the use of J2EE and Web Services. Because it is more
important for the integration tool that interoperability is supported, the components of
the Integration Server are implemented as Web Services instead of using existing
transaction or scalability solutions. Furthermore, Web Services can easily be combined
with other technologies. For example, the interface of the Integration Server can easily
be changed to work as a CORBA server and the other components can still run as Web
Services.
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7.3.3

Selection of the Runtime-Environment

After selecting Web Services as the base architecture, there is the question of
whether the implementation should be done with JAVA-based technologies or with
.NET. Both support the use of Web Services, but differences become apparent when
developing and interacting with other systems.
•

Availability of Web Services

Web services are available in both technologies, but in JAVA many different
implementations exist which offer only limited portability (Sun ONE, Apache
SOAP, AXIS, various Application servers, other systems (e.g., Iona’s XML bus)).
In .NET, Web Services are integrated directly into the operating system and thus,
only one solution exists.
•

Complexity of development
There are small advantages for .NET due to its direct integration into the operating
system and excellent embedding into the development environments.

•

Available Connectors/APIs to other systems
There ai'e considerable benefits for JAVA due to the variety of existing interfaces
and APIs (database system, CORBA, Messaging Systems, etc.) and also some
standai'dized approaches for uniform invocation of other systems, e.g. OpenAdaptor
or Java Connector Architecture.

•

Security
Suitable solutions are available in both technologies via APIs.

•

Transaction Processing
JAVA has an edge because of several existing APIs.
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•

Scalability and Availability
Theoretically there should be advantages for JAVA when using Application Servers.
But examinations show that .NET gives a better performance because of the large
numbers of services supporting concurrent user accesses.

•

Installation Efforts
.NET is better, because only the operating system and .NET-Runtime is needed.
Different tools and libraries must be installed in JAVA depending on the
implementation used.

•

Costs
The basic .NET and JAVA-teclmologies can be used free of charge. J2EEextensions like an application server range from freeware to very expensive
solutions. Special integration solutions in the .NET area, e.g., the BizTalk-Server,
cannot be used for free.

•

General Problems
In both technologies, the only standards (e.g., for transaction, security or process
support) implemented are those that fit the agenda of the main developers
(Microsoft, Sun and vendors of Application Servers) or those that have been
developed and standardised by one of the companies mentioned. Hopefully not too
many different and interoperable “standards” will appear in this area in the future.
There are thus several reasons for selecting JAVA as the basic technology for the
integration tool, especially the uniform connector frameworks and architectures
available for other systems. However, because some target users of the toolkit use a
pure Microsoft-Windows environment, the components of the integration server are
implemented twice so that they are available in a native form for both technologies.
Some individual adapters, e.g., for CORBA integration, will be implemented only in
JAVA, because suitable and freely usable libraries are available only in JAVA.
This loosely coupled system proves advantageous when providing native support for
client applications running in architectures other than Web Services: only the small
interface component for the integration server must be implemented in the desired
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architecture. The remaining system is coupled via the repository and can be left in
the Web Service environment as shown in Figure 7.10.

Client
Application
(WebService)

Integration
Engine
Interface
i (WebService)

Client
Application
(CORBA)

Integration
Engine
Interface
(CORBA)

Client
Application

Integration
Engine
Interface

(...)

Repository

(...)

Figure 7.10: Possible connection from other architectures
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7.4

Systems Design

7.4.1

Data Model of the System Database

The original idea was to hold all internal data within XML-files, but this approach
is too slow for some processing. Thus, frequently-used data is stored in a relational
database. Only the process definition files and configuration data are stored in XML
files.
The database tables and their relations are shown in Figure 7.11:
T,v4

ID
ProcessID
ProcessStep
ServiceType
SorviceName
MethodeName
Paramater
Resuks
Start
End
TkneSpan

Figure 7.11: Tables and relations of the systems database

Table Tasks. This table contains the data that is needed for exchanging process
information between a client application and the collaboration system. The client binds
itself to the interface component and the client component stores the information for the
process to be executed in this table. These are the process name, the process parameters
handled, process options and a user id. Before writing this information into a new
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record, a check of user rights is done to ensure that the user is authorised to execute the
desired process. The state field is set to 0 so that the following components can
recognise new processes. A new process id is generated to identify the process in the
steps that follow. By starting the execution in the workflow component, the state is
changed to “1” and the start time is set. After execution, the process results are written
into the result field and the state is set to “2” to indicate ready processes. The end time
is set and the time span for process execution is calculated. The interface component is
afterwards able to return the process results to the client application.

Table ProcessSteps. When process analysis is on, information concerning the process
execution time is collected for all executed process steps and stored in this table. The
analysing part of the COSINE system reads this data and generates reports about the
execution time of process steps within a process call or summarized reports about a
single process step, e.g., how long a call to an SAP system for a specified method lasted
with its minimum, maximum or average consumed time span.

Table ProcessStepCache. To speed up server accesses, it is possible to cache the
results of server accesses executed and afterwards return the stored results instead of
executing a real call. This information is stored in the table ProcessStepCache. The type
of the server system (e.g. Web Service), an identifier for the server (e.g. the server
name), the method called and the method results are stored in records of this table.
Additionally, a time stamp of the execution is stored to ensure that the information is
properly updated.

Table Processes. This table contains the names of processes that require user
authentication. Any user can execute a process whose name is not stored in this table.

Table User. Users allowed to execute processes have their names and passwords stored
in this table. An additional field contains a reference to an optional user role.

Table UserRoles. This table contains the description of possible user roles, e.g., clerks
or managers.
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Table UserRights. A record of this table contains permission for a user to execute
processes. Therefore, the references to the primary key of the related tables must be
filled.

Table RoleRights. Permissions from roles to processes can be created to simplify
pennissions for users to processes. By using this table, it is possible to indicate that,
e.g., all clerks are able to execute some process instead of creating records for every
related user in the UserRights table.
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7.4.2

Physical Components

The logical components of the COSINE-System were presented in Section 7.2. The
physical implementation of these logical components was not done on a one to one
basis because the use of Web Services as the basic architecture causes a huge overhead
(packing and unpacking data in XML, data transmission via HTTP) when components
communicate, which adversely affects the performance. Thus, physical components are
only built when it is necessary or at least reasonable, for example, when components are
distributed, when a system part is platform-dependent, when common system resources
like the security component are used, or when system parts are exchanged by others
(e.g., changing a security component that supports symmetric encryption with one that
supports a public key mechanism).

The following assignment exists between COSINE’S logical and physical components:

Logical Component

Physical Component

Architecture

Schema-Converter

Schema-Converter

Stand-alone application or part of
the Integration Modeller
Regular application

Integration Modeller Integration Modeller

Web Service

Process-Repository

Process-Repository

System-Repository

Part of the Integration-Server

Integration-Server
Interface
Workflow-Engine

Integration-Server Interface

Web Service

Integration-Server

Stand-alone application

Integration-Engine

Part of the Integration-Server

System Cache

Part of the Integration-Server

User-/RoleManagement
Monitoring/Logging

Part of the Integration-Server
Logging-Component

Web Service

Security

Security-Component

Web Service

Internal Adapter

Part of the Integration-Server

External Adapter

Adapter

Web Service

Administration Tool

Administration Tool

Stand-alone application

Process Analyser

Process Analyser

Stand-alone application
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A possible deployment of these components is shown in Figure 7.12:

Figure 7.12: Deployment Diagram

We describe each component in more detail in the following sections.
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7.4.3

Integration-Server Interface Component

This component represents the interface to the client applications. Only this
component needs multiple implementations if different client architectures are to be
supported. Other classes of the system are implemented as “normal” classes in the
programming language used, or as separate Web Services. Therefore, the whole
component can easily be adapted for use in other software architecture, e.g. running as a
CORBA-server instead of a Web Service. Their methods allow a synchronous or an
asynchronous starting of processes and in the latter case, the return of status
information. The class also has some methods for user authorisation. Information passed
within the methods is stored in the system repository.
«interface»

Integra tionServerlnterface
+Login(in User, in Password)
+Run(in Processname, in Parameter, in Options)
■^Start(in Processname, in Parameter in Options)
+GetState(in UsertD, in ProcessID)
+GetResult(in UsertD, in ProcessID)
+Logout(in UsertD)

IntegrationServerlnterface

Figure 7.13: Integration-Server Interface Class Diagram

The interface class of this component provides the following methods:
•

Login: Login to the COSINE-system with User and Password combination

•

Run: synchronous start of a process; the process name and arguments must be
passed to this method

•

Start: asynchronous start of a process; the process name and arguments must be
passed to this method.

•

GetState: returns the current state for asynchronous execution.

•

GetResult: returns the return values for an asynchronous execution.

•

Logout: Logs the specified user out of the system

The interface class IntegrationServerlnterface implements the interface by checking the
user data within the database of the systems repository, or by storing in or reading
process information from this database.
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7.4.4

Integration-Service Component

The integration service is the central unit of the COSINE system. All internal
sequences, from analysing a process to the invocation to the backend systems, are done
therein. The principal programming effort within this component is reading, analysing,
disassembling and composing the XML structures.

Figure 7.14: Integration-Server Class Diagram
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The constituent classes and their functions are:

•

WorkflowServer and WorkflowServerInterface
This class is a copy of the IntegrationServerlnterface-class and implements the

real methods. Their task is to execute processes, which means analysing the process
schema, separating it into process steps and handling the process sequences. Its main
function includes polling the entries of the process list of the system’s database and
executing waiting messages. When the process finishes executing, the results are
stored and can be called up by the client application.

•

Integration-Server
This class gets the information for one process step from the WorkflowServer

class and processes the invocation of internal and external function calls.

•

Services
This is the basic class for the encapsulation of the common methods in the

internal and external adapters. It determines the type of a service access and passes
the required information to the suitable subclass.

•

SoapConnector, RDBConnector, RPCConnektor
The actual service calls are carried out within these classes. The XML sub trees

(extracted from the process file) passed are assembled here for calls to the desired
server and other calls afterwards. The return values will then be inserted in the XML
structure and returned.

•

XMLHelper
This class contains the functionality for processing XML structures, e.g. it

encapsulates queries on XML structures in XPath notation or functions for going
through the internal XML process structure.
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•

XMLProcessStack
This class is used for accesses to the internal process structures. The process

can be complex, as sub-processes and parallel execution of steps and their final
synchronisation have been supported. The parent structure is a structure with global
process information like process name, id, and invoking user. Attached to this is a
structure where all the data that has been collected during the execution of the
process steps is stored. Data structures with process step information (technical
details, parameter mapping information) are linked and information concerning the
sequence of the process (parent and child) are linked to the process steps. An
example process and the resulting structure are shown in Figure 7.15.
Process
Step 2
Process
Step 1

Start

Process
Step 3

Process
Step
Information

Process
Information

Process 1

Parent
Information

Child
Information

Process
Data

XML structure with
temp process
informnations

■-

Start

H Process Step 1 —

PS 2

Process Step 2

Process Step 3

Figure 7.15: Example: process stack for a simple process
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When a process is executing, such a structure will be created. For each
process step, a special “ready”-flag is created in the process data, which is set
initially to false except by the start step. The execution is done afterwards in the
following way:
1. Search for a process step whose parent has a ready-flag (initially this is the
successor of the start step).
2. If it is a normal process step, the functionality is carried out and the dedicated
ready-flag is set.
3. When the next query for process steps with such ready-flags is carried out,
they are found and can be executed and so on.
4. When the parent of the end step is found, the execution is terminated and the
structure becomes deleted.
5. If the parent process step is a special process step like a decision or a split or a
merge for parallel execution, special processing must be executed. These steps
have no functionality and their state is automatically set to ready. In case of a
decision, the formula is evaluated and the child is executed only if the evaluation
returns true. In the case of a split for parallel execution the children are executed
and in a parallel merge the state of all parents is checked and the processing
continues when one ready-state is found (for an OR merge) or when all parents
have the ready state (for an AND merge).
•

UserManagement
The user's accesses are controlled in this class. This is the check whether a user

is allowed to start a process.

•

Cache
The methods of this class check whether caching is allowed for a function call

and whether the data in the cache is available and still valid. If it is valid, the data is
returned. If it is invalid, the function call is executed and its result is stored back in
the cache. The cache is implemented as a table in the systems database that contains
in its records the XML documents for every different service call to external
resources. The invoking user, the desired method and the arguments passed identify
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the individual documents. If the same user invokes the same method with the same
arguments, the results of the old call will be returned.

•

Adapter
Each of these components implements an external or internal adapter. The

implementation might be different for each invoked server system. However, they
must implement the uniform interface for adapters, i.e. the following methods must
be implemented (see Figure 7.16):
■

Run:
calls a service within the attached server. All information needed for the
invocation like method name and m.ethod parameter and server param.eter
will be passed to this method.

■

GetMethodClassification:
returns an optional description of the server’s interface. If a server returns a
large number of services, like an ERP system, it is useful to divide the
description into parts to simplify method selection, e.g., by presenting first of
all the offered modules, then the business objects included, and finally the
methods of the selected business object.

■

GetMethods:
returns the methods of the service. If a categorisation is supported by the
system, the selected leaves of the categorisation structure must be parsed to
this method and only methods that fit will be returned.

■

GetParameter:
returns the parameter for a selected method that is needed for the system call.

■

GetReturnValues:
returns a structure with the return values for the selected method.

■

GetSystemParameters:
returns the parameters that are needed for the server binding and method
invocation (server addresses, etc.).
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Figure 7.16: Adapter Component Class-Diagram

7.4.5

Process-Repository Component

This component is used for storing, searching and reading the COSINE process
files. The storage is done in encoded XML documents. This is implemented as a real
component because different system parts (Integration Server, Integration Modeller) use
its functionality.

«interface»
ProcessRepositoryInterfacf
+LoadPrcx:ess()
+Sa\/eProcess()
+GetProc^ssNames()
+GetProcessParameters()

ProcessRepositorj

Figure 7.17: Process Repository Component Class-Diagram

Using the methods of this class, processes can be loaded or stored, existing processes
can be listed and the parameter for a process can be queried.
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7.4.6

Security-Component

This small component supports the encoding and decoding of XML documents.
Depending on the implementation, different encoding methods can be supported.
Complete files or strings will be processed by the methods. This is also implemented as
a real component because its functionality is used by different system components
(Integration Server, Process Repository) and here too a distribution aspect appears. If an
external adapter, which is running on another computer, intends to use these security
functions, this component can be located on that computer, but no unsecured data
transmission must be done over the system borders.
«interface»
Securitylnterface
+EncryptFile()
^EncryptStringQ
+DecryptFile()
+DecryptString()

Security

Figure 7.18: Security Component Class Diagram

In the current implementation, the encryption is done by using standard
programming language libraries. The encryption method used is a symmetrical TripleDES algorithm. If a stronger encryption algorithm is needed, the component can be
easily rewritten and because it is implemented as a Web Service, easily exchanged
without affecting the remaining system.
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7.4.7

Logging-Component

This class stores status information in an XML file and returns the stored data
through its methods. It is also implemented as a real component, because its
functionality can be used by different system components (Integration Server, external
Adapters).

Figure 7.19: Logging-Component Class Diagram

Their methods write a passed string to the system repository by adding a time
stamp or return all stored information for a passed process. Storage is held in an XML
file.

7.4.8

Integration Modeller

The current Integration Modeller is a MS-Windows application and includes a
commercial tool for process modelling. It was hard work until a usefiil tool was found.
Several approaches had been tried: from writing a complete modelling application from
scratch, to rewriting existing open source software. The toolbox used handles all
graphical representation and interaction, from creating process step symbols and their
connections to other process steps to moving, cutting or copying process steps. This
software is from Northwood Software (www.nwoods.com). Only the enhancements
needed for technical process modelling, import, storing and loading of process
definition files had to be added, but nevertheless, this was a lot of work.
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Figure 7.20: Integration Modeller Class Diagram

The class IntegrationModeller is the frame of the complete application. It contains a
menu, a toolbox for the process modelling options, and - for each opened process - a
ModellingWindow. Attached to it is a class that represents a process tind contains all of
its data. The process can be stored in XPDL format via a writer class, and imported
from an ARIS or an XMI model via an Importer-class. ProcessElements is a class that
represents the generic process symbols and derived from it are classes for the process
elements used by the Collaboration Suite. These contain the additional data, like server
names and parameter, selected methods and their parameter mapping information. This
data can be edited via some dialog windows. Most of the class methods just handle
button or mouse events and are not of general interest. The main non-graphical methods
are shown in the Figure 7.21.
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Figure 7.21: Integration Modeller Class Diagram (Details)

The classes derived from the Integration Modeller class are described in more detail:

•

Process
Objects of this class represent a process and hold in their attributes the complete

process data. This data is stored in the attached ProcessElement-objects. The Openmethod reads a stored process by reading its structure and creating ProcessElementsobjects and writing the data into the associated attributes. The Import-method reads a
process model stored in an external ARIS or XMI-flle through the Importer-class. The
Save-method writes two files: one in an internal format with the complete process data
including all graphical information and one in a so-called XPDL-format. The former is
created by invoking the serialization functionality of the ProcessElements-class and the
latter is created through the XPDL-writer class.
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•

XDL-Writer
The methods of this class create the elements of an XPDL file, e.g., header

information, process parameters, activities and their transitions. The XPDL schema is
described in Section 4.4.4.

•

Importer
The virtual methods of this class are implemented in the derived ARIS-Importer

and XMI-Importer-classes. Depending on the desired import format, the methods read
the external file, analyse the included process structure and generates the new process
structure by creating ProcessElements-object and filling their attributes with the read
data.

•

ProcessEIements
This class is the base class of the different process elements (process steps,

conditions, sub processes, etc.). Its attributes store all needed data for graphical
presentation and all technical details (services, methods, parameter mapping). The
virtual Read-method is implemented in the associated sub-class and sets the type of the
graphical symbol (e.g. circle, rectangle, etc.) and some properties, e.g., whether the text
of the symbol can be changed or on which positions transitions can be added.

•

UserDialogs
UserDialogs is the base class of the property dialogs needed for user input of the

different process elements. For example, the SystemParameterDialog displays the
window where the user can define or change the process parameter, the
MethodeSelectionDialog enables a user to select methods within a given server
application. The SetProperties-methods gets the data from a dedicated ProcessElementsobject and fills the associated dialog control elements. GetProperties reads the data from
the control elements and writes it back to the dedicated ProcessElements-object.

•

StructureAnalyser
Some of the user dialogs need functionality to analyse and display data structures.

These data can be defined in different files and formats: in WSDL, empty XML
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documents, in the internal repository as XSD or some server application dependent
formats. The methods of this class read the different formats, analyse the included
structure and returns the strueture in a common format so that it can be displayed in the
dialog in a uniform way.

7.4.9

Administration Tool

The Administration Tool is a Web application based on a scripting language.
Because the functionality is limited to queries to the system repository’s database, the
class diagram can be arranged clearly. It contains only the included Web pages as
classes because of the laek of UML modelling possibility for of such a type of
application.

Figure 7.22: Administration Tool Class Diagram

AdministrationTool represents the complete Web application. This page contains a
menu, which controls the following sequences. The user goes first of all to a login page
where he has to type his user data and after a successful check of his data, he can then
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branch into the other parts: the management of user data, service parameters and
process data.
On the UserManagement page he gets to the list of registered users and can register
a new one or change the data of an existing one. The user data is the login data for the
runtime environment and access rights for processes. On the ServiceManagement page
he can select or register services and maintain their data, e.g. whether caching is
allowed and some system parameter like IP addresses. On the ProcessManagement page
he can stop running processes or start new processes.

7.4.10 Process Analyser
This application is realised as a Web Application based on a scripting language.
The functionality is limited to queries to the system repository’s database. The class
diagram contains only the included Web pages as classes since there is no UML
modelling possibility for this kind of application.

Figure 7.23: Process Analyser Class Diagram

ProcessResultViewer stands for the complete Web application, which contains
automatic redirects to the following pages. The first is the LoginPage where the user
needs to enter his user data. After a successful check of his data, a SelectionPage comes
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up. Here the user can select different criteria (executed processes or process steps) and
afterwards, his input is transformed to a database query, executed and the results are
being shown on the ResultPage.

7.4.11 Program Sequences
As shown in the previous class diagrams, the components contain only a few
methods. These are mostly limited to reading and analysing XML schemas, as well as
the passing of XML sub trees to other components and back again, and the assembling
of new XML structures after the processing is done. Real functionality is carried out in
the connectors to the back-end systems. A process is executed in the following way:
1. The name of the desired process and its arguments are passed by the client
application to the IntegrationServerlnterface. The process information is stored in
the system repository and a generated process identifier is passed back to the client
application.
2. The class WorkflowServer queues incoming process calls in the system repository.
If a new one is found, the process definition file will be read by the class
ProcessRepository and will be decrypted by the methods of the security component.
From this information, an XML - structure with all parameters and variables is
constructed. The process parameters are then replaced by the actual values from the
client. The proeess is divided into its eonstituent parts and all information
concerning the technical details, parents and children of the process step are stored
in an object of the process stack class. This structure is queried by the Run-method
and beginning with the start-process step, successively processed using the functions
of the XML-Helper class.
3. To execute a process step, the method RunService from the IntegrationEngine class
gets the XML sub-tree containing the passed dedicated service information. This
determines, through the service class, the type of the requested service call and
creates an instance for the corresponding connector (SOAP, relational databases,
CORBA, RPC) and calls its Run-Method using the XML sub-tree passed. The
corresponding adapter class extracts the needed information and carries out the real
call.
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4. The return values are added to the internal process structure and are now available
for other service calls. The process step is finished at this stage and the next step is
being processed in the Run-method of the WorkflowServer-ciass.
5. At the end, the return data structure is assembled and stored in the system
repository. When the client application next polls the process state, this structure is
returned back to it and can now be processed.
The steps are summarized in the following sequence diagram (Figure 7.24):
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7.5

Summary
The design choices, the logical model and the various physical components

constructed were described in detail in this chapter. Other implementation issues such as
the possibility of implementing the standards specified by WfMC and other similar
organizations, of providing support for transaction processing, etc were explored. How
COSINE can be used in practice will be demonstrated in the next chapter.
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8.

The Toolkit in Practice / Case Studies

8.1

Using the Toolkit
The first and, normally, only application that a user has to start is the Integration

Modeller. After it is started, the user gets an empty modelling window.
■C lnt«gr«tk»i M«d*llei
9b

)0bw [TMrt Iffiport/Merge FgrmBt WMotv

D|ig[Rl
Basic Ebmenlf
Start
End
Pnc9u step
Daoision
Simple merge
E Ntemal Reference
• SpitA^erge
Par^spil
And Merge
Or Merge
- Special Elemenis
Cowewent
Suto Recess
B Procees Eiamerts
Process parsieeSer
Process rehan values

I Procoa Sl«p I

Figure 8.1: Integration Modeller

Via the application menu or toolbar, it is now possible to load existing processes,
change the stored ones or load new empty processes. Using the tree view on the left or
the toolbox one can drag and drop the needed process elements into the modelling
window. The symbols can be freely arranged in the window by moving them around
with the mouse. The symbols can also be copied, moved or cut by using the upper
toolbar. It is possible to open more than one process at one time in new windows;
copying and moving the elements is also possible between different processes. The
following symbols are supported for process modelling:
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Comment

(start)

Conimeiits or notes

Initial state

Filial state

>Proce^s Step*a

Single process steps

Branches

<^ub Proces^

Call of a siih-process

y^XtSysterp^

Link to an external
reference
{apiilication,
file, etc.)

O

lleiitreal process step. e.g. to
visualize joins of transitions

©

Stait parallel execution of the
following process steps
AND niei ge after a parallel split (the
execution continues when ail branches
are passerl)

®

OR merge after a parallel s|>iit (the
execution continues when at least one
branch is passer!)

__________
^arargeter^

Userl for hanrlling parameters that
to the process

____________

Userl for handling return values that
shouki be passerl to the process caller

Return Valuey

Links between process symbols are made by selecting a suitable lock point on the
element and pulling the now appearing line to the desired endpoint. Depending on the
endpoint type, the following links are possible:
^roce^s Step”

Process Step
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Directed links determine the sequence of the flow between process elements.
Process Step

........................ •;^xtSysten/

Undirected links are used to connect external references with process elements.
After inserting and arranging the process elements, the process may look like the
following (see Figure 8.2):

^

[rttart Import/Merge Fgrmat JtfndoM

- Battc Elements
jHIIH
Start
s«p ord*r.p)(inl
End
Process step
SAP Order cteafion
Dediion
Simple merge
Exterr^al Reference
* SpA^erge
PareM split
And Merge
Or Marge
- Special Elements
Comment
Sub Rocess
- Process Elements
Prooeu paremeter
Process retun valuer

Create an Order in SAP

Process Step |

D\co<ineVpioca«t'M().onln.pwnl

Figure 8.2: Example of a modelled process

Now the generic process modelling is complete and can be saved for later use. Next
the designed process must be specified technically, i.e., the process parameter must be
defined and the real service invocation details must be added for each process step.
To define the process parameter, select the property page of the “parameter”
process element by pressing the right mouse button on the associated symbol. A
window as shown in Figure 8.3 will be opened in which parameters can be defined.
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Process Paraxheter
Name

Type

Material D

array ot strings

Value
jMaterialD

Name
Mype

[array of strings

iDetautt-Vakre

|

Add

OK

:3

Delete

Cancel

Figure 8.3: Definition of process parameter

On the right, the name of the argument must be filled in and the type of argument
selected. At present only simple types like strings and numbers and aiTays of such
simple elements are supported. After pressing the “add” button, the values are
transferred to the list box on the left and the next parameter can be defined.

The type and some parameters must be defined for each external reference.
Therefore, the “service property” page must be opened and the type of the external
system selected. For some service types, e.g. Web Services, a file with the service
description must be provided. This might be the WSDL file for Web Services or the
name of the description file in an internal format. (See Figure 8.4)

Change Server/Server Prop>erties
[Sen'icetype

3]

eb Sendee

[Description from

WSDL
Internal Repositorv'

OK

Cancel

Figure 8.4: Service properties

The process steps can now be specified. This means that the desired method must
be selected and that the parameters for this method call must be mapped accordingly.
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Open the “service property” page and a window (see Figure 8.5) for selecting
methods appears. A tree view with an optional description of the general structure of the
server system appears on the left. Here it is empty, but, for example, the adapter for a
SAP system will return such a structure. The user can browse through the structure so
that only suitable methods are listed in the list box on the right. An external adapter
returns this description or it is taken from the system repository. If such a description is
not available, all the methods are listed in the list box on the right and the user has to
select one of them.

SUB

Select Service
Ctdssitefltion

Melhodt

Logout tl (Logout from OpenPOH mivm)
lAttonblyStJuctueQuaiy It (Queiy hx product dalo ttiuctue)
I StatNoMuery It [Query fa top-level meterial)
ItemPropertsOuery It (Query fa item aoperttei)
Query fa item cJet»ificetior»t It (IterrOeuificeticnQuery OperiPOM-S
AtiociatedDocumentQuery II (Query fa artocreted documerrtt)

Figure 8.5: Selection of suitable service methods

Once the methods for the process have been selected, the user opens the “parameter
properties” page (Figure 8.6). From the description files stored in WSDL, the internal
repository or the descriptions dynamically fetched via the external adapter, the required
parameters are read and listed in the tree view on the left side of the window. On the
right, possible suitable mappings for the parameter are listed. These are the defined
process parameters, fixed values or return values of other method calls.
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P-drdmctcrmdpping Seivic«paramete(
doc:MatenalAv«latiil)i
docM«lanaLAvaM)ity @Ma(enal
Batch
DwcfcRiie
Cualonw
Plant (10001
StgeLoc
UrttlST]
f Win<*«»
♦ Witidvw

Figure 8.6: Parameter mapping

Unfortunately, this is the step where a user really needs a thorough knowledge of
the server system used. In the example shown in Figure 8.6, which is a call to a SAP
system where material availability is checked, the user must fill in the mandatory fields
“Planf’ and “Unif’ and values (here the fixed values are “1000” and “ST”) and the
attribute “Material” must be mapped to the process parameter “MateriallD”.
After doing this for all process elements, the complete process can be stored. Two
files are generated: One contains all internal technical and graphical information and the
other is the XPDL file. This can now be transferred to the runtime system by copying it
into the correct directory structure, and afterwards a suitable client application can
invoke it.
Externally modelled processes can be imported into the Integration Modeller.
However, only pure modelling information can be imported and further processing may
be required depending on the process modelling tool used. For example, the Integration
Modeller has an ARIS-import function to support the import of business processes
modelled using the popular tool ARIS from IDS-Scheer (see: http://www.idsscheer.com). In this case, the business process is modelled within ARIS and exported in
their own XML format.
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. tJiejfx

♦ ARIS- [aZ^cngl (eEPJ<)J

QiSH
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[siwSrti

3 !►' ^

~ X •**

I I iiii 1| *

j
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j

^

^I

A^^

a

SUndaid

3

Figure 8.7: Example of an ARIS process model

The user then opens the ARIS - import page in the Integration Modeller revealing
a window for setting import options as shown in Figure 8.8.
ARIS • Import

I Export-File

j

Importoptions
F? Events

Create new process

C" Merge process

Functions

^ Rules
F/ Connections

OK

Cancel

Figure 8.8: Import options

After the import a process is created as shown in Figure 8.9.
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^ Integration Modeller

Figure 8.9: Imported process

Here all process elements as well as the basic process layout are imported. Only the
positions and the alignment of the symbols are not correct. This can easily be changed
via the alignment function in the “Format” menu. The relevant elements can be selected
and then centred via a horizontal or vertical alignment function. However, the layout of
the links has to be changed manually.
Unfortunately, the ARIS modelling method is not compatible with the approach
used. Thus some process elements must be deleted or modified. An initial and a final
step must be added to identify where the process starts and ends. Then the forks must be
deleted and replaced with appropriate symbols. After this, the process parameter
definition, method selection and parameter mapping steps must be executed. The
resulting process then looks like Figure 8.10, which is now ready to be stored and
executed in the runtime environment.
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^ Integration Modeller
Ejte

tdft

yjew

Dlai^lHl
E

Insert

Iinport/tJerge

Farmat

guntime

iJ^indow

tJolp

NIel

Basic Elements

a_engl1.pxml

Start
End
Process step

N^arameter^

Decision
Simple merge
External Reference

Determir>e elements an
> its versions on the first <
level

B Special Elements
Comment
Sub Process
S Process Elements
Process paratTwtef
Process varables
Process return values

Format result structure

Result structure
completed

"3

Visualisisation of result
stmeture

O
(^tSysterri)

Yes

Comment

JlJ
100%

C;\cosine\process\a engn pxml

Figure 8.10: Complemented imported process
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8.2

CASE Study: COSINE in a Product Data Management
Environment

The COSINE toolkit was tested in a Product Data Management Environment in a
project that aims to connect two different server systems. The first is a product data
management system called OpenPDM which stores a variety of product information in
complex data structures, e.g., products with construction data and part lists that are
available in different versions and composed from other parts. This application system
contains data for the automobile industry. Information about this system can be found in
the Internet under the link http://www.openpdm.com .
The second system involved is a SAP system. Product numbers from the product
data structure are checked for stock availability via SAP. When they are not in stock a
purchase order can be created which contains the unavailable data.
The structure of the created processes depends on the client application used. In this
case, a HTML front-end is built that can browse the process data structures and view
various attached product data attributes. The user can select items from the product data
structure which is displayed in a tree view and check whether the selected item is in
stock and display the returned infonnation. Afterwards the user can create a purchase
order for the requested products.

The OpenPDM server offers several methods for selecting of product data that is
stored in the system. It is implemented as a Web Service but without a description file
in WSDL. Thus, the structures for the internal repository have to be filled in with
information about the offered methods, their arguments and their return values. All
methods return sub-elements from a product data schema that can be found on the
previously mentioned Web site. The following is an extract of the repository entries
created:
<service name="iMan">
<description>PDTNet Server access</description>
<server>
<adress>https://demoserver.pdtnet.org:443/imanportal/servlet/imanportal</adress>
<type>iMan</type>
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</server>
<methods>
<method name="Login">
<description>Login procedure with Username and Password</description>
<options>
<option narne^"SOAPAction" value="http://pdtnet.net/methods/V1.0#Login" />
<option name="Namespace" value ="http://pdtnet.net/methods/Vl .0" />
<option name="MethodPrefix" value="sm" />
<option name="ArgumentNamespace" value="" />
<option name="ArgumentPrefix" value="" />
</options>
<parameters>
<param name='user' type='xsd:string' />
<param name='password' type-xsd:string' />
<param name='system' type-xsd:string' />
</parameters>
<retum_values>
<retum element='context' schema='pdtnet_schema.xsd' />
</retum_values>
</method>
<method name="StartNodeQuery">
<description>StartNodeQuery for PDTNet-Server</description>
<options>
<option name="SOAPAction"
value="http://pdtnet.net/methods/V 1.0#StartNodeOuery"/>
<option name="Namespace" value ="http://pdtnet.net/methods/Vl .0" />
<option name="WSDL" value="" />
<option name="MethodPrefix" value="sm" />
<option name="ArgumentNamespace" value="" />
<option name="ArgumentPrefix" value="" />
</options>
<parameters>
<param name='Context' type-complextype:context' />
<param name='GetElement' type-xsdistring' />
<param name='GetChildren' type-xsd:string' />
</parameters>
<retum_values>
<retum element='Item' schema='pdtnet_schema.xsd' />
</retum_values>
</method>
</methods>
</service>

The access options for the Web Server are stored within the server tag. All
available methods are listed in the method section. In this extract, only two methods are
shown: the Login-method and the StartnodeQuery-method. Login is used for user
authorisation and StartNodeQuery is used to get information for high-level products.
The option-tag contains information for creating the necessary SAOP requests. The
arguments needed for the call are stored in the parameter section while the returned data
are stored in the return value section. Both are complex XML structures. This structure
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is not defined in the file. Instead, a link to an external XML schema definition file,
which was originally provided by the vendor, is included in the return element.
With this information and the parameter mapping from process modelling, the real
calls can be assembled and executed.

Because of the three manual steps done by the user, the system can be divided into
three principal processes:
Browse the product structure
Determine material availability
Create purchase order
Because the OpenPDM system needs a separate login procedure, another process for
this procedure must be added.

a) Login procedure
The system offers a method for login and needs parameter for the user, his
password and a special system identifier. These values must be passed by the client
application to the process. The process looks as shown in Figure 8.11.
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Figure 8.11: Login process

In the front-end created, the process is called via a page as shown in Figure 8.12.
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Figure 8.12: Login screen

b) Browse the produet strueture
This process consists of several parts, because it is divided into automatable and
manual steps. The user first locates a top-level element (named StartNodeQuery) of the
product data structure by entering arguments such as material number, version or
material description in the front-end. Suitable top-level elements and available version
numbers of these elements are returned to the user who then selects one material and
one version and calls a query to retrieve all sub-elements (named AssemblyQuery). The
retrieved elements may consist of other sub-elements. Thus, for each element found, the
AssemblyQuery must be called recursively. These elements have a lot of associated
information (e.g., documents, properties) which can be retrieved by calling other
queries. This could be done within the modelled process for each found element, but
because of the large amount of data and the resulting low performance, this is done in a
separate process for only one selected element.
The three processes created are shown in Figures 8.13, 8.15 and 8.17.
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Figure 8.13: Process for retrieving start nodes

This process calls only OpenPDM’s StartNodeQuery. The required parameters for
this search query (material number, material text, version number and a login identifier
which is returned from the previous login process) must be passed by the client
application as process parameters. In the front-end, the process is called from a window
as shown in Figure 8.14.
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Figure 8.14: Screen for searching and selecting top-level materials
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AssembfyQuery

yaramete^

Figure 8.15: Building product data structure

This process is the most complex one in the application. It returns a complex data
structure for a top-level material which is returned by the previous process and selected
by a user. The selected material number and the version number must be passed to the
process. The data structure is built recursively. To stop this recursive search at a
maximum search depth, an optional argument for the maximum depth can be passed. To
calculate the current depth, another parameter is needed. The steps can be summarised
as follows:
1.) Increment the variable for the current depth.
2.) Call OpenPDM’s AssemblyQuery with the passed material information.
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3.) If the current depth is lower then the maximum depth, the process continues.
Otherwise, proceed to the end step and the process returns.
4.) Determine the number max of sub-elements returned by OpenPDM's
AssemblyQuery.
5.) Initialise a temporary variable i that will be used for iteration.
6.) If i is less than max the process continues, otherwise the process returns.
7.) Store the next element in the returned list of sub-elements in a temporary
variable.
8.) The assembly query for one element returns all associated sub-elements,
including unfortunately, the element itself. To avoid an endless loop, check that
the next element is not the current element. If this is true, the next element is
retrieved from step 7.
9.) Internal material information are stored in internal variables
10.) The complete process is called recursively with the current material
information.
11.) Increment the loop counter i and go to step 6.
In this procedure, all information from the OpenPDM server is collected in one big
return structure, which is displayed in the front-end as shown in Figure 8.16.
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Figure 8.16: Screen with the complete product data structure

If a user selects one of the materials displayed in the structure, its properties will be
determined.
Properties
^arameteiy^

Figure 8.17: Process for retrieving addition attributes

Here, three additional queries are made for a selected material and the returned
information are collected and displayed as shown in Figure 8.18
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Figure 8.18: Associated attributes for a selected material

c) Determine material availability
SAP must be invoked for this process. The description of the available methods
and their parameters is available via the adapter for the SAP system. This also returns a
categorisation of the required methods, making it easier for an experienced SAP user to
find the needed method calls. This stmcture is presented to the user as shown in Figure
8.5. The method calls of the SAP system are in reality calls to the so-called Business
Connector that gets the information stored in XML files (in the iDOC format) and calls
the corresponding business objects in the SAP system. Thus the main task within the
runtime module is to build these iDOCs and analyse the results. The method selection
and parameter mapping are as shown in Figures 8.5 and 8.6.
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The user can mark some materials in his front-end by setting the checkbox in the
window with the product data structure. They are collected, summarized and displayed
in the left side of the window that is shown in Figure 8.19.
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Figure 8.19: Selected materials for checking of availability

When the button “Check availability” is pressed, a process is called for each
selected material to check its availability in SAP (see Figure 8.20).
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Figure 8.20: Process for check availability

The results of this process are shown in a window such as Figure 8.21. In this case,
SAP returns zero for all materials and thus, the Availability column is zero. The order
amount column is initially the difference between the selected numbers and the
available numbers and can be changed by the user.
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Figure 8.21: Results of checking the availability
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d) Create purchase order
When the button “Order” is pressed, a process (Figure 8.23) is called for each
material whose order amount is not equal to zero. Material number and amount are
passed to the process and the “Create Purchase Order” method is called in SAP. This
method returns an order number that is shown in the user’s front-end. Additionally, an
e-mail is sent to the user advising him that an order has been created. E-mail sending is
one of the internal functionality of the COSINE system and no external system needs to
be attached. The required arguments, like the receiver, subject and body text of the
email are passed via fixed parameters to the “SendMail” method which is carried out via
the connection to a SMTP server. The necessary data for the server address, sender and
authorisation data are stored in the configuration files of the COSINE sy stem.
^arometery^

Create Purchase Order]'

Send EMail

Figure 8.22: Create purchase order
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Figure 8.23: Created purchase orders
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8.3

Results from the CASE Study
The product manager responsible for the integrated product data management

software as well as developers and system specialists from other relevant application
domains were continuously consulted when the prototype toolkit was being designed.
When evaluating the prototype implementation, discussions with them raised three main
differences between a process-oriented and a development-based integration approach:

•

Usability:
For a developer, it is harder to use the process-oriented approach, because:
o he needs additional practice using the tool.
o he is experienced in development work using particular programming
languages.
o he can do additional tasks, like debugging, in a development environment,
o he can optimise the procedures, e.g., he can store only relevant results and
not the complete return structures of the server calls.
One benefit is that different systems are accessed in a uniform way and thus, no
additional introduction work needs to be done. To modify the system only the
associated process needs to be replaced and not the entire application. This is
because application logic in the process is completely separated from the
presentation logic in the front-end.
For a non-developer, introduction and practice ai'e needed in both cases.
However, by using the process-oriented approach, the toolkit may improve his
productivity.

•

Complexity of client application development
The same complexity holds in both approaches because this development is not
supported by the Toolkit.

•

Performance
Using COSINE is not necessarily a better option than developing an application
from scratch. COSINE can operate in two different ways: one where all process
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requests are stored in the systems database and the other, where the systems
interface communicates directly with the integration system. The overhead is
minimal for small processes requiring only “view application” logic; only the
additional polling time for database accesses must be considered.
For a complex recursive process (see Figure 8.15), this overhead increases
dramatically. The process takes 13 seconds (measured on a Computer with Pentium
4 CPU, 2.8 GFlz, 1 GB Ram) when simply communicating without database access,
and lasts 3.5 minutes when the database is used.
To compare the results with a development-oriented approach, the modelled
processes were also implemented in programming language code. For simple
processes the difference is minute; the complex process took 6.5 seconds instead of
13. This can be explained by the fact that each recursive call is a Web Service call,
which lasts much longer than a pure function call within a coded application. If the
application logic is optimized, the differences may be higher again.
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9.

Conclusions and Outlook
When this work was started in 2000, the amount and functional range of process

modelling combined with integration tools were limited. Since then, business process
support has become state of the art and has been implemented in a wide range of
concepts and tools:
Commercial stand-alone integration servers with business process modelling
extensions.
Extensions of EAI solutions (stand-alone solutions or extensions of
application servers).
Open Source Solutions.
Nevertheless, it was still worthwhile to provide another tool in this area because of
the following reasons:
The modelling approach used is simple, from process modelling to adding
technical details.
The integration approach devised, from modelling to execution, is a solution
that does not require programming details.
There are low hardware requirements.
Standard approaches from using XPDL as process modelling languages to
communication via Web Services were applied.
The user of the system can make use of free available software.

Research showed that there is no directly applicable process schema for the
complete sequence from graphical modelling to execution. Among standard process
schemas, only XMI for UML Activity Diagrams offers possibilities for a graphical
model exchange where the layout is included in the process information and an
exchange between different tools is possible without re-forming the graphical
information. Similarly, limitations exist for process executions. The process flow can be
stored and carried out with every schema examined, but the problems occur with
method invocations. Only the Web Service based process schemas (BPEL4WS, WSCI)
offer standards for method invocations, but because these are based on other Web
Service technologies (e.g. WSDL for service description) they cannot be applied in
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heterogeneous environments without implementing non-standard extensions. This is
also true when using XPDL or XMI where no standard possibilities for storing method
invocation information are implemented (see Sections 4.4 and 4.5).
To execute process sequences, a function/ event-oriented modelling approach (e.g.
EPK, Petri nets) turned out to be not as suitable as a development orient approach like
UML Activity Diagrams or Flowcharts. This is because it is easier to follow the process
sequences using UML Activity Diagrams/Flowcharts, and this kind of model includes
less irrelevant information, e.g., events that often have no functionality because they
represent only system states are not included (see Sections 4.3 and 4.5).

The main objectives were successfully met, namely, to create a small and simple
solution for intra- and inter-enterprise collaboration between application systems for use
in small to mid-sized companies.
The approach used by COSfNE is similar to that used by the CARNOT Process
Engine. However the latter is restricted to Application Servers, whereas COSINE clients
can interact with different architectures. In COSINE, clients as well as servers can be
located in different architectures.
The focus of this work is the collaboration between different applications and
different enterprises. Nevertheless, the toolkit can be applied in a wider area: as an
integration server for “conventional” enterprise application integration within an
enterprise, as a generic bridge for different back-end systems for use in a Web Service
environment or as a central integration service in a Service Oriented Architecture.
An experienced developer needs nearly the same time to implement a business
process with the toolkit as a complete development of a coded process. It might be
faster for a user with no development experience but with detailed knowledge of the
server systems involved to use the process oriented approach. The complexity of
implementing the real user client is the same for both approaches.
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In any system integration work, implementation speed, functional range and
runtime performance must be balanced. It may not be appropriate in every case to take
the approach used in COSfNE. Thus, we propose that a process-oriented integration
approach be used when:
•

Changes in the business process can be predicted, e.g., when business logic
changes or when participants (applications and/or companies) must be replaced,
because

adaptations

are

normally

faster

than

conventional

software

development.
•

Different kinds of applications systems will be involved in the business process,
because the different implementation details are hidden from the user.

•

No developers are available but there are people with detailed knowledge of the
applications involved.

A process oriented approach should not be employed if:
•

No changes to the business logic are expected.

•

Performance plays a big role, because the dynamic assembly of system calls and
the use of XML for data storage eontribute to significant overhead.

•

Server systems are involved which deliver a large amount of data, because all
the returned information are collected in an internal data stmcture for use in
other process steps. By programming such a process manually, only required
information need to be stored for later use and this improves performance.

•

More complicated application logic than simple loops or conditions are needed.

COSfNE may not be able to compete currently with finished commercial solutions
with respect to its functional range and integration possibilities. But one must take into
account the resource investments that are put in place by commercial enterprises to
complete their product, and COSINE will be attractive to companies with limited
budget to invest in systems integration tools. Also, incorporating improvements such as
the following narrows the gap:
•

Transaction support should be added for use in critical areas. It was omitted
because at the moment no real standards for distributed transaction processing
between Web Services and other architecture are available.
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•

Better testing and debugging features should be implemented.

•

Reliability, fail-safe and recovery procedures of partly executed processes must
be improved, again for the use in critical areas.

•

The number of supported systems and interfaces should be increased to make
the toolkit more marketable.

In the future, more work should be undertaken in the area of process definition
formats. There is, in every integration solution, the need to include heterogeneous and
interoperable software architectures and thus, the need for a process definition format
that supports all kind of application types by method invocations.
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Appendix A: EAI-Tools

A number of EAI tools that come with trial softwai'e were tested and the
manufactures’ white papers were analysed. The selected tools are located in the group
of leaders and visionaries in the Gartner Report (see Figures 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9)
IBM with its J2EE Application Server based solution.
Tibco as a neutral integration platform, and because this system offers broad
workflow support.
SAP NetWeaver because of SAP’s market power and also because the
collaboration aspects are handled here.
Microsoft’s BizTalk Server (see 3.4.1.4)

IBM WebSphere Business Integration Server

The components of IBM’s integration platform are shown on Figure A.l. The core
component is a J2EE compliant application server. Thus, all the basic concepts of J2SE
and J2EE are applicable here. The complete IBM integration portfolio includes the same
components as in the Sun ONE approach described in Section 3.4.1.4.
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W«bSpher« Business
Integration Adapters
HR

Ltgaoy

Finano*

ERP

CRM

Figure A.l: WebSphere Business Integration Architecture (Source: |WBI 03|)

Business process modelling is done using a workflow editor (called WebSphere
Business Integration Modeler) with no special enhancements. The methodology used is
different from other modelling methods like EPK or UML and there is no way to enrich
this workflow with technical details.

Figure A.2: Example Workflow in IBM's WebSphere Business Integrator
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A workflow model (Figure A.2), can be exported into an attached UML-modeiler.
The result is a UML Activity Diagram and, starting from this model, class diagrams,
sequence diagrams and regular code generation are possible options.

Figure A.3: Exported Activity Diagram in IBM's UML modeller

At the end of the UML modelling process, tool-support for integration is provided
via a large variety of connectors to other applications and architectures. This approach
cannot be called a process oriented approach. It is just a development-oriented
integration with a few workflow enhancements. Only classes representing process steps
can be generated from a workflow model that must be manually implemented.
In the meantime, IBM offers a new version of its Business Integration Modeler.
This product is based on the Business Process Execution Language for Web Services
and supports process oriented integration [WBI 04].
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Tibco
Tibco offers a comprehensive integration platform that is available for different
computer platforms.

TIBCO ActiveEnterprise”^
TIBCO's Complete Platform for Real-Time Business

Business Optimization

, p<?'

Collecting, correlating and delivering
information and analysis so people can take
immediate action and make effective decisions.

".A

Business integration
Connecting and coordinating systems
and people so companies can operate
as quickly and efficiently as possible.

Enterprise Backbone
Enabling an event-driven flow of information
and interactions so systems and people can
communicate and interact in real-time.

Figure A.4: Tibco’s Integration Platform (Source: (TIBCO 03/11)

Tibco’s platform has a message based bus system (Enterprise Backbone) with
connectivity to a wide range of applications and architectures. The Business Integration
layer consists of the design and implementation tool for workflows (called
BusinessWork). Another workflow tool is provided to models high level details like
user and role management or time control of process execution. The upper Business
Optimization layer offers a tool for monitoring executed processes and thus, a basis for
business process optimization.

Workflow support is a basic theme of Tibco’s integration solution. As shown in
Figure A.5, workflow can be modelled and added with all the technical details
necessary for the process execution.
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Figure A.5: Tibco's Designer (Source: |TIBCO 03/2|)

Single process steps of the workflow shown are attached to a service type which
can be selectable in the right side of the window. Depending on the information needed
by the service type, the lower window will show the necessary parameters for the
service invocation which can be mapped together with other information collected, like
process parameters or other return values. In the Collaboration Tool, a very similar
method is implemented.
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SAP NetWeaver

SAP R/3 had to be integrated with many other applications and SAP provided a
number of options (Figure A.6). In the Collaboration Toolkit, SAP Ry3 integration is
done via the Business Connector that offers an XML-interface for method invocation
and information exchange with a SAP R/3 system.

Figure A.6: SAP integration possibilities (Source |ARC 03|)

To-date SAP implements only APIs that can be used by the integration tools of
other companies. SAP has since changed their business strategy of relinquishing the
integration business to other companies, therefore, in the current mySAP strategy, a
proprietary integration platform called NetWeaver is offered. mySAP is based on a
J2EE-compliant application server. It is used as an internal integration platform between
different mySAP components as well as for the integration of complete mySAP systems
and for the integration with other external services or applications. The NetWeaver
architecture is shown in the Figure A.7.
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Figure A.7: SAP NetWeaver architecture (Source [SAP 03j)

SAP is one of the promoters of eollaborative business (see [SAP 01]) and so it is
not surprising that every integration layer is supported by workflow technology. In older
releases of SAP R/3, business process modelling and execution were implemented for
the sequences within R/3. Now, this support extends to other applications. The older
SAP internal workflow (named Business Workflow) is located on the Application
Platform level. The new process integration layer offers application-centric, repetitive
and inter-organizational workflow, i.e. the kind of workflow that is supported in the
Collaboration Toolkit too. Flexible and adaptive ad-hoc workflows are supported by the
integration layer. This is the kind of workflow expected in collaborative business for the
collaboration of people.
To-date the author has not seen a NetWeaver system working in real life, but the
screenshots provided by SAP AG in their white papers demonstrate complete
integration via workflow, from modelling to specification of technical details. A further
detail, required by collaborative business for teamwork with all participants, even in
other enterprises (sequences, knowledge management), is implemented directly in the
core mySAP applications.
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Appendix B: Database Tables

Table Tasks
Table
name
Tasks

Field name

Field t>pe Comment

PID
UserlD
Processname

Numerical Primary key for this table
Numerical The user id of the user that invokes a process
Text
The name of the process which is invoked by an
user
Parameter
Memo
Parameter for the method call
ProcessOption Text
Options for process execution, e.g. switches for
logging or monitoring
Memo
Results
Contains the method results of the last invocation
State
Numerical Contains the state of the process execution, i.e. 0 for
a process that should be executed, 1 for a process in
execution state and 2 for an executed process
Start
Date/Time The start time of the invocation
End
Date/Time The ending time of the invocation
Time Span
Numerical The time span between starting and ending time in
milliseconds

Table ProcessSteps
Table name Field name
ProcessSteps

Field type Comment

Numerical Primary key for this table
Numerical Reference to a process in the Tasks-table
Text
The name of the process step that is filled by the
user
ServiceType
Text
The kind of service, e.g., Web Service or SAP
The name of the service
ServiceName Text
The name of the method that is invoked
MethodeName Text
Parameter
Text
Parameter for the method call
Memo
The method results of the last invocation
Results
Start
Date/Time The start time of the invocation
End
Date/Time The ending time of the invocation
TimeSpan
Numerical The time span between starting and ending time
in milliseconds
ID
ProcessID
ProcessStep
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Table ProcessStepCache
Field name

Field
type

Comment

ache

ID
ServiceType

Numerical Primery key
Text
The kind of the service, e.g. WebService
SAP
ServiceName Text
The name of the service
MethodeName Text
The name of the method that is invoked
Parameter
Text
Parameter for the method call
D
Numerical Day of the last invocation
M
Numerical Month of the last invocation
Y
Numerical Year of the last invocation
Hour
Numerical Hour of the last invocation
Min
Numerical Minute of the last invocation
Sec
Numerical Second of the last invocation

Table Processes
Table name

Field name

Field
type

Comment

Processes

ID
ProcessName
AllowDebug

Numerical Primary key for this table
Numerical Name of a process
Numerical Flag indicating whether complete logging of this
process for debugging purposes is allowed
AllowMonitoring Numerical Flag indicating whether time measurement and
analysis of this process is allowed

Table User
Table
name
User

Field name

Field
type

ID
Username
Password
RolelD

Numerical
Text
Text
Numerical

Comment

Primary key for this table
User name
Password for a user
Optionally, a reference to a user role that is assigned
to the user
Administrator Numerical Flag that indicates, that a user has administrative
rights to maintain the system data
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Table UserRoles
Table
Field
name
name
UserRoles

ID
UserRole

Field
type

Comment

Numerical Primary key for this table
Text
The name of a user role, e.g. clerk, management, etc.

Table UserRights

Table name
UserRights

Field
name

Field
type

ID
UserlD
ProcessID

Numerical Primary key for this table
Numerical Reference to a user record
Numerical Reference to a process record

Comment

Table RoleRights
Field
name

Field type Comment

RoleRights

Numerical Primary key for this table
Numerical Reference to the an user role
record
ProcessID Numerical Reference to a processes
record

ID
RolelD
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